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Abstract

Increasingly complex metamaterial structures has revitalized the interest in homogenization and effective medium theories, with the intention of finding better ways to model and understand their electromagnetic complexity. This thesis describes an implementation of the plane wave expansion method in MATLAB, employed for simulating the electric field inside one- and two-dimensional periodic metamaterial unit cells. The electric field is excited by an unlocalized plane wave source, and is used to determine the significance of higher order multipoles of the averaged microscopic polarization density through a scheme that employs two different source polarizations. The simulated electric fields in three different unit cells are discussed, and the significance of the simulated higher order terms is interpreted in context of this discussion. The simulations that have been performed in this thesis is used to argue that higher order terms are significant, and have been used in an article that was submitted to Phys. Rev. B in January 2017. The effective permeabilities obtained from two different homogenization formalisms are simulated for two unit cells and used to support the previous results suggesting that higher order terms are significant.
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1 Introduction

The recent discoveries of novel photonic properties in artificially structured materials along with the capabilities of modern semiconductor manufacturing technology, have given rise to a new paradigm for the design and realization of functional materials with desired photonic properties that are not found in nature. Over the last 20 years, the fields of homogenization and effective medium theories have been revitalized due to the necessity of finding better ways to model the increasingly complex artificially structured materials. In the limit where the structures in such materials become smaller than the wavelength of the radiation propagating within them, artificially structured materials become what is known as metamaterials, allowing the medium to be regarded as one effective substance. The expression *metamaterial* comes from the inherent properties of these materials, some of which cannot be found in nature. The word *meta* itself, is described as a prefix added to the name of something that is analyzed at a higher level [34].

In 1968, V. G. Veselago explored the theoretical consequences of electromagnetic fields propagating in a medium exhibiting a negative refractive index [2], something that was mostly considered as a peculiarity at the time. It was not until around 2000, when J. B. Pendry et al. re-examined the negative refractive index in context of artificially structured media and suggested a possible way to manufacture such a material [13], that the interest for metamaterials started growing. In recent years there have been several improvements of the theoretical treatment of the electromagnetics of metamaterials, taking into account the effects of spatial dispersion, with the intent of understanding metamaterials and being able to exploit this knowledge for creating new and exciting photonic effects.

Computational simulations are valuable assets in the development of homogenization and effective-medium theory, since they offer a level of control and accuracy that can be difficult to reproduce in practical experiments. Electromagnetic fields are elusive, and it is often difficult to grasp the completeness of their behaviour in metamaterials analytically.

It is desirable to have a simulation tool that allows the user to define a specific simulation in one end, and obtain a result of the simulation in the other end. For electromagnetic problems, such a tool would have to utilize Maxwell’s equations to solve the electric and magnetic fields in a particular system, and output the resulting solutions. The process of constructing such a simulation tool requires an accurate theoretical treatment of the electromagnetic theory, which can later be translated into to a numerical algorithm. When the theory is implemented into a working program, it is necessary to make considerations regarding digital signal processing, numerical calculations and time-effectiveness for optimal performance. The result is a convenient simulation tool that can be used in the process of improving the understanding of the elusive electromagnetic fields in metamaterials.

The objective of this thesis is to improve a simulation software for metamaterials that was implemented in a preliminary project during the spring semester in 2016, in order to both optimize and expand it for the purpose of investigating the higher order multipoles of the averaged microscopic polarization density obtained from the Landau-Lifshitz averaging-formalism. The simulation software that has been developed in this thesis features a user-defined and unlocalized plane wave source, and also allows the user to define different unit
The scope of this report is to provide a thorough description of the simulation software, as well as present and discuss simulation results. A brief introduction of metamaterials, interesting properties and potential applications will be the main topic of chapter 2, while chapter 3 will present general electromagnetic theory. Chapters 4 and 5 will specialize on electromagnetic theory in metamaterials, and introduce Russakoff-Jackson homogenization [1, 8] along with Casimir and Landau-Lifshitz formulations of effective parameters [6, 7, 9]. The theory presented in chapters 4 and 5 will also closely follow the theory introduced in an article submitted to Phys. Rev. B in January 2017 attached in Appendix B. Chapters 6, 7 and 8 will explain the algorithm for solving the inhomogeneous wave equation in one- and two-dimensional metamaterial unit cells, and provide a detailed description of the implementation in MATLAB. Chapter 9 describes the algorithm and implementation that allows for simulating the higher order multipoles of the averaged microscopic polarization density. Simulation results and discussions are provided in chapter 10, while the concluding remarks are given in chapter 11.
2 Metamaterials

A metamaterial can be described as a medium consisting of functional structures much smaller than the wavelength of incident electromagnetic radiation, such that the medium as a whole can be regarded as one effective medium. Metamaterials are interesting because they can under certain circumstances exhibit properties that are not found in nature. A thorough understanding of metamaterials rely heavily on principles of homogenization- and effective medium theory, which provides the tools of determining the electromagnetic fields propagating inside metamaterials. Before delving into electromagnetic theory, it is useful to develop a basic understanding of what exactly metamaterials are in general, and it will therefore be the objective of this section to provide a conceptual introduction of metamaterials and their usage.

2.1 Conceptual description

At the most fundamental level, all matter consist of an infinite number of atoms. In this microscopic world, atoms may be situated in molecular arrangements and lattices, or floating around arbitrarily entirely independent from each other [1]. It is the composition of various atoms that determines if the material is a solid, gas or a liquid, an insulator or a conductor. The entire nature of a material, and especially its electromagnetic properties, can be traced back to its atomic composition [1].

Now consider a medium comprising microscopical structures instead of atoms. For the time being, it is ample to limit the description of these structures only to stating that they may be arranged arbitrarily as long as they are sufficiently small in size. Given that this requirement is fulfilled, these structures could be made out of any type of matter and have any type of geometric shape. It turns out that these structures are also able to determine the electromagnetic properties of the material, much like the way the atomic composition does for a regular material.

It is beneficial to return to the atomic-level analogy to explain the requirement of having sufficiently small structures. The atom consists of electrons, protons and neutrons which are in an uninterrupted oscillating condition due to thermal agitation, orbital motion and zero-point vibration [1]. The oscillation of these charged particles are the origin of the electromagnetic fields. With this in mind, it seems reasonable that the detectable electromagnetic fields must pertain to the rapid oscillation of the charged particles in the atom. This is however not the case.

Upon closer inspection, it is found that the spatial oscillations occur at distances less than 1 [nm] and that the temporal oscillations occur in periods shorter than 1 [ps] [1, p. 249]. Such small variations are not present in any detectable signal because the transition from the atomic scale to the detection scale effectively averages the electromagnetic fields, leaving only a smoothly varying envelope of the original field [1].

In a metamaterial, the exact same effect occurs when the detection scale is significantly greater than the size of the structures that it is comprised of. If an electromagnetic wave of wavelength $\lambda$ propagates through a metamaterial containing structures shorter in length than the distance $a$, it can be argued that the averaging of the electromagnetic fields will occur in the long wavelength limit, where $\lambda \gg a$. 

2.2 Metamaterial properties and potential applications

Metamaterials are interesting because they under certain circumstances feature remarkable electromagnetic properties, which cannot be found in natural materials. This section will briefly highlight some of these properties, and describe some potential applications.

2.2.1 Negative refractive index

Metamaterials are capable of having negative refractive indices. The physical consequences of a negative index material was first investigated by V. G. Veselago in 1968 [2], while J. B. Pendry published an article in 2000 which discussed applications of such a material in greater detail [13]. The effect of a negative index metamaterial can be exemplified by using Snell’s law

\[ n_1 \sin(\theta_1) = n_2 \sin(\theta_2), \]  

(1)

describing the refraction of a ray of light through a planar interface from a medium with refractive index \( n_1 \) to a medium with refractive index \( n_2 \), where \( \theta_1 \) and \( \theta_2 \) are the angles of incidence respectively [5]. If \( n_1 = 1 \) and \( n_2 = -1 \), it can be seen by inserting into equation (1) that

\[ \theta_2 = \arcsin(-\sin(\theta_1)) = -\theta_1 \]  

(2)

which means that the ray of light is refracted in the opposite direction. The general effect of the negative refractive index can be seen by considering figure 1, where it is seen that rays of light can be refocused by inserting a negative index medium on the optical axis.

![Figure 1: Refraction of light rays in a medium with \( n < 0 \) [13].](chart)

It has been shown by J. B. Pendry in [13] that a negative refractive index \( n = \sqrt{\epsilon \mu} \) arises from an effective permittivity \( \epsilon = -1 \) and an effective permeability \( \mu = -1 \), and consequently that negative index media is able to amplify evanescent waves such that sub-wavelength imaging is made possible. Such metamaterials can potentially be employed to improve the resolution in microscopes, which could be highly beneficial for the semiconductor industry.
2.2.2 Anisotropic metamaterials

An Anisotropic material is characterized by having a permittivity $\epsilon$ and permeability $\mu$ that are dependent on the direction of incoming electromagnetic radiation [5]. Metamaterials offer the possibility of controlling the effective permittivity $\epsilon$ and permeability $\mu$, and can therefore be used exploit their anisotropic properties to create interesting effects.

One way to make such an effect, is to create $\epsilon$ and $\mu$ such that they introduce a coordinate transform in the effective material. A coordinate transform can be regarded as a distortion of the coordinate system, such that a straight arrow in the original coordinate system, becomes a crooked arrow in the transformed coordinate system. A commonly used coordinate transform is one that maps a point in a two-dimensional plane onto a disc of a inner radius $\hat{R}_1$ an outer radius $\hat{R}_2$ outside the point itself [30, 31]. This coordinate transform can be expressed as

$$\hat{\mathbf{r}} \rightarrow \hat{\mathbf{r}}'(\hat{\mathbf{r}}, \hat{\theta}) = \hat{R}_1 + \frac{\hat{R}_2 - \hat{R}_1}{\hat{R}_2} \hat{\mathbf{r}},$$

where $\hat{\mathbf{r}}$ is the radial coordinate and $\hat{\theta}$ is the azimuthal coordinate [32]. The effect of this coordinate transform is that it will manipulate an incident electromagnetic field into propagating around the region where $\hat{r} < \hat{R}_1$, thus isolating this region from electromagnetic radiation [30, 32].

If $\epsilon$ and $\mu$ exhibit this behaviour for frequencies in the visible spectrum, this device will basically function as an invisibility cloak for objects located in the region where $\hat{r} < \hat{R}_1$ [32]. For other frequencies, this device can possibly function as a radiation shield since it diverts incident radiation away from the center region. Anisotropic metamaterials can therefore arguably offer interesting applications in both space- and military related technologies.
3 Theory

This section will introduce the microscopic electromagnetic theory, providing the basis for the remainder of this thesis.

3.1 Maxwell’s equations

The propagation of microscopic electromagnetic fields are governed by the microscopic Maxwell equations, which are given by [4, p. 399]

\begin{align*}
\nabla \times \mathbf{e} &= i\omega \mathbf{b} & \text{Faraday’s Law,} \\
\nabla \times \mathbf{b} &= \mu_0 \mathbf{j} - i\omega \varepsilon \mu_0 \mathbf{e} & \text{Ampere’s Law,} \\
\nabla \cdot \mathbf{e} &= \frac{\rho}{\varepsilon} & \text{Gauss’s Law,} \\
\nabla \cdot \mathbf{b} &= 0 & \text{No Isolated Magnetic Charge,}
\end{align*}

in a linear, isotropic and non-magnetic medium [1], where

- \( \mathbf{e} \) is the microscopic electric field intensity [V m\(^{-1}\)],
- \( \mathbf{b} \) is the microscopic magnetic flux density [N A\(^{-1}\) m\(^{-1}\)],
- \( \rho \) is the microscopic charge density [C m\(^{-2}\)],
- \( \mathbf{j} \) is the microscopic current density [A m\(^{-2}\)],

and a harmonic time-dependence \( \exp(-i\omega t) \) has implicitly been assumed. All charges are directly included into \( \mathbf{j} \) and \( \rho \) [1, p. 251-258]. These four equations provide a starting point for solving any microscopic electromagnetic problem, and form the foundation for the theory that will be presented in the subsequent chapters.
3.2 The wave equation in homogeneous media

Maxwell’s microscopic equations in (4) completely determine how the microscopic electric and magnetic fields traverse through space and time. The microscopic electric field $\mathbf{e}$ and the microscopic magnetic field $\mathbf{b}$ are coupled to each other through Faraday’s law (4a) and Ampere’s law (4b), enabling the possibility of solving for one of them if the other one is known. It is however, often desirable to be able to solve for only $\mathbf{e}$ or $\mathbf{b}$ at a given time. This section will suggest a remedy for this problem by combining Faraday’s law with Ampere’s law.

If the medium in question is assumed to be a homogeneous medium described by a constant microscopic permittivity $\varepsilon$ and a microscopic permeability $\mu_0$, it follows that equation (4b) can be expressed as

$$\nabla \times \mathbf{b} = -i\omega\varepsilon\mu_0\mathbf{e}, \quad (5)$$

where it has been assumed that the current density $\mathbf{j} = 0$. Taking the curl on both sides of equation (4a) and inserting equation (5) yields

$$\nabla \times \nabla \times \mathbf{e} = \omega^2\varepsilon\mu_0\mathbf{e}, \quad (6)$$

By employing the vector identity, $\nabla \times \nabla \times \mathbf{A} = \nabla(\nabla \cdot \mathbf{A}) - \nabla^2 \mathbf{A}$ [4, p. 335], and using that the surface charge density $\rho = 0$, the equation for $\mathbf{e}$ can be written

$$\nabla^2 \mathbf{e} + \omega^2\varepsilon\mu_0\mathbf{e} = 0, \quad (7)$$

where the wavenumber $k = \frac{\omega}{\sqrt{\varepsilon\mu_0}}$ is defined. Equation (7) is known as Helmholtz equation, and is a special case of the wave-equation resulting from the assumed harmonic time-dependence. In this equation $\varepsilon\mu_0 = \frac{1}{v^2}$, where $v$ is the speed of the wave in the medium characterized by $\varepsilon$ and $\mu_0$. In the special case where $\varepsilon = \varepsilon_0$ and $\mu = \mu_0$, the speed will identical to the speed of light in vacuum, such that $v = c = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\varepsilon_0\mu_0}}$. Inserting the speed $v$ in equation (7) yields

$$\nabla^2 \mathbf{e} + \frac{\omega^2}{v^2} \mathbf{e} = 0, \quad (8)$$

An analogous relation can also be obtained for $\mathbf{b}$ by substituting into equation (4b), and using the same procedure as the one above,

$$\nabla^2 \mathbf{b} + \frac{\omega^2}{v^2} \mathbf{b} = 0. \quad (9)$$

Not only does equations (8) and (9) allow for solving for $\mathbf{e}$ and $\mathbf{b}$ seperately, given a microscopic permittivity $\varepsilon$, but they also establish that electromagnetic fields are essentially propagating waves. The latter fact will become useful in the subsequent chapters. It can quickly be verified that a solution that satisfies equation (9) is a travelling plane wave

$$\mathbf{c}_{\text{pw}} = \hat{c}\exp(\mathbf{i}\mathbf{k} \cdot \mathbf{r}) \quad (10)$$

where $\hat{c}$ is a constant amplitude, the wavevector $\mathbf{k} = k_x\mathbf{x} + k_y\mathbf{y} + k_z\mathbf{z}$, and that an analogous solution also exist for $\mathbf{b}$ in equation (9) [4, 5].
3.3 Skin depth in conducting materials

Helmholtz equation in (7) can also be expressed as

\[ \nabla^2 \textbf{e} + k^2 \textbf{e} = 0, \quad (11) \]

where \( k = \omega \sqrt{\varepsilon \mu_0} \). The wavenumber \( k \) is generally a complex quantity [4, p. 367], which allows expressing \( k = k' + ik'' \). It follows that \( k \) can be written as a general complex number

\[ k = k' + ik'' = i\omega \sqrt{\varepsilon_0 \mu_0} \cdot \left( 1 + \frac{\sigma}{i\omega\varepsilon_0} \right), \quad (12) \]

where \( \sigma \) is the electrical conductivity measured in \([\text{S/m}]\) [4, p. 367]. Conducting materials such as Cu, Au and Ag are characterized by having very good conductivities \( \sigma \), with numerical values well beyond \( 10^6 \) [\text{S/m}] [4, 27]. It will be the objective to explore the wavenumber in a conducting material in the following.

By assuming that \( \frac{\sigma}{\omega\varepsilon_0} \gg 1 \), it is possible to neglect the contribution of 1 to the sum under the square root in equation (12). The wavenumber \( k \) can then be expressed

\[ k \simeq i\omega \sqrt{\mu_0 \varepsilon_0} \sqrt{\frac{\sigma}{i\omega\varepsilon_0}} = \sqrt{i} \sqrt{\omega \mu_0 \sigma} = \frac{1 + i}{\sqrt{2}} \sqrt{\omega \mu_0 \sigma}, \quad (13) \]

such that

\[ k = k' + ik'' \simeq (1 + i) \sqrt{\pi f \mu_0 \sigma}, \quad (14) \]

where it is used that \( \omega = 2\pi f \) and where the relation \( \sqrt{i} = \exp \left( i\pi/2 \right) \) has been employed [4, p. 369]. It is seen from equation (14) that \( \text{Re}[k] = \text{Im}[k] = \sqrt{\pi f \mu_0 \sigma} \) [4, p. 369]. In order to appreciate the significance of this result, it is necessary to consider the solution of Helmholtz equation in equation (10), which suggests that the solution \( \textbf{e} = \hat{\textbf{c}}_x \cdot \exp \left( i(k' + ik'') \cdot x \right) = \hat{\textbf{c}}_x \cdot \exp (-k''x) \cdot \exp (ik'x) \).

The exponential factor in \( \textbf{e}_x \) now has two equally important terms. The factor \( \exp (ik'x) \) signifies a travelling plane wave in complex notation, analogous to equation (10). The other factor, \( \exp (-k''x) \), is not a complex number, and will approach zero when \( x \) increases. For good conductors, it follows that a high conductivity \( \sigma \) results in a high numerical value of \( k'' \). The amplitude of the electric field therefore undergoes an exponential decay with increasing values of \( x \). It is convenient to define a parameter that describes how quickly the electric field decays in a conducting material. This is done by considering the distance \( \delta \) that the electric field must propagate within a material before the amplitude decreases by a factor of \( \exp (-1) \). This distance \( \delta \) is given by

\[ \delta \equiv \frac{1}{k''} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\pi f \mu_0 \sigma}}, \quad (16) \]

and is known as the skin depth of the conducting material and is measured in meters [4, p. 370]. Equation (16) illustrates that the skin depth decreases as the conductivity increases. Although equation (16) is only accurate for travelling plane waves of the form given in equation (10), the skin depth is an important characteristic of all conducting materials, and will be employed later in this thesis.
3.4 Inhomogeneous media

An inhomogeneous medium is a medium that comprises several sub-media, which exhibit different electromagnetic properties. Inhomogeneous media are characterized by a position dependent microscopic permittivity \( \varepsilon(\mathbf{r}) \), which implies that an electromagnetic wave travelling in an inhomogeneous medium will experience a different permittivity at different positions \( \mathbf{r} \). The wave equation for inhomogeneous media can be obtained by taking the curl of equation (4a) and inserting equation (4b) and \( \varepsilon(\mathbf{r}) \), such that

\[
\nabla \times \nabla \times \mathbf{e} - \frac{\omega^2}{c^2} \varepsilon(\mathbf{r}) \mathbf{e} = i \mu_0 \omega \mathbf{j}.
\]

All materials are essentially inhomogeneous due to the spatial variations of the atomic structure. However, for wavelengths that are sufficiently larger than the interatomic distance, say 10 times larger or more, the radiation will average the effects of the rapid variations in space and the material will appear to be homogeneous [6]. This means that the \( \mathbf{r} \) dependence of \( \varepsilon \) can be neglected, and that the permittivity can be considered as constant throughout the medium. For structures where the wavelength of the incident radiation is approaching the characteristic length of the structure itself, it is still necessary to solve equation (17) in order to determine the electric and magnetic fields. In the case where there is an external source \( \mathbf{j}_{\text{ext}} \) exciting the electric field, equation (17) can be written as

\[
\nabla \times \nabla \times \mathbf{e} - \frac{\omega^2}{c^2} \varepsilon(\mathbf{r}) \mathbf{e} = i \mu_0 \omega \mathbf{j}_{\text{ext}}.
\]

Solving equation (18) can often be quite difficult, since it includes a forcing term on the right side. The solution to the wave-equation in a specific type of inhomogeneous medium will be described in the following subsection.

3.4.1 Solutions in periodic inhomogeneous media

It is not uncommon that inhomogeneous media are arranged in periodic structures, instead of being randomly placed throughout space. The periodicity of the medium proves to be important for the solutions of the electromagnetic fields that can propagate inside it. For the electric field \( \mathbf{e}(\mathbf{r}) \) in a non-magnetic dielectric inhomogeneous medium, the periodicity of the medium will manifest itself through a microscopic permittivity \( \varepsilon(\mathbf{r}) \) that is periodic with period \( T \), such that \( \varepsilon(\mathbf{r} + T) = \varepsilon(\mathbf{r}) \).

It can be shown that a solution that satisfies equation (17) is,

\[
\mathbf{e}(\mathbf{r}) = \mathbf{V}(\mathbf{r}) \cdot \exp(\pm \mathbf{k} \cdot \mathbf{r}),
\]

where the function \( \mathbf{V}(\mathbf{r}) \) is also periodic, such that \( \mathbf{V}(\mathbf{r} + T) = \mathbf{V}(\mathbf{r}) \) [5, 14, p. 265, p. 167]. The period of \( \mathbf{V}(\mathbf{r}) \) will be the same as the period of the microscopic permittivity \( \varepsilon(\mathbf{r}) \).

The theory presented in this section is a part of Bloch’s theorem and the solution given in (19) is known as a Bloch, or Floquet solution [14, 15]. This type of solution is used to describe the periodic potential in atomic lattices [14], and the propagation of electromagnetic radiation in photonic crystals [5].
3.5 Dispersive media

Dispersion is a phenomenon in electromagnetic theory that involves scattering of the electromagnetic radiation. Dispersion manifests itself in two ways: In temporally dispersive media, the material exhibits a lag between an applied electric field and a resulting polarization density, indicating a material-memory [5, p. 160]. In spatially dispersive media the electric field at a point in space will depend on the fields in the surrounding points in space, suggesting a certain coupling in the material [12]. The first part of this section will briefly explain temporal dispersion and motivate the use of Fourier theory in order to describe the second part, which will focus on describing spatial dispersion in greater detail.

3.5.1 Temporally dispersive media

A temporally dispersive medium exhibits a delay in the response of the polarization density to an applied electric field. More precisely, the polarization density \( p(t) \) at a given time \( t \) can be expressed as a weighted sum of the electric field \( e(t) \) at other times [3, p. 100]. Mathematically this is written as a convolution between the two fields [5, p. 161], such that

\[
p(t) = \epsilon_0 \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \chi(t - t') e(t') dt'.
\]  

(20)

where \( \chi(t) = \varepsilon(t) - 1 \) is the time-dependent electric susceptibility [4, p. 110]. The response of a polarization density \( p(t) \) to an applied electric field \( e(t) \) can be regarded as a linear system. By transforming \( e(t) \), \( e(t) \) and \( \chi(t) \) into the Fourier domain it is found that

\[
p(\omega) = \epsilon_0 \chi(\omega) \cdot e(\omega),
\]  

(21)

by applying the convolution theorem [11, p. 249]. This linear system is described by a transfer function \( \epsilon_0 \chi(\omega) \) that produces an output \( p(\omega) \) when an input \( e(\omega) \) is applied. The Fourier transform \( e(\omega) \) is determined from [5, p. 1122],

\[
e(\omega) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e(t) \exp (i\omega \cdot t) dt,
\]  

(22)

where similar transforms also exist for both \( \epsilon_0 \chi(\omega) \) and \( p(\omega) \).

The application of the one-dimensional Fourier transform enables the use of a multiplication instead of a convolution, which can simplify equation (20) considerably. The temporal dispersion of the microscopic permittivity is not the topic of this thesis, but is included here in order to motivate the use of the Fourier transform. It is also important to keep in mind that all media generally will exhibit temporally dispersive properties, and that neglecting this can be a source of error in any analysis.
3.5.2 Spatially dispersive media

In the previous section, the nonlocal time dependence between the microscopic polarization density \( p(t) \) and the microscopic electric field \( e(t) \) was described, and it was found through Fourier theory that they could be related through a convolution. The very same analogy will be applied in this section to describe the phenomena of spatial dispersion. It will be assumed that the electromagnetic fields are functions of both \( r \) and \( t \), and it is also assumed that the temporal Fourier transform in equation (20) has already been performed, such that \( e = e(r, \omega) \) and \( \varepsilon = \varepsilon(r, \omega) \).

A spatially dispersive medium is a medium where the spatial dependence between \( p \) and \( e \) is nonlocal \([1, 6, 12]\). This means that the value of \( p \) at a given point in space does not only depend on \( e \) at the same point, but also on \( e \) in the points in a surrounding neighborhood \([1, 6, 12]\). Similarly to the temporally dispersive medium, the relation between \( p \) and \( e \) in a spatially dispersive medium can be written as \([12]\)

\[
p(r, \omega) = \int_\mathbb{R}^3 \varepsilon_0 (\varepsilon(r - r', \omega) - 1) e(r', \omega) d^3 r',
\]

where \( \varepsilon(r, \omega) = (\chi(r, \omega) + 1) \). Equation (23) is a three-dimensional convolution, which implies that the microscopic polarization \( p(r, \omega) \) is a weighted sum of the electric field \( e(r, \omega) \) in all of the points \( r' \) surrounding \( r \). In order to determine \( p(r, \omega) \), all of the contributions from the electric field intensity in the surrounding region must be added. The integration limits are limited to a surrounding region \( V \), including all possible contributions to \( p(r, \omega) \). In order to apply the convolution theorem \([11]\) on equation (23), the spatial Fourier transforms \( e(k, \omega) \) and \( \varepsilon(k, \omega) \) is determined from \([5, 12]\),

\[
e(k, \omega) = \int e(r, \omega) \exp(-i k \cdot r) d^3 r,
\]

\[
\varepsilon(k, \omega) = \int \varepsilon(r, \omega) \exp(-i k \cdot r) d^3 r,
\]

with a similar expression for the microscopic magnetic field \([5, p. 44]\)

\[
b(k, \omega) = \int b(r, \omega) \exp(-i k \cdot r) d^3 r.
\]

The wavevector is a vector in reciprocal space, also referred to as k-space, and denotes the direction of propagation for the electromagnetic wave. It is emphasized that any field displaying a \( k \) dependence in the following sections must be considered as having undergone a Fourier transformation analogous to the ones in equation (24). Inserting the Fourier transforms into equation (23) and applying the convolution theorem \([11]\) on equation (23), the spatial Fourier transforms \( e(k, \omega) \) and \( \varepsilon(k, \omega) \) is determined from \([5, 12]\),

\[
p(k, \omega) = \varepsilon_0 (\varepsilon(k, \omega) - 1) \cdot e(k, \omega).
\]

It is worth emphasizing that \( k \) and \( \omega \) must be regarded as two independent variables \([6, 12]\), and that the general relation \( k = \frac{2 \pi}{\lambda} = \omega \sqrt{\mu_0 \varepsilon} \) is no longer necessarily valid. Although equation (26) completely describes the relation between \( p \) and \( e \) in a spatially dispersive medium, the subsequent derivations in this thesis will assume that the media included within the metamaterial does not exhibit spatial dispersion. The relation between the microscopic polarization and the microscopic electric field in a non-spatially dispersive medium simplifies into
\( p = \varepsilon_0 \chi e \), \hspace{1cm} (27)

which is what will be used in the following sections. The discussion of spatially dispersive media is included here because metamaterials will generally be spatially dispersive at a macroscopic level, as will be explored later in this thesis.

The application of the Fourier analysis that has been shown in this section is very convenient when solving electromagnetic problems. In addition to providing convenient tools for analyzing dispersive materials, it also offers an interpretation of electromagnetic fields as sums of plane waves containing different spatial frequencies. The latter is not only a valuable way of understanding electromagnetism, but also a mathematical consequence that will be employed extensively later in this thesis.

### 3.5.3 Expressing fields in k-space

In the previous section it was shown that it is convenient to express electromagnetic fields as sums of plane waves containing different spatial frequencies, in what was referred to as k-space. It is advantageous to develop expressions for Maxwell’s equations (4a) - (4d) in k-space. In order to express equations (4a) - (4d) in k-space, it is necessary to determine the corresponding curl and divergence operators. This can be done by assuming that the fields are plane waves of the form given in equation (10), and inserting into Maxwell’s equations. The curl and divergence operators in k-space are found in the two steps below.

- **Curl operator in k-space**

  Assuming an electric field \( e \) of the form given in equation (10) having components \( e_x, e_y, e_z \), and inserting into the left side of equation (4a) yields,

  \[
  \nabla \times e = \hat{x} \left( \frac{\partial e_z}{\partial y} - \frac{\partial e_y}{\partial z} \right) + \hat{y} \left( \frac{\partial e_z}{\partial x} - \frac{\partial e_x}{\partial z} \right) + \hat{z} \left( \frac{\partial e_y}{\partial x} - \frac{\partial e_x}{\partial y} \right),
  \]

  \hspace{1cm} (28)

  Differentiating with respect to \( x, y \) and \( z \) in each component, yields

  \[
  \nabla \times e = i \left[ \hat{x} \left( k_y e_z - k_z e_y \right) + \hat{y} \left( k_x e_z - k_z e_x \right) + \hat{z} \left( k_x e_y - k_y e_x \right) \right],
  \]

  \hspace{1cm} (29)

  from which it can be seen that

  \[
  \nabla \times e = i \mathbf{k} \times e.
  \]

  \hspace{1cm} (30)

- **Divergence operator in k-space**

  Assuming the same electric field \( e \) of the form given in equation (10), and calculating the left side of equation (4c) yields

  \[
  \nabla \cdot e = i k_x e_x \hat{x} + i k_y e_y \hat{y} + i k_z e_z \hat{z},
  \]

  \hspace{1cm} (31)

  where it is seen that the following relation must hold,

  \[
  \nabla \cdot e = i \mathbf{k} \cdot e.
  \]

  \hspace{1cm} (32)
The two steps above show that the nabla operator $\nabla = i\mathbf{k}$ in k-space, such that the microscopic Maxwell equations now can be expressed as

\begin{align*}
    i\mathbf{k} \times \mathbf{e} &= i\omega \mathbf{b}, \quad & (33a) \\
    i\mathbf{k} \times \mathbf{b} &= \mu_0 \mathbf{j} - i\omega \varepsilon \mu_0 \mathbf{e}, \quad & (33b) \\
    i\mathbf{k} \cdot \mathbf{e} &= \frac{\rho}{\varepsilon}, \quad & (33c) \\
    i\mathbf{k} \cdot \mathbf{b} &= 0. \quad & (33d)
\end{align*}
3.6 Low-pass filtering and windowing

When performing numerical calculations involving Fourier transforms on a computer, it might in some cases be necessary to reduce the amount of Fourier coefficients of a given quantity in order to make the simulation more time-efficient. A convenient way of reducing the number of Fourier coefficients is by employing a low-pass filter. If a function $F(x_m)$ and its Fourier transform $F(k_m)$ is represented digitally by an integer number $M$ data points, it is possible to reduce number of Fourier coefficients by applying a filter

$$W(k_m) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } k_m \leq k_{\text{filter}}, \\
0 & \text{if } k_m > k_{\text{filter}}.
\end{cases} \quad (34a)$$

The application of this filter is depicted in figure 2, where it is seen that every component of $F(k_m)$ for $k_0$ up to $k_{\text{filter}}$ is extracted.

Figure 2 describes a typical low-pass filter, which is a rudimental yet very effective method for reducing the amount of Fourier coefficients in $F(k_m)$ [11, 24]. This low-pass filter signifies a typical trade-off, since the abrupt removal of higher order harmonic coefficients results in a deterioration of the original function $F(x_m)$ [11, 24].

The filter described above multiplies $[F_1, \ldots, F_{\text{filter}}]$ by a factor of 1, and the coefficients $[F_{\text{filter}+1}, \ldots, F_M]$ by a factor of 0. By applying the convolution theorem, it can be argued that the multiplication of $F(k_m)$ and $W(k_m)$ corresponds to a convolution between $F(x_m)$ and the function $W(x_m)$ in the real domain, where $W(x_m)$ is the inverse Fourier transform of $W(k_m)$ [11, 24]. It can be shown that $W(x_m)$ is in this case a sinc-function, that slowly oscillates towards zero and therefore deteriorates the signal [26, 33].
It is possible to minimize the deterioration from the filter by employing a modified version of $W(k_m)$, which multiply higher order harmonics with an increasingly smaller amplitude, such that the inverse transform $W(x_m)$ becomes a function of finite extent in the real domain. Figure 3 depicts the application of a simple triangular function $W_{\text{triangular}}(k_m)$ which will gradually reduce the amplitudes of higher order Fourier coefficients and reduce the deterioration of the original function $F(x_m)$ [24].

![Figure 3: Coefficients of $F(k_m)$ after applying a triangular window $W_{\text{triangular}}(k_m)$.](image)

This process is frequently used in digital signal theory, and is known as windowing [24]. The triangular window function depicted in figure 3 is intended only as a simple example, and it is worth mentioning that windowing functions that are similar to Gaussian or Lorentzian functions are more commonly used in real applications [24].
4 Homogenization of electromagnetic fields in metamaterials

The electric and magnetic fields in equation (4) that have been used to describe various electromagnetic phenomena so far, are accurate and expressive when it comes to describing microscopic electromagnetism. The propagation of electromagnetic radiation in metamaterials however, require a slightly different approach. The theory that is introduced in this chapter will be based on the homogenization approach suggested by G. Russakoff [8] and J. D. Jackson [1], and closely follow the derivations provided in the article in Appendix B.

If the microscopic electromagnetic radiation within the metamaterial is assumed to be well into the long wavelength regime, it follows that the effective macroscopic field that propagate inside the metamaterial becomes the average of the microscopic field. The average of a spatially varying function $F(r)$ is selected such that it is defined by

$$\langle F(r) \rangle = \int f(r') F(r - r') d^3 r',$$

(35)

where $f(r)$ is a nonzero test function, e.g. a Gaussian, and its integral over the entire space is unity [1, 6, 7]. The averaging integral in (35) is only over the spatial coordinates $r = x\hat{x} + y\hat{y} + z\hat{z}$ and not over the temporal variable $t$. The reason for this is because the spatial variations of the charged particles are considerably larger than their temporal variations, resulting in the latter being washed out by the spatial averaging [1]. By inserting the derivative operator $\partial / \partial r$ into the integral in (35), can be seen that

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial r} \langle F(r, t) \rangle = \int f(r') \frac{\partial}{\partial r} F(r - r') dr' = \langle \frac{\partial}{\partial r} F(r) \rangle,$$

(36)

indicating that the derivatives of the macroscopic fields are simply the average of the derivatives themselves [1]. The averaging procedure that has been described here is at the core of the Russakoff-Jackson homogenization theory, and can be employed for several types of metamaterials [1, 6]. The objective of the following section will now be to derive the macroscopic Maxwell’s equations by applying the averaging in equation (35) to the Maxwell’s microscopic equations in (4).
4.1 Maxwell’s equations in periodic metamaterials

Having introduced the theory required to obtain the solutions of the electromagnetic fields inside a general metamaterial, the next task at hand is to derive the macroscopic Maxwell equations. The following discussion will specialize to periodic metamaterials, where the periodic structures can be broken down into identical unit cells. It will for the remainder of this thesis be assumed that the unit cells are cubic, and that the inclusions contained in these unit cells are linear, isotropic and non-magnetic. The fields that propagate inside the metamaterial are assumed to be excited by the externally applied source \( J_{\text{ext}} \), containing only a single spatial Fourier component:

\[
J_{\text{ext}} = \tilde{J}_{\text{ext}} \exp (i \vec{k} \cdot \vec{r}),
\]

(37a)

\[
\rho_{\text{ext}} = \tilde{\rho}_{\text{ext}} \exp (i \vec{k} \cdot \vec{r}),
\]

(37b)

where \( J_{\text{ext}} \) and \( \rho_{\text{ext}} \) are the source current and charge densities, and \( \tilde{J}_{\text{ext}} \) and \( \tilde{\rho}_{\text{ext}} \) are constants. The source is assumed to be controllable and purely macroscopic. Since the metamaterial is periodic, it follows that the solution of the microscopic electromagnetic fields can be described as Floquet waves \( F(\vec{r}) \) of the form

\[
F(\vec{r}) = V(\vec{r}) \exp (i \vec{k} \cdot \vec{r}),
\]

(38)

where \( V(\vec{r}) \) is the periodic modulation function included in the microscopic fields, and share the same periodicity as the metamaterial [23, 14]. Considering that both the source \( J_{\text{ext}} \) and the microscopic field solutions \( \mathbf{e} \) and \( \mathbf{b} \) are Floquet waves, it is argued by Silveirinha in [6, 7] that the averaging procedure in equation (35) can now be written as

\[
\langle F(\vec{r}) \rangle = \bar{F} \exp (i \vec{k} \cdot \vec{r}),
\]

(39)

where,

\[
\bar{F} = \frac{f(\vec{k})}{V} \int_V F(\vec{r}) \exp (-i \vec{k} \cdot \vec{r}) d^3 \vec{r},
\]

(40)

where \( f(\vec{k}) \) is the fourier transform of the test function \( f(\vec{r}) \), and \( V \) is the volume of the unit cell. In order for this averaging to be valid, it is necessary to require that the fields are in the long wavelength limit, \( \lambda \gg a \), where \( a \) is the length of one side of the cubic unit cell. By using the relation \( |\vec{k}| = \frac{2 \pi}{\lambda} \), it can be seen that this requirement is fulfilled when \( (|\vec{k}| \cdot a) \ll 2 \pi \). For the sake of simplicity, only \( \vec{k} \)-values contained in the first Brillouin zone will be considered, and the test function \( f(\vec{r}) \) is chosen such that \( f(\vec{k}) \simeq 1 \) in this analysis [6]. By employing the averaging procedure described by equation (39) and (40) on the microscopic fields in (4), along with the fact that they are periodic Floquet waves, gives

\[
\vec{i} \vec{k} \times \mathbf{E} = i \omega \mathbf{B},
\]

(41a)

\[
\vec{i} \vec{k} \times \mathbf{B} = -i \omega \epsilon_0 \mathbf{E} - i \omega \langle \mathbf{p} \rangle + \mathbf{J}_{\text{ext}},
\]

(41b)

where the macroscopic fields \( \mathbf{E} = \langle \mathbf{e} \rangle \) and \( \mathbf{B} = \langle \mathbf{b} \rangle \) are defined, and the relation \( \mathbf{j} = i \omega \mathbf{p} \) obtained from charge conservation has been used [3, 23]. The nabla operator has been expressed in terms of \( \vec{i} \vec{k} \). The effective electromagnetic response of the system is contained in \( -i \omega \langle \mathbf{p} \rangle \), which now will undergo the same averaging procedure. Inserting \( \mathbf{p} \) into equation (40) gives
\[
\langle p(r) \rangle = \frac{\exp(ik \cdot r)}{V} \int_V p \exp(-ik \cdot r) d^3r,
\]
and by Taylor-expanding the exponential term as \(\exp(-ik \cdot r) \simeq 1 - ik \cdot r - (k \cdot r^2)/2\) \cite{1}, it is found that
\[
\frac{\exp(ik \cdot r)}{V} \cdot \left( \int_V p d^3r - ik \cdot \int_V rp d^3r - \frac{1}{2} \int_V (k \cdot r)^2 p d^3r \right)
= \mathbf{P} - \frac{k \times \mathbf{M}}{\omega} - ik \cdot \mathbf{Q} + \mathbf{R},
\]
where the tensor \(\mathbf{rp}\) has been decomposed into its antisymmetric and symmetric parts,
\[
k \cdot \mathbf{rp} = k \cdot \left( \frac{(\mathbf{rp} - \mathbf{pr})}{2} \right) + k \cdot \left( \frac{(\mathbf{rp} + \mathbf{pr})}{2} \right)
= -\frac{k \times \mathbf{r} \times \mathbf{p}}{2} + k \cdot \left( \frac{(\mathbf{rp} + \mathbf{pr})}{2} \right),
\]
and where the following properties can be identified:
\[
\mathbf{P} = \frac{\exp(ik \cdot r)}{V} \int_V p d^3r \quad \text{Electric Dipole,} \quad (45a)
\]
\[
\mathbf{M} = -i\omega \frac{\exp(ik \cdot r)}{2V} \int_V \mathbf{r} \times p d^3r \quad \text{Magnetic Dipole} \quad (45b)
\]
\[
\mathbf{Q} = \frac{\exp(ik \cdot r)}{2V} \int_V (\mathbf{rp} + \mathbf{pr}) d^3r \quad \text{Electric Quadropole} \quad (45c)
\]
\[
\mathbf{R} = -\frac{\exp(ik \cdot r)}{2V} \int_V (k \cdot \mathbf{r})^2 p d^3r \quad \text{Higher order terms.} \quad (45d)
\]
The electric dipole, magnetic dipole and electric quadropole are commonly included in the expansion of \(\langle p \rangle\), while it is uncommon to include the higher order terms \(\mathbf{R}\). It is convenient to define the combined quantity
\[
k \cdot \mathbf{Q}^{\text{tot}} \equiv \frac{k \times \mathbf{M}}{\omega} + ik \cdot \mathbf{Q}, \quad (46)
\]
which includes both the magnetic dipole and electric quadropole into one tensor \(\mathbf{Q}^{\text{tot}}\) \cite{23}, which can be expressed as
\[
\mathbf{Q}^{\text{tot}} = \frac{\exp(ik \cdot r)}{V} \int_V \mathbf{rp} d^3r, \quad (47)
\]
in its integral form. It is convenient to express equation (43) in component form,
\[
\langle p_i \rangle = P_i - \varepsilon_{ijk} k_j M_k \omega - i k_j Q_{ij} + R_i, \quad (48)
\]
where \(\varepsilon_{ijk}\) is the Levi-Civita symbol and summation over repeated indices is implied \cite{23}. The quantities \(P_i\), \(Q^{\text{tot}}_{ij}\) and \(R_i\) can also be expressed using their constitutive relations
\[
P_i = \epsilon_{0} \chi_{ij} E_j + \zeta_{ijk} k_k E_j + \eta_{ijkl} k_k k_l E_j, \quad (49a)
\]
\[
Q^{\text{tot}}_{ij} = \alpha_{ijk} E_k + r_{ijlm} k_l E_m, \quad (49b)
\]
\[
R_i = \psi_{ijkl} k_k k_l E_j, \quad (49c)
\]
where it is assumed that the medium is linear [23], and where

\[ Q_{ij}^{tot} = Q_{ij} - \frac{i \epsilon_{ijkl} M_k}{\omega}. \]  

(50)

The tensor elements \( \zeta_{ikj} \) and \( \alpha_{ijk} \) describe magneto-electric coupling between the fields [23]. Equation (49) shows that the contributions of \( P, Q^{tot}, \) and \( R \) to the averaged microscopic polarization \( \langle p \rangle \), can be divided into \( O(k^0) \), \( O(k^1) \) and \( O(k^2) \) contributions. The assumption of having an electromagnetic wave in the long wavelength limit, immediately restricts the wavevector \( k \) from being large. This suggests that the \( O(k^2) \) terms in (49) must be considerably smaller than the remaining terms included in \( \langle p \rangle \), effectively making entire \( R \) and the \( O(k^2) \) term in \( P \) negligible. This is however not necessarily true under all circumstances, as will be demonstrated in the following section.

**4.2 Significance of higher order terms**

For this demonstration it is convenient to consider a one-dimensional periodic metamaterial, consisting of slabs of different permittivities \( \epsilon_1 \) and \( \epsilon_2 \) as depicted below:

![Figure 4: One-dimensional metamaterial, comprising slabs of thickness \( a_1 \) and \( a_2 \) with permittivities \( \epsilon_1 \) and \( \epsilon_2 \) which extends infinitely to the left and right.](image)

If the wavevector \( k = k_x \hat{x} \) such that it is assumed to be in the direction of periodicity, and the fields are assumed to be tangential to the unit cell boundaries such that \( k \perp \mathbf{p} \) [23], it is possible to rewrite equation (46) into

\[ \frac{k \times M}{\omega} + i k \cdot Q = \frac{k \times 2M}{\omega}. \]  

(51)

The interpretation of this rewriting is that the contribution to \( i k \cdot Q^{tot} \) from the magnetic dipole \( M \) and the electric quadropole \( Q \) is identical. Inserting these contributions into equation (43) gives

\[ \langle p \rangle = P + \frac{2k_x M}{\omega} + R, \]  

(52)

where the integrals of the expansion terms given in equation (45) simplify to [23]

\[ P = \frac{\exp(ik_x x)}{a} \int p(x) dx, \]  

(53a)

\[ M = -i \omega \frac{\exp(ik_x x)}{a} \int \frac{xp(x)}{2} dx, \]  

(53b)

\[ R = -\frac{k_x^2}{2a} \exp(ik_x x) \int x^2p(x) dx. \]  

(53c)

when the axis of periodicity is taken to be the \( x \)-axis. It is also possible to express \( P, M \) and \( R \) by using the constitutive relations in equation (49),
\[ P = \varepsilon_0 \chi E + \zeta k E + \eta k^2 E, \quad (54a) \]
\[ 2M = -i \omega \alpha E + \gamma k \omega E, \quad (54b) \]
\[ R = \psi k^2 E, \quad (54c) \]

where (51) and (49b) have been used to find equation (54b). Under very special circumstances, it is reasonable to assume that the microscopic electric field is of the form \( e = \bar{E} \exp (ik_x x) = \bar{E} \) where \( \bar{E} \) is a constant value. This assumption corresponds to an electric field of the same form as in equation (38), except that in this case the periodic modulation \( V(r) \) is constant. It is therefore clear that this problem is simplified by assuming the microscopic electric field to be simple a plane wave. By inserting \( e = \bar{E} \exp (ik_x x) = \bar{E} \) into (53) it is found that

\[
\frac{\partial^2}{\partial k_x^2} \left[ P \right] = -\frac{\partial}{\partial k_x} \left[ 2M \right] = 2R \frac{\psi}{k_x^2 \bar{E}},
\]

leading to

\[
\eta = -\frac{\gamma}{2} = \psi.
\]

Although this example is indeed a special case, and the analytical expression in equation (56) is not generally valid, it still provides an interesting result. Equation (56) clearly show that neglecting the \( R \) is not meaningful for the one-dimensional metamaterial, since it’s \( O(k^2) \) term is equal in magnitude to the \( O(k^2) \) in \( P \) and \( O(k^1) \) term in \( Q_{\text{tot}} \). With this result in mind it is reasonable to suspect that a similar relation

\[
\eta \simeq -\frac{\gamma}{2} \simeq \psi,
\]

might be valid for other more complex metamaterial unit cells.
5 Effective parameters

The objective of this section is to derive effective parameters a set of effective tensors $\epsilon$ and $\mu$, that describe the electromagnetic response of a metamaterial. From Maxwell's macroscopic equations in (41), it is possible to define the effective permittivity by

$$\epsilon_0(\omega, k)E = \epsilon_0E + \langle p \rangle,$$  \hspace{1cm} (58)

which is the definition employed by Landau-Lifshitz [9]. This definition includes the entire electromagnetic response of the medium into the nonlocal effective parameter $\epsilon(\omega, k)$. By substituting $\langle p \rangle$ with the expansion terms given in equation (49) and expressing the permittivity in component form it is possible to obtain [23]:

$$\epsilon_{ij}(\omega, k) - \delta_{ij} = \chi_{ij} + \frac{1}{\epsilon_0}(\zeta_{ikj} - i\alpha_{ikj})k_k + \frac{1}{\epsilon_0}(\psi_{iklj} + \gamma_{iklj} + \eta_{iklj})k_lk_k.$$  \hspace{1cm} (59)

Since the quantities in equation (41) and (58) are macroscopic, it can be argued that even though each parameter may contribute independently to the microscopic fields, only the sums $(\zeta - i\alpha)$ and $(\psi + \gamma + \eta)$ appearing in equation (59) will contribute to the macroscopic fields [23]. For non-gyrotropic media, $\epsilon(\omega, -k) = \epsilon(\omega, k)$ [5, 9] such that the odd order terms in (59) must vanish, which implies that

$$\zeta_{ikj} = i\alpha_{ijk}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (60)

since only their sum is of importance. Furthermore, it can also be argued that $\psi$, $\gamma$ and $\eta$ contribute equally to the $O(k^2)$ term in equation (59). The contributions of $\langle p \rangle$ can be divided into two parts by transforming

$$-i\omega\langle p \rangle \rightarrow -i\omega \mathbf{P} + i\mathbf{k} \times \mathbf{M},$$  \hspace{1cm} (61)

where $\mathbf{P}$ and $\mathbf{M}$ are arbitrarily chosen [23]. Inserting this transformation into (41b) gives

$$i\mathbf{k} \times \left[ \frac{\mathbf{B}}{\mu_0} - \mathbf{M} \right] = -i\omega\epsilon_0E - i\omega\mathbf{P} + \mathbf{J}_{\text{ext}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (62)

and by moving the $i\mathbf{k} \times \mathbf{M}$ over to the left side, it is possible to find

$$i\mathbf{k} \times \left[ \frac{\mathbf{B}}{\mu_0} - \mathbf{M} \right] = -i\omega\epsilon_0E - i\omega\mathbf{P} + \mathbf{J}_{\text{ext}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (63)

In accordance with the combinations of the fields that appear in equation (63), it is now convenient to define $\mathbf{H} = \mathbf{B}/\mu_0 = \mathbf{B}/\mu_0 - \mathbf{M}$ and $\mathbf{D} = \epsilon_0\mathbf{E} = \epsilon_0\mathbf{E} + \mathbf{P}$. These definitions hold the effective parameters $\epsilon$ and $\mu$, and can therefore be used to express $\epsilon(\omega, k)$. Equation (58) and (61) can both be solved for the averaged microscopic polarization density $\langle p \rangle$,

$$\langle p \rangle = \epsilon_0\mathbf{E}(\epsilon(\omega, k) - 1),$$  \hspace{1cm} (64a)

$$\langle p \rangle = \mathbf{P} - \frac{\mathbf{k} \times \mathbf{M}}{\omega},$$  \hspace{1cm} (64b)

and setting these two equations equal to each other gives

$$\epsilon_0\mathbf{E}(\epsilon(\omega, k) - 1) = \mathbf{P} - \frac{\mathbf{k} \times \mathbf{M}}{\omega}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (65)
The definitions of $D$ and $H$ can be rearranged such that

$$\begin{align*}
P &= \epsilon_0(\epsilon - 1)E, \\
M &= \frac{1}{\mu_0}(1 - \frac{1}{\mu})B,
\end{align*}$$

(66a)

(66b)

and inserted into equation (65),

$$\epsilon_0 E(\epsilon(\omega, k) - 1) = \epsilon_0 E(\epsilon - 1) - \frac{k \times (1 - \mu^{-1})k \times E}{\mu_0 \omega^2}.$$

(67)

where (41a) have been used to substitute for $B$ in (66b) [23]. Since $E$ appears in each term of this equation, it can be argued that the left and the right sides of this equation operate on $E$, and that these operators are equal [23]

$$\epsilon(\omega, k) = \epsilon - \frac{c^2}{\omega^2}k \times (1 - \mu^{-1})k \times .$$

(68)

Equation (67) provides an expression that shows the relation between the unlocal effective parameter $\epsilon(\omega, k)$ and the local effective parameters $\epsilon$ and $\mu$, where $\epsilon \equiv \lim_{k \to 0} \epsilon(\omega, k)$. This definition can be employed in order to express the resulting tensor $(1 - \mu^{-1})$, by assuming $k = k_x \hat{x}$ where $(k_x \alpha) \ll 1$ and renaming $(1 - \mu^{-1}) = \overline{U}_{ij}$. Inserting into equation (67) gives

$$\epsilon(\omega, k)E = \epsilon_0 E - \frac{c^2}{\omega^2}k \times \overline{U}_{ij} \cdot k \times E,$$

(69)

where the tensor $\overline{U}_{ij}$ can be expressed [23]

$$\overline{U}_{ij} = \begin{bmatrix} u_{11} & u_{12} & u_{13} \\ u_{21} & u_{22} & u_{23} \\ u_{31} & u_{32} & u_{33} \end{bmatrix}.$$

(70)

Inserting $k = k_x \hat{x}$, $E = E_x \hat{x} + E_y \hat{y} + E_z \hat{z}$ and $\overline{U}_{ij}$ into the right side of equation (69) gives

$$k \times \overline{U}_{ij} \cdot k \times E = k \times \overline{U}_{ij} \cdot k_x(-E_y \hat{y} + E_z \hat{z}),$$

(71)

and by changing to matrix notation it is found that

$$k_x k \times \begin{bmatrix} u_{11} & u_{12} & u_{13} \\ u_{21} & u_{22} & u_{23} \\ u_{31} & u_{32} & u_{33} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ -E_x \\ E_y \end{bmatrix} = k_x k \times \begin{bmatrix} -u_{12}E_x + u_{13}E_y \\ -u_{22}E_x + u_{23}E_y \\ -u_{32}E_x + u_{33}E_y \end{bmatrix}.$$

(72)

on the right side. Completing the last cross product in equation (72) reveals that

$$k \times \overline{U}_{ij} \cdot k \times E = k^2 \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & -u_{33} & u_{32} \\ 0 & u_{32} & -u_{33} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} E_x \\ E_y \\ E_z \end{bmatrix}.$$

(73)

The choice of $k$ limits the values in the tensor $\overline{U}_{ij}$. Comparison with the expression for $\epsilon(\omega, k)$ in equation (59) makes it possible to express $(1 - \mu^{-1})$ by $\psi$, $\gamma$ and $\eta$, such that [23]
\[
\bar{U}_{ij} = (1 - \mu^{-1}) = \omega^2 \mu_0 \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & (\psi_{3113} + \gamma_{3113} + \eta_{3113}) & -(\psi_{3112} + \gamma_{3112} + \eta_{3112}) \\ 0 & -(\psi_{2113} + \gamma_{2113} + \eta_{2113}) & (\psi_{2112} + \gamma_{2112} + \eta_{2112}) \end{bmatrix},
\]

where the indices \( i = j = 1 \) due to the choice of \( k = k_c \hat{x} \). Not only does equation (74) implicitly reveal a part of the tensor describing \( \mu \), but it also provides an important connection to the \( O(k^2) \) terms of \( P_i \), \( Q_{ij}^{\text{tot}} \) and \( R_i \) in the multipole expansion of the averaged microscopic polarization density \( \langle p_i \rangle \) in equation (49).

5.1 Casimir parameters

The Russakoff-Jackson formalism only includes the contribution from the magnetization \( M \) in the definition of the permittivity in equation (59). This means that the \( O(k^2) \) terms of \( P_i \) and \( R_i \) are excluded and gives

\[
\epsilon_{ij}(\omega, k) - \delta_{ij} = \chi_{ij} + \frac{1}{\epsilon_0} \gamma'_{iklj}k_k k_l, \tag{75}
\]

where \( \gamma'_{iklj} \) excludes the part of \( \gamma_{iklj} \) that comes from \( Q \) [1, 23]. This definition of \( \epsilon_{ij}(\omega, k) \) is known as the Casimir parameter. The Casimir parameter will be used for comparison in a later section of this thesis.

5.2 Landau-Lifshitz parameters

In opposite to the Casimir parameter, the Landau-Lifshitz definition of the permittivity in equation (59) includes all of the \( O(k^2) \) terms in \( \langle p_i \rangle \) [6, 9, 23], resulting in

\[
\epsilon_{ij}(\omega, k) - \delta_{ij} = \chi_{ij} + \frac{1}{\epsilon_0} (\psi_{iklj} + \gamma_{iklj} + \eta_{iklj})k_k k_l. \tag{76}
\]

It is clear that this definition of \( \epsilon_{ij}(\omega, k) \) is identical with the definition in equation (75) under the assumption that \( \eta_{iklj} \) and \( \psi_{iklj} \) are negligible. On the other hand, if \( \eta_{iklj} \) and \( \psi_{iklj} \) are of the same size as \( \gamma_{iklj} \) it is clear that the Landau-Lifshitz parameter in equation (76) may differ significantly from the Casimir parameter in equation (75), and thus improve the accuracy of the effective parameters considerably.
6 Floquet solution of the inhomogeneous wave-equation

The wave-equation in a periodic, nonmagnetic structure with a relative permittivity \( \varepsilon(r) \) containing a source \( J_{\text{ext}} = u(r) \exp(i k \cdot r) [\text{A m}^{-2}] \), where \( u(r) \) is periodic, will according to equation (18) become [15]

\[
\nabla \times \nabla \times e = \frac{\varepsilon^2}{c^2} \varepsilon(r) e = i\omega\mu_0 u(r) \exp(i k \cdot r). \tag{77}
\]

According to Floquet theory, a solution to this equation is an electric field

\[
e(r) = V(r) \exp(i k \cdot r) \tag{78}
\]

where the function \( V(r) \) is periodic and can be expanded as a Fourier series

\[
V(r) = \sum_w V_w \exp(i w \cdot r). \tag{79}
\]

Inserting the Fourier expansion of \( V(r) \) into equation (78) gives the electric field [15]

\[
e(r) = \sum_w V_w \exp(i(w + k) \cdot r), \tag{80}
\]

It is assumed that both \( \varepsilon(r) \) and \( u(r) \) are periodic with the same period, such that they also can be expanded into the wavenumber domain [15]. These expansions are given below as [15]

\[
u(r) = \sum_\Theta u_\Theta \exp(i \Theta \cdot r), \tag{81}
\]

and

\[
\varepsilon(r) = \sum_\Theta \epsilon_\Theta \exp(i \Theta \cdot r). \tag{82}
\]

The vector \( \Theta \) denotes all possible reciprocal lattice vectors [15]. Furthermore, it is also determined that the two reciprocal summation-vectors \( w \) and \( \Theta \) consist of \( n \) numbers, such that there are \( n \) \( w \)'s and \( \Theta \)'s in each sum. Inserting equations (80), (81) and (82) into equation (77) and transforming the vector products into \( k \) space yield

\[
\sum_w \left[ - (w + k) \times (w + k) \times -\frac{\varepsilon^2}{c^2} \sum_\Theta \epsilon_\Theta \exp(i \Theta \cdot r) \right] V_w \exp(i(w + k) \cdot r) = i\omega\mu_0 \sum_\Theta u_\Theta \exp(i(\Theta + k) \cdot r). \tag{83}
\]

The \( \exp(i k \cdot r) \) term can be cancelled on both sides, such that

\[
\sum_w \left[ - (w + k) \times (w + k) \times -\frac{\varepsilon^2}{c^2} \sum_\Theta \epsilon_\Theta \exp(i \Theta \cdot r) \right] V_w \exp(iw \cdot r) = i\omega\mu_0 \sum_\Theta u_\Theta \exp(i \Theta \cdot r). \tag{84}
\]

The summation variable \( w \) is now renamed \( w \rightarrow q \), and the coefficients of \( \exp(iw \cdot r) \) are equated on each side. Calculating the vector products in the first term yields
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\[
\left[(w + k)^2 - [(w + k)(w + k)]\right] V_w - \frac{\omega^2}{c^2} \sum_{\Theta} \epsilon_\Theta V_{\Theta} = i\omega\mu_0 u_w, \tag{85}
\]

where \((w + k)(w + k)\) is the outer product of \(w + k\). Keeping in mind that \(\Theta + q = w\) on the left side, and substituting for \(w\) into the coefficient \(V_{\Theta}\) in order to reobtain the sum over \(w\), gives the expression in equation (86). Here it is assumed that the source is a constant that only excites the zero order harmonic, such that \(u(r) = u_0\) and

\[
\left[(w + k)^2 - [(w + k)(w + k)]\right] V_w - \frac{\omega^2}{c^2} \sum_{\Theta} \epsilon_\Theta V_{w - \Theta} = i\omega\mu_0 u_0 \delta_{w0}, \tag{86}
\]

where \(\delta_{w0}\) is the Kronecker-delta function. By renaming \(w - \Theta = \Theta'\), and inserting for \(\Theta\) in \(\epsilon_\Theta\), the following equation is finally obtained,

\[
\left[(w + k)^2 - [(w + k)(w + k)]\right] V_w - \frac{\omega^2}{c^2} \sum_{\Theta'} \epsilon_{w - \Theta'} V_{\Theta'} = i\omega\mu_0 u_0 \delta_{w0}. \tag{87}
\]

The solution of this equation forms the theoretical basis for the implementations of the plane wave expansion method in the following chapters.
7 One-dimensional plane wave expansion method

This chapter suggests an algorithm for solving the microscopic electric field inside a one-dimensional unit cell using the Floquet theory derived earlier. The process of implementing the algorithm in MATLAB will also be described in detail.

The following theory will employ vectors located in two different vector spaces. In order to easily distinguish between quantities in these two vector spaces, the following nomenclature is defined:

- Unit vectors in the physical space are written as $\hat{x}$, $\hat{y}$, $\hat{z}$.
- Vectors in the physical space defined by components along the $x$, $y$ and $z$ axes, are written with bold-face characters, $\mathbf{A}$.
- Vectors in the $n$-dimensional vector space are written with bold-face characters and an overline, $\overline{A}$.
- Matrices in the $n$-dimensional vector space are written with bold-face characters and two overlines, $\overline{\overline{A}}$.

7.1 Matrix equation for one-dimensional unit cell

The objective of this section is to develop an algorithm for calculating the microscopic electric field $\mathbf{e}(\mathbf{r})$ given in equation (80) inside a given one-dimensional metamaterial unit cell using MATLAB. The unit cell is represented by a vector with a discrete number of microscopic permittivity-values that may vary over the length of the vector.

It is assumed that $\mathbf{e}(\mathbf{r})$ is a transversal wave propagating in the $\hat{x}$-direction, such that $\mathbf{e}(\mathbf{r}) = e\hat{y}$ and $k = k\hat{x}$. Consequently, it follows that the coefficients in the plane wave expansion of $\mathbf{e}(\mathbf{r})$ in equation (80) become $\mathbf{V}_w = V_w\hat{y}$. Furthermore, it is assumed that the one-dimensional unit cell is infinitely periodic along the $x$-axis, and that the unit cell under consideration is positioned with one end located in origo. Subsequently, the reciprocal lattice vectors $\mathbf{w}$ and $\Theta$ will also be scalar components pointing in the $\hat{x}$-direction such that $w = w\hat{x}$ and $\Theta = \Theta\hat{x}$. Since the choice of source $\mathbf{u}_0$ is arbitrary, it is chosen to be constant and pointing along the $y$-axis such that $\mathbf{u}_0 = u_0\hat{y}$. During this chapter, it will be argued that equation (87) can be written in matrix form as

\begin{equation}
\begin{pmatrix}
(w_{-\lfloor n/2 \rfloor} + k_{-\lfloor n/2 \rfloor})^2 & 0 & \cdots & (w_{+\lfloor n/2 \rfloor} + k_{+\lfloor n/2 \rfloor})^2 \\
0 & \ddots & \vdots & \ddots \\
\epsilon_0 & \cdots & \epsilon_{(n-1)} & \cdots & \epsilon_0 \\
\epsilon_{+(n-1)} & \cdots & \epsilon_0 & \cdots & \epsilon_{+(n-1)}
\end{pmatrix}
\cdot
\begin{pmatrix}
V_w
\end{pmatrix}
= i\omega\mu_0
\begin{pmatrix}
0 \\
u_0 \\
0
\end{pmatrix},
\end{equation}

from which the coefficients of the $\hat{y}$-component of the unknown, $\mathbf{V}_w$, can be obtained. There are a total of $n$ reciprocal lattice vectors in both $\mathbf{w}$ and $\Theta$, which requires $n$ coefficients in $\mathbf{V}_w$, arranged as
\[ \nabla w = \begin{bmatrix} V_{-\frac{n}{2}} \\ \vdots \\ V_0 \\ \vdots \\ V_{\frac{n}{2}} \end{bmatrix}, \quad (89) \]

where it is convenient to define the integer \( P = \lfloor \frac{n}{2} \rfloor \). The motivation for expressing equation (87) as in equation (88), is because it can be solved quite efficiently for high \( n \) using MATLAB’s matrix functionalities. The process of obtaining equation (88) will be described in detail in the subsequent sections, before the solution of the matrix equation will be presented.

### 7.1.1 Matrix representation of curl operator

The objective in this subsection is to find a matrix representation of the curl operator that makes the two first terms in equation (87),

\[ \begin{pmatrix} (w + k)^2 - [(w + k)(w + k)] \end{pmatrix} V_w. \quad (90) \]

- **Determine matrix for \( (w + k)^2 \)**
  The term \( (w + k)^2 \cdot V_w \), is a scalar multiplied by the plane wave coefficient \( V_w = V_w \hat{y} \). The scalar is the length of \( w + k \) squared, and defined as

\[ (w + k)^2 = (w_x + k_x)^2 + (w_y + k_y)^2 + (w_z + k_z)^2. \quad (91) \]

However, the unit cell under consideration is located along the x-axis, which means that \( w_y = w_z = k_y = k_z = 0 \). Inserting into equation (91) gives \( (w + k)^2 \cdot V_w = (w_x + k_x)^2 V_w \). Having established the scalar in the first term, it must now be inserted into a matrix. Since there are \( n \) components of \( w \), the different scalars are arranged along the diagonal of the matrix \( (w + k)^2 \) given by

\[ \begin{bmatrix} (w_1 + k_1)^2 & 0 & \cdots \\ 0 & \ddots & \vdots \\ \vdots & \cdots & (w_n + k_n)^2 \end{bmatrix}, \quad (92) \]

such that the resulting matrix elements will be \( (w_m + k_m)^2 \cdot V_m \) in row \( m \) when the matrix is multiplied with the solution column vector \( \nabla w \) given in equation (89).

- **Determine matrix for \( (w + k)(w + k) \)**
  The outer product \( (w + k)(w + k) \) in the second term, is a 3x3 matrix containing various combinations of the x, y and z components of \( w + k \). Setting the \( \hat{y} \) and \( \hat{z} \)-components of \( (w + k) \) equal to zero, and calculating the resulting outer product matrix gives

\[ (w + k)(w + k) = \begin{bmatrix} (w_x + k_x)^2 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}. \quad (93) \]

The matrix in (93) is then multiplied by the unknown plane wave coefficient \( V_w = V_w \hat{y} \).
\[
\begin{pmatrix}
(w_x + k_x)^2 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0
\end{pmatrix}
\cdot
\begin{pmatrix}
0 \\
V_w \\
0
\end{pmatrix}
= \begin{pmatrix}
0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0
\end{pmatrix}.
\]  

(94)

Since the outerproduct equals zero for the given unit cell when \(e(r) = e\hat{y}\), the corresponding matrix representation will be the zero-matrix and it can be cancelled from equation (87).

After evaluating the two terms in equation (90) independently, the complete matrix representation of the curl operator is given by

\[
\overline{(w + k)^2} \cdot \nabla_w = \begin{pmatrix}
(w_1 + k)^2 & 0 & \cdots \\
0 & \ddots & \cdots \\
0 & \cdots & (w_n + k)^2
\end{pmatrix}
\cdot
\begin{pmatrix}
V_1 \\
\vdots \\
V_n
\end{pmatrix}.
\]  

(95)

### 7.1.2 Vector representations in the matrix equation

Before the rest of the matrix equation can be developed, it is necessary to define the vector quantities \(w\) and \(\Theta\) more accurately. These vectors are reciprocal lattice vectors spanning the length of the unit cell in k-space. Since the algorithm requires two sets containing \(n\) \(w\)'s and \(\Theta\)'s, there is a need for arranging these vectors correctly before they can be used in the matrix equation (87).

Since the solution \(\nabla_w\) already is arranged in a column vector, it is practical to do the same thing with \(w\) and \(\Theta\). The two sets of reciprocal lattice vectors, \(\overline{w}\) and \(\overline{\Theta}\) are defined as

\[
\overline{w} = \begin{pmatrix}
w_{-P} \\
\vdots \\
w_0 \\
\vdots \\
w_{+P}
\end{pmatrix}, \quad \overline{\Theta} = \begin{pmatrix}
\Theta_{-P} \\
\vdots \\
\Theta_0 \\
\vdots \\
\Theta_{+P}
\end{pmatrix}.
\]  

(96)

(97)

Both \(\overline{w}\) and \(\overline{\Theta}\) has been shifted such that the shortest vectors in the sets are located in the middle of the column vector. As a consequence, \(n = 2P + 1\), will always be an odd number and the reason for this vector shift will become evident in the next section. The vectors \(k\) and \(u_0\) are constants determined by the source, and therefore independent of position within the column vectors. The difference between these two vectors is that \(k\) is a constant for all harmonics, while \(u = u_0\) is constant for only the zero order harmonic. The vector representations of \(k\) and \(u_0\) in the matrix equation are given by

\[
\overline{k} = \begin{pmatrix}
k \\
\vdots \\
k
\end{pmatrix}, \quad \overline{u} = \begin{pmatrix}
0 \\
\vdots \\
0
\end{pmatrix}.
\]  

(98)

(99)

The shift in \(\overline{w}\) and \(\overline{\Theta}\) also results in a shift in the curl operator,

\[
\overline{(w + k)^2} = \begin{pmatrix}
(w_{-P} + k)^2 & 0 & \cdots \\
0 & \ddots & \cdots \\
0 & \cdots & (w_{+P} + k)^2
\end{pmatrix},
\]  

(100)

and a shift in the solution column vector
\[ \nabla_{\mathbf{w}} = \begin{bmatrix} V_{-P} \\ \vdots \\ V_0 \\ \vdots \\ V_{+P} \end{bmatrix}, \tag{101} \]

so that they coincide with equation (89).
7.1.3 Constructing the convolution matrix

The object of this section is to find a \( nxn \) matrix representation of the factor \( \sum_\Theta \omega \epsilon V_{\Theta} \) in equation (87). It will be shown that this can be done by creating a convolution matrix, \( \Gamma \), and multiplying it with the column vector \( \nabla_\omega \) given in equation (89).

The convolution matrix \( \Gamma \) is the representaion of \( \epsilon(x) \) in k-space on matrix form, and contains the Fourier coefficients obtained from the 1D discrete-fourier-transform (DFT) given by (82). The process of creating the convolution matrix is described by the following 3 steps.

- **Step 1: Determine Fourier coefficients**
  The discrete Fourier transform of \( \epsilon(x) \) given in equation (82), can be calculated using MATLABs fast Fourier transform function \( \text{fft}(..) \). This function takes a discrete input vector \( x(m) \) of length \( M \) as input and calculates the Fast Fourier transform (FFT) \[ X(k) = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{m=0}^{M-1} x(m) \exp \left( -i \frac{2\pi \cdot km}{M} \right), \] (102)
  where the index \( m \) has been shifted to start at \( m = 0 \). \( X(k) \) will be a vector of the same length as \( x(m) \). Similarly, the original vector \( x(m) \) can be obtained by the Inverse Fourier transform (IFFT) function \( \text{ifft}(..) \) \[ x(m) = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{k=0}^{M-1} X(k) \exp \left( i \frac{2\pi \cdot km}{M} \right). \] (103)
  In order to apply the FFT and IFFT capabilities in MATLAB, the correspondence between equation (103) and equation (82) must be confirmed. They both express the inverse transforms and must therefore be identical in order to be used correctly. By comparing the arguments in the exponential functions in equation (103) and equation (82), it is found that the expressions for the discrete Fourier transforms will be identical if the set of reciprocal lattice vectors \( \Theta_m \) are given by
  \[ \Theta_m = \frac{2\pi}{M} \cdot m, \quad m = 0, 1, 2, ..., M - 1. \] (104)
  The set of \( \omega_m \) also share the same expansions as the set of \( \Theta_m \) in equation (104). Now there is only one remaining difference between equation (103) and (82), namely the scaling factor \( \frac{1}{M} \). This factor is omitted by dividing the FFT by \( M \), and multiplying the IFFT by \( M \). This confirms the correspondance between equation (82) and the IFFT in MATLAB. 
  The FFT and IFFT can now be used to calculate the Fourier coefficients \( \epsilon_\Theta \) in equation (82), and the original microscopic permittivity \( \epsilon(x) \) can be calculated from the Inverse Fourier transform in equation (103) \[ \epsilon(\Theta, \omega) = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{m=0}^{M-1} \nabla_\omega \exp \left( i \frac{2\pi \cdot km}{M} \right). \] (105)
  Using the FFT function to calculate the Fourier coefficients in equation (82), results in the column vector \( \epsilon_\Theta \) given by
\[ \epsilon_{\Theta m} = \begin{bmatrix} \epsilon_{\Theta_0} \\ \epsilon_{\Theta_1} \\ \vdots \\ \epsilon_{\Theta_{M-2}} \\ \epsilon_{\Theta_{M-1}} \end{bmatrix}. \]  

(105)

It is worth mentioning that the use of the \texttt{fft(..)} and \texttt{ifft(..)} functions are interchangeable. The effect of \texttt{fft(..)} will be reversed by \texttt{ifft(..)}, and vice versa with only a difference in the \( \frac{1}{M} \) factor in the \texttt{ifft(..)} function.

- **Step 2: Shifting the fourier coefficients**

In the previous step, the Fourier coefficients \( \epsilon_{\Theta m} \) of the microscopic permittivity \( \varepsilon(x) \) was found on the form given in equation (105). In order to obtain \( \epsilon_{\Theta m} \) on the same form as \( w_p \) and \( \Theta_p \) equation (96) and (97), \( \epsilon_{\Theta m} \) must be shifted such that the zero order harmonic is located at the center of the vector. This can be accomplished by using MATLAB’s \texttt{fftshift(..)} and \texttt{ifftshift(..)} functions, which swaps the left and right halves of the vector given as input [21]. Applying \texttt{fftshift(..)} to the vector \( \epsilon_{\Theta m} \) in (105) gives the following vector

\[ \epsilon_{\Theta m} = \begin{bmatrix} \epsilon_{\Theta_{M/2}} \\ \epsilon_{\Theta_{M/2+1}} \\ \vdots \\ \epsilon_{\Theta_0} \\ \vdots \\ \epsilon_{\Theta_{M/2-2}} \\ \epsilon_{\Theta_{M/2-1}} \end{bmatrix}. \]  

(106)

where the original vector can be reobtained by calling \texttt{ifftshift(..)}. At this point it is worth noting that very little of the information in the original microscopic permittivity function \( \varepsilon(x) \) has been lost. However, the number of spatial harmonics must now be reduced in order to calculate the matrix equation in (88) effectively.

From the set of \( M \) coefficients in equation (106), the \( 2P_f + 1 \) coefficients at the center are selected to form a new subset

\[ \epsilon_{\Theta_p} = \begin{bmatrix} \epsilon_{\Theta_{-P_f}} \\ \vdots \\ \epsilon_{\Theta_0} \\ \vdots \\ \epsilon_{\Theta_{P_f}} \end{bmatrix}. \]  

(107)

the number \( P_f = n - 1 = 2P \) is an even number, and indicates the highest spatial harmonic that is not filtered out. This process is essentially the same as applying a low-pass filter on the Fourier coefficients. It is here assumed that \( M \) is odd, and that \( P_f \ll M \), so that the selected coefficients provides a good representation of \( \varepsilon(x) \). In order to obtain good accuracy, it is desirable to have \( P_f \) as large at possible. It has been argued that \( P_f \geq 100 \) spatial harmonics along each dimension gives sufficient accuracy [17, 18].
Step 3: Insert coefficients into convolution matrix

Having obtained the set of the $2P_f + 1$ lowest order harmonics given in $\epsilon_{\Theta_p}$, it only remains to insert the coefficients properly into the convolution matrix. This is done in a way that makes $\epsilon_{\Theta_p}$ into a Toeplitz matrix [17], which involves inserting the zero order harmonic along the diagonal of the matrix and distributing the higher order harmonics symmetrically around the diagonal. The resulting convolution matrix $\tilde{\Gamma}$ equals

$$
\tilde{\Gamma} = \begin{bmatrix}
\epsilon_0 & \epsilon_{-1} & \cdots & \epsilon_{-P_f} \\
\epsilon_{+1} & \epsilon_0 & \cdots & \cdots \\
\epsilon_{-1} & \epsilon_{+1} & \cdots & \epsilon_0 \\
\epsilon_{+P_f} & \cdots & \epsilon_{+1} & \epsilon_0
\end{bmatrix}.
$$

The dimension of the convolution matrix $\tilde{\Gamma}$ is now $n^2 = (2P_f + 1)^2 = (P_f + 1)^2$, and can be inserted for $\sum_{\Theta'} \epsilon_{w-\Theta'}$ in the matrix equation (87).

7.1.4 Calculating the matrix equation

After establishing all of the matrices in equation (87), the solution $\tilde{V}_w$ can now be calculated by performing simple matrix operations in MATLAB. The matrix on the left side of equation (87) is inverted and multiplied by the matrix on the right side such that

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
V_{y,-P} \\
V_{y,0} \\
\vdots \\
V_{y,+P_f}
\end{bmatrix} = i\omega \mu_0 \cdot \left[\frac{1}{2} - \left(\frac{\omega}{C}\right)^2 \cdot \tilde{\Gamma}\right]^{-1} \cdot \begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
\vdots \\
0
\end{bmatrix}.
$$

The solution is found as the product of the $n \times n$ matrix and the $n \times 1$ row vector in equation (109). The periodic function $V(r)$ inside the unit cell, can now be found by shifting the solution vector back to

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
V_{y,0} \\
\vdots \\
V_{y,n}
\end{bmatrix},
$$

and taking the IFFT as in equation (103). The microscopic electric field $e(r)$ is subsequently found by $V(r) \cdot \exp (ik \cdot r)$ as in equation (80) [15].
8 Two-dimensional plane wave expansion method

This chapter suggests two algorithms for solving the microscopic electric field inside a two-dimensional unit cell by employing Floquet theory. Two different types of solutions to this problem will be presented here. The first solution is for electric fields that are transversal to the direction of propagation, and the second solution is for electric fields that are located in the plane of the direction of propagation. The process of implementing both algorithms in MATLAB will be described in the subsequent sections. The permittivity \( \varepsilon(x, y) \) is represented by a matrix, preferably of a large size, where each element contains the permittivity at the given point \((x, y)\) inside the matrix.

In what follows, there will be two adjustments to the nomenclature defined in the previous chapter:

- Vectors in the \( n^2 \)-dimensional vector space are written with bold-face characters and an overline, \( \mathbf{A} \).
- Matrices in the \( n^2 \)-dimensional vector space are written with bold-face characters and two overlines, \( \mathbf{\bar{A}} \).

8.1 Master equation

In the Floquet theory that was presented earlier, it was found that the wave equation in an inhomogeneous medium is given by

\[
\left[ (w + k)^2 - (w + k)(w + k) \right] V_w - \frac{\omega^2}{c^2} \sum_{\Theta^\prime} \varepsilon_{\Theta^\prime - \Theta} V_{\Theta^\prime} = i\omega\mu_0 u_0, \quad (111)
\]

when the electric field \( \mathbf{e} \) is expanded as a sum of plane waves given by equation (80), and the source \( u_0 \) and microscopic permittivity \( \varepsilon(r) \) are given by the plane wave expansions in equation (81) and equation (82) [15]. The subject of this chapter is to develop two algorithms for calculating the electric field \( \mathbf{e}(r) \) inside a two-dimensional unit cell, by solving equation (111).

The two-dimensional plane wave expansion method (PWEM) assumes a unit cell situated in the \( x-y \) plane, which implies that the reciprocal lattice vectors are given by \( \mathbf{w} = w_x \hat{x} + w_y \hat{y} \) and \( \Theta = \Theta_x \hat{x} + \Theta_y \hat{y} \).

The first algorithm assumes that the electric field is polarized transversal to the unit cell, such that \( \mathbf{e}(r) = e_z \hat{z} \). This algorithm will be referred to as the transversal field algorithm.

The second algorithm assumes that the electric field is polarized in the plane of the unit cell, such that \( \mathbf{e}(r) = e_x \hat{x} + e_y \hat{y} \). This algorithm will be referred to as the parallel field algorithm.

8.1.1 Common terms

Before developing the two different algorithms, it is convenient to define some of the terms in equation (111) that are shared among both of them.

The solution vector \( \mathbf{V}_w \) for the two-dimensional algorithms, are shifted such that the zero order harmonic is located at the center of the column vector, and is expressed as
\[ \mathbf{V}_w = \begin{bmatrix} V_{-P-S} & \cdots & V_{0} & \cdots & V_{+P+S} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ V_{-P-S+1} & \cdots & V_{0,0} & \cdots & V_{+P+S-1} \end{bmatrix}, \quad (112) \]

where the integers \( P = \left\lfloor \frac{n}{2} \right\rfloor \) and \( S = \left\lfloor \frac{n}{2} \right\rfloor \). It is emphasized that the ordering of the coefficients in equation (112) is analogous to the ordering of the one-dimensional solution column vector in equation (89). In order to simplify the notation in the matrices in the subsequent chapters, it is practical to define the sum-vector \( \mathbf{T} = \mathbf{w} + \mathbf{k} \) such that

\[ \begin{align*}
T_x &= w_x + k_x, \\
T_y &= w_y + k_y, \\
T_z &= w_z + k_z,
\end{align*} \quad (113a,b,c) \]

where it is assumed that \( T_z = 0 \) in the both of the following algorithms.

The first term on the left side of equation (111) is the sum of \((\mathbf{w} + \mathbf{k})^2\), and will be identical for both algorithms since they both employ the same set of reciprocal lattice vectors in the \( x \)-\( y \) plane. The matrix representation of \((\mathbf{w} + \mathbf{k})^2\) is given as

\[ \mathbf{w} + \mathbf{k}^2 = \begin{bmatrix} (T_x^2 + T_y^2)_{-P-S} & \cdots & 0 \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ 0 & \cdots & (T_x^2 + T_y^2)_{+P+S} \end{bmatrix}, \quad (114) \]

which is in accordance with the coefficients in equation (112) and is analogous with the matrix representation of the same term in the one-dimensional matrix equation (88).

### 8.1.2 The two-dimensional convolution matrix

In order to express equation (111) as a matrix equation, it is necessary to find the matrix representation of the term \( \sum_{\Theta'} \epsilon_{\mathbf{w} - \mathbf{w}'} \). As in the one-dimensional PWEM, this term becomes a convolution matrix \( \mathbf{\Gamma} \).

The two-dimensional convolution matrix \( \mathbf{\Gamma} \), contains the Fourier coefficients obtained by performing a two-dimensional Fourier transform of the permittivity \( \varepsilon(x, y) \) in the unit cell. Since the reciprocal lattice vectors \( \mathbf{w} \) and \( \Theta \) are located in the \( x \)-\( y \) plane, it follows that the summation

\[ \sum_{\Theta'} \epsilon_{\mathbf{w} - \mathbf{w}'} = \sum_{\Theta_{x}'} \sum_{\Theta_{y}'} \epsilon_{w_{x} - \Theta_{x}, w_{y} - \Theta_{y}}. \quad (115) \]

becomes a two-dimensional convolution between \( \mathbf{w} \) and \( \Theta \). From equation (115) it is seen that the coefficient of the lowest order, \( \epsilon_{0,0} \), will be the coefficient where \( \mathbf{w} = \Theta' \), and that it therefore will be placed along the diagonal.
of the convolution matrix. Furthermore, it is also seen that other coefficients of low order will be placed close to the diagonal of the convolution matrix, since the lattice vector components will be close to identical along the diagonal. Higher order coefficients are correspondingly distributed towards the bottom left and top right corners of the convolution matrix, far away from the diagonal. The coefficients that are largest in magnitude are generally found along and close to the diagonal, since spatial harmonics tends to couple the most energy into modes that have similar indices [17].

The Fourier coefficients of $\varepsilon(x,y)$ are calculated using the MATLAB’s $\texttt{fft2}$ function. The $\texttt{fft2}$ function utilizes the exact same algorithm as the one-dimensional $\texttt{fft}$ function to calculate the Fourier coefficients of $\varepsilon(x,y)$ [20]. It follows that the correspondence between equation (82) and the $\texttt{fft}$ algorithm in MATLAB, has already been verified and that it is therefore unnecessary to repeat this process for the two-dimensional unit cell.

After the Fourier coefficients of $\varepsilon(x,y)$ are obtained using the $\texttt{fft2}$ function, they are shifted such that the zero order harmonic is located at the center of the matrix. Ideally it is desirable to use all of the coefficients in the convolution matrix, but this is infeasible due to the number of spatial harmonics in the resulting matrix. The $2P_f + 1 = 2S_f + 1$ lowest order coefficients centered around the DC value along each dimension is therefore extracted, such that the set of Fourier coefficients essentially are low-pass filtered into a matrix

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
\varepsilon_{-P_f+S_f} & \varepsilon_{0+S_f} & \varepsilon_{+P_f+S_f} \\
\varepsilon_{-P_f} & \varepsilon_{0} & \varepsilon_{+P_f} \\
\varepsilon_{-P_f-S_f} & \varepsilon_{0-S_f} & \varepsilon_{+P_f-P_f}
\end{bmatrix},
\tag{116}
$$

leaving only the lowest order spatial harmonics, and where the indices $P_f = 2P$ and $S_f = 2S$. In order to describe the insertion of the various spatial harmonics in equation (116) into the convolution matrix, it is beneficial to consider the convolution matrix $\overline{\Gamma}$ as one large matrix containing $n^2$ matrices $\overline{G}$ that contains $n^2$ Fourier coefficients. This allows for expressing the convolution matrix $\overline{\Gamma}$ as

$$
\overline{\Gamma} = \begin{bmatrix}
\overline{G}_0 & \overline{G}_{-1} & \cdots & \overline{G}_{-S_f} \\
\overline{G}_{+1} & \overline{G}_0 & \overline{G}_{-1} & \cdots \\
& \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
\overline{G}_{+S_f} & \cdots & \overline{G}_{0} & \overline{G}_{-1}
\end{bmatrix},
\tag{117}
$$

where the matrices $\overline{G}$ are given by

$$
\overline{G} = \begin{bmatrix}
\varepsilon_0 & \varepsilon_{-1} & \cdots & \varepsilon_{-P_f} \\
\varepsilon_{+1} & \varepsilon_0 & \varepsilon_{-1} & \cdots \\
& \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
\varepsilon_{+P_f} & \cdots & \varepsilon_{0} & \varepsilon_{-1}
\end{bmatrix},
\tag{118}
$$

and have the same Toeplitz symmetry as the one-dimensional convolution matrix in equation (108) [17]. Note that the coefficients are inserted into the convolution matrix according to the summation in equation (115). The resulting convolution matrix $\overline{\Gamma}$ will generally not have Toeplitz symmetry,
but will have a coefficient distribution that resembles the Toeplitz symmetry in the sense that higher order coefficients are located far off the matrix diagonal. The two-dimensional convolution matrix contains a total of 

\[ n^4 = (P_f + 1)^4 = (S_f + 1)^4 \]

coefficients. A visualization of the coefficient distribution in the two-dimensional convolution matrix for \( n = 3 \) is given in equation (161) in Appendix A.

Since the unit cell is two-dimensional, it is possible to rotate the unit cell by 90°, 180° or 270°. In order to obtain the correct convolution matrix for a rotated unit cell, it is important to keep the axes employed by MATLAB in mind. The indexing used in MATLAB places origo in the top left corner of the matrix containing the unit cell, which is different from most coordinate systems that have origo located in the bottom left corner. The coordinate system of the unit cell (x-y) and MATLAB’s coordinate system (x’-y’) are depicted below.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{coordinate_system.png}
\caption{Orientation of coordinate system (x-y) compared orientation of transformed coordinate system (x’-y’).}
\end{figure}

By mirroring the MATLAB-coordinate system about the y’ axis it is seen that

\begin{align}
    x’ &= y, \\
    y’ &= x,
\end{align}

implying that a 90° rotation from x to y corresponds to a 90° rotation from y’ to x’. By mirroring the the MATLAB-coordinate system back again it is seen that the rotation is in fact in the opposite direction as depicted below:

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{coordinate_system_rotation.png}
\caption{Rotation in regular coordinate system (x-y) compared rotation in transformed coordinate system (x’-y’).}
\end{figure}

Given this relation between the two different coordinate systems that are employed in the PWEM, it is necessary to rotate the unit cell in the opposite direction of the intentional direction before the Fourier transform in order to obtain the correct two-dimensional convolution matrix. If the unit cell is rotated ±180°, no rotation is necessary.
8.2 Transversal field algorithm

This algorithm assumes a transversal microscopic electric field propagating in the \(x-y\) plane, such that \(e(\mathbf{r}) = e\hat{z}\) and \(k = k_x\hat{x} + k_y\hat{y}\). According to equation (80), \(V_w = V_\omega\hat{z}\), which also implies that the source \(u_0 = u_0\hat{z}\). It will in the following be shown that equation (111) can be written in matrix form as

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
T_{x,-P,-S}^2 & T_{y,-P,-S}^2 & 0 \\
0 & T_{x,+P,+S}^2 & T_{y,+P,+S}^2 \\
-\frac{\omega^2}{c^2}T & V_w = i\omega\mu_0 \begin{pmatrix}
0 \\
\vdots \\
0 \\
u_0 \\
\vdots \\
0
\end{pmatrix},
\end{pmatrix}
\]

(120)

where the solution vector \(V_w\) given by equation (112) will contain \(n^2\) elements.

8.2.1 Matrix equation for transversal fields

In order to determine the matrix equation for transversal microscopic electric fields, it is necessary to analyze the left side equation (111) in vector form.

The second term on the left side of equation (111) is the outerproduct \((T)(T)^\top\). Since the electric field is polarized transversely to the plane of propagation, \(V_w = V_\omega\hat{z}\), this term is found as

\[
(T)(T)^\top \cdot V_w = \begin{pmatrix}
T_{x}^2 \\
T_{y}^2 \\
0
\end{pmatrix} \cdot \begin{pmatrix}
0 \\
\vdots \\
0
\end{pmatrix},
\]

(121)

which equals the zero matrix. The contribution from the outerproduct term is therefore zero, and can be omitted from the matrix equation. The source \(u_0 = u_0\hat{z}\) is represented as the column vector

\[
\mathbf{u}_0 = \begin{pmatrix}
0 \\
\vdots \\
u_0 \\
\vdots \\
0
\end{pmatrix},
\]

(122)

which is identical to the source representation in the one-dimensional plane wave expansion method. Having represented all of the terms in equation (111) as matrices, it is now possible to calculate the solution column vector in equation (112) by solving equation (120).
8.3 Parallel field algorithm

This algorithm assumes that the electric field \( \mathbf{e}(\mathbf{r}) \) is propagating in a direction parallel to the \( x-y \) plane, and that the polarization of \( \mathbf{e}(\mathbf{r}) \) also lies in the unit cell plane, such that \( \mathbf{e} = e_x \hat{x} + e_y \hat{y} \). The solution of the electric field will therefore differ from the previous two algorithms, since it now consists of two components, \( e_x \) and \( e_y \).

The expansion of the electric field given in equation (80) requires the coefficients \( V_{w,x} = V_{w,y} \hat{x} + V_{w,y} \hat{y} \), and equation (111) will now become two coupled matrix equations that yields the two column vectors \( \mathbf{V}_{w,x} \) and \( \mathbf{V}_{w,y} \). The solution of the electric field will therefore differ from the previous two algorithms, since it now consists of two components, \( e_x \) and \( e_y \).

The system of matrix equations can be written as

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\mathbf{A} & \mathbf{B} \\
\mathbf{C} & \mathbf{D}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\mathbf{V}_{w,x} \\
\mathbf{V}_{w,y}
\end{bmatrix}
= i\omega \mu_0
\begin{bmatrix}
\mathbf{u}_x \\
\mathbf{u}_y
\end{bmatrix},
\tag{123}
\]

where \( \mathbf{u}_x \) and \( \mathbf{u}_y \) are the components of the source \( \mathbf{u}_0 \) in the \( x \) and \( y \) directions, and the matrices \( \mathbf{A}, \mathbf{B}, \mathbf{C} \) and \( \mathbf{D} \) are composite matrices given by the three terms on the left side of equation (111). The solution vectors \( \mathbf{V}_{w,x} \) and \( \mathbf{V}_{w,y} \) are given in the same form as in equation (112). The following section will describe the process of obtaining equation (123).

8.3.1 Matrix equation for parallel fields

In order to determine the matrices \( \mathbf{A}, \mathbf{B}, \mathbf{C} \) and \( \mathbf{D} \), it is necessary to first evaluate equation (111) in vector form. Since the coefficients of \( \mathbf{e}(\mathbf{r}) \) has two components, \( \mathbf{V}_{w,x} \) and \( \mathbf{V}_{w,y} \), the outerproduct in equation (111) for two-dimensional structures will differ from the outerproduct that was obtained for one-dimensional structures in equation (93). Adding \( \mathbf{w} \) and \( \mathbf{k} \) yields the vector \( \mathbf{T} = T_x \hat{x} + T_y \hat{y} \), and calculating the outerproduct gives

\[
(T)(T) = \begin{bmatrix}
T_x^2 & T_x T_y & 0 \\
T_y T_x & T_y^2 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix}.
\tag{124}
\]

When the outerproduct is multiplied by the solution vector \( \mathbf{V}_w = \mathbf{V}_{w,x} \hat{x} + \mathbf{V}_{w,y} \hat{y} \), the resulting matrix equals

\[
(T)(T) \cdot \mathbf{V}_w = \begin{bmatrix}
T_x^2 V_{w,x} + T_x T_y V_{w,y} \\
T_y V_{w,y} + T_y T_x V_{w,x}
\end{bmatrix}.
\tag{125}
\]

This outerproduct now has two significant features that differs the one that was calculated for one-dimensional unit cells. Firstly, the resulting matrix is nonzero. Secondly, equation (125) shows that \( V_{w,x} \) and \( V_{w,y} \) are coupled to each other. This coupling structure motivates the matrix notation used in equation (123), which can be solved efficiently in MATLAB. In order to determine \( \mathbf{A}, \mathbf{B}, \mathbf{C} \) and \( \mathbf{D} \), it requires matrix representations of the scalars in the outerproduct and the first term on the left side of equation (111).

The scalars \( T_x^2 \), \( T_y^2 \) and \( T_x T_y \) are expressed in matrix form as
\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{T}_x^2 &= 
\begin{bmatrix}
T_{x,-P,-S}^2 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\
0 & T_{x,+P,+S}^2 & \cdots & 0 \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
0 & 0 & \cdots & T_{x,-P,-S}^2
\end{bmatrix}, \\
\mathbf{T}_y^2 &= 
\begin{bmatrix}
T_{y,-P,-S}^2 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\
0 & T_{y,+P,+S}^2 & \cdots & 0 \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
0 & 0 & \cdots & T_{y,-P,-S}^2
\end{bmatrix}, \\
\mathbf{T}_x^2\mathbf{T}_y &= 
\begin{bmatrix}
(T_x T_y)_{-P,-S} & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\
0 & (T_x T_y)_{+P,+S} & \cdots & 0 \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
0 & 0 & \cdots & (T_x T_y)_{-P,-S}
\end{bmatrix},
\end{align*}
\]

which are diagonal matrices that is consistent with the ordering of coefficients in equation (112). The remaining term on the left side of equation (111), \((w + k)^2\), is already found in equation (114). Having determined the matrix representations of all the matrices on the left side of equation (111), \(\mathbf{A}, \mathbf{B}, \mathbf{C}\) and \(\mathbf{D}\) can now be found as

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{A} &= w + k^2 - \mathbf{T}_x^2 - \left(\frac{\omega}{c}\right)^2 \mathbf{T}_x, \\
\mathbf{C} &= \mathbf{B} = -\mathbf{T}_x^2\mathbf{T}_y, \\
\mathbf{D} &= w + k^2 - \mathbf{T}_y^2 - \left(\frac{\omega}{c}\right)^2 \mathbf{T}_y,
\end{align*}
\]

containing a total of \(n^4\) elements each. The source \(u_0\) in equation (111), contains two components, \(u_x\) and \(u_y\), which are represented by

\[
u_{x,y} = 
\begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
\vdots \\
u_0 \\
\vdots \\
0
\end{bmatrix},
\]

and where the constants \(u_0\) are user defined. By stacking \(\nabla_{w,x}\) on top of \(\nabla_{w,y}\), and \(\mathbf{u}_x\) on top of \(\mathbf{u}_y\), forming two column vectors of length \(2n^2\), the coupled matrix equation set in equation (123) is finally obtained.

The equation set can now be solved by using MATLAB’s \texttt{linsolve(.)} function [22], which will return the column vector containing \(\nabla_{w,x}\) and \(\nabla_{w,y}\).

### 8.4 Creating the electric field matrix

After solving equation (120) or (123), there are only a few more steps before it is finally possible to obtain the solution \(\mathbf{e}(x,y)\).

Both matrix equations provides column vectors \(\nabla_w\) given by equation (112), containing the Fourier coefficients of the periodic function \(V(r)\). Since the unit cell is two-dimensional, it is necessary to insert the solution coefficients into a matrix, which can be transformed back to the real domain. The coefficients are first rearranged as
\( \nabla_w = \begin{bmatrix} V_{-P+S} & V_{0+S} & V_{+P+S} \\ \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\ V_{-P} & \cdots & V_{0} & \cdots & V_{+P} \\ \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\ V_{-P-S} & V_{0-S} & V_{+P-S} \end{bmatrix} \), \hspace{1cm} (129)

then shifted, and finally transformed back to the \( r \) domain using MATLAB’s \texttt{ifft}2(...) function. The transversal field algorithm will produce the solution \( V_z(x,y) \), while the parallel field algorithm will produce the two solutions \( V_x(x,y) \) and \( V_y(x,y) \).

The solution of the microscopic electric field \( \mathbf{e}(r) \) is generally found as

\[
\mathbf{e}(r) = \left( V_x \hat{x} + V_y \hat{y} + V_z \hat{z} \right) \cdot \exp(i \mathbf{k} \cdot \mathbf{r}),
\]

according to equation (80).
9 Determining $\eta_{iklj}$, $\gamma_{ijlm}$ and $\psi_{iklj}$

Previously it was argued that the higher order terms of the multipole expansion in (43) was not negligible for the special one-dimensional situation depicted in figure 4, where the electric field was assumed to be of the form $e = \bar{E} \exp(ik_x x)$ and where $\bar{E}$ was a constant value. Although this was a special occurrence, it does motivate a more general investigation of the higher order terms, in order to properly understand their significance in common metamaterials. The aim of this section is to describe an algorithm for determining the parameters $\eta$, $\gamma$ and $\psi$ describing the relative size of the $O(k^2)$ terms in (49) inside an arbitrary two-dimensional metamaterial unit cell in the $x$-$y$ plane, by employing the two-dimensional PWEM for parallel fields.

The simple method for calculating $\eta$, $\gamma$ and $\psi$ employed in the one-dimensional example, does unfortunately not translate well into a two-dimensional situation. A major difference is that the electric field $E$ and the wavevector $k$ may in general have several components which will subsequently also result in different components of $P$, $Q^{cd}$ and $R$. As a direct consequence, it can be seen that it is not possible to solve for any of the parameters directly, because the two-dimensional unit cell generally contains two components of the electric field. This can be exemplified by considering $P_1$ in (49) in the case where an arbitrary unit cell is excited by a source $J_{ext} = J_{ext} \hat{y}$ with $k = k_x \hat{x}$. Inserting into equation (49a) and differentiating two times with respect to $k_x$ gives

$$\frac{\partial^2 P_x}{\partial k_x^2} = 2 \left( \eta_{xxxx} E_x + \eta_{xxxy} E_y \right).$$

(131)

Here it can be seen that there are two components, $E_x$ and $E_y$, that contribute to $P_x$, and it can be deduced that a similar expression also exist for $P_y$. Since generally $E_x \neq 0$ and $E_y \neq 0$ for an arbitrary unit cell, and equation (131) contains two unknowns, $\eta_{xxxx}$ and $\eta_{xxxy}$, it is not possible to solve this equation on its own. In order to obtain the solutions $\eta_{xxxx}$ and $\eta_{xxxy}$ it is necessary to develop another linearly independent equation containing $\eta_{xxxx}$ and $\eta_{xxxy}$ [11], and solve the equations as a linear system.

Another major difference from the one-dimensional example is that the parameters for a two-dimensional unit cell are tensors, $\eta_{iklj}$, $\gamma_{ijlm}$ and $\psi_{iklj}$, that are dependent on the polarization of the electric field and the geometry of the unit cell. The values of $\eta$, $\gamma$ and $\psi$ that was found in the one-dimensional example are in fact also tensor elements, but could be solved separately due to the fact that $E_z = 0$. Since each tensor $\eta$, $\gamma$ and $\psi$ contains several elements, it is inefficient to solve for every single tensor value. It is therefore necessary to consider which tensor elements that are of interest.

If the wavevector $k$ is kept constant in one direction, e.g. such that $k = k_x \hat{x}$, it was previously found that it was possible to express the local permeability-tensor as in equation (74), and it is therefore convenient to determine the parameters $\eta_{iklj}$, $\gamma_{ijlm}$ and $\psi_{iklj}$ appearing in this equation.

Since the microscopic electric field induces by the PWEM only contains components in the $x$-$y$ plane such that $E_x \neq 0$, $E_y \neq 0$, $E_z = 0$, it is convenient to determine the parameters $\eta_{2112}$, $\gamma_{2112}$ and $\psi_{2112}$. This section will therefore focus on determining the parameters $\eta_{2112}$, $\gamma_{2112}$ and $\psi_{2112}$. 
9.1 Simulating magnitudes of multipole expansion terms

The aim of this chapter is to develop an algorithm for determining the relative size of $Q_{ij}^{\text{tot}}$, $R_i$ and $P_i$, by using the electric field solutions provided by the Parallel field PWEM algorithm. In order to determine the numerical values of $\eta_{2112}$, $\gamma_{2112}$ and $\psi_{2112}$, it is necessary to analyze equations (48) and (49). Here it is seen that there are two obstacles that must be dealt with in order to solve a desired index variation of each parameter.

Firstly, since each constitutive relation in (49) carries two different parameters $\eta$, $\gamma$ and $\psi$ for $E_x$ and $E_y$, it is not possible to solve for only one parameter at a time. This requires a linear system of equations which solves for both parameters for a given constitutive relation.

Secondly, the excitation of the source must be carefully selected because this will in turn determine the indices of $k$ and $E$. Only a certain combination of $k$ and $E$ can reveal the $2112$-parameters.

Keeping these two obstacles in mind, the following two polarization configurations are proposed:

Configuration 1: \[ k = k_1 \hat{x} \text{, } J_{\text{ext}} = J_{\text{ext}} \hat{y} \] \hspace{1cm} (132a)
Configuration 2: \[ k = k_2 \hat{x} \text{, } J_{\text{ext}} = J_{\text{ext}} \hat{x} \] \hspace{1cm} (132b)

The expressions for $P_i$, $Q_{ij}^{\text{tot}}$ and $R_i$ in (49) are sums including several terms, and it will now be argued that they are simplified by selecting the two configurations in equation (132). Due to the uniformity of the unit cell in the $z$-direction, the source $J_{\text{ext}}$ will generally produce an electric field $E = E_x \hat{x} + E_y \hat{y}$, which means that all the terms that include $E_z$, $k_x$ and $k_z$ in (49) must be zero. Taking these simplifications into consideration leaves the following $P_z$ and $P_y$ components of the parameters in (49) for configuration 1:

\[ P_z = \varepsilon_0 \chi_{xx} E_x + \varepsilon_0 \chi_{xy} E_y + \zeta_{xxz} k_x E_x + \zeta_{xx} k_y E_y + \eta_{xxzz} k_z^2 E_x + \eta_{xxzy} k_z^2 E_y, \] \hspace{1cm} (133a)
\[ P_y = \varepsilon_0 \chi_{yx} E_x + \varepsilon_0 \chi_{yy} E_y + \zeta_{yxz} k_x E_x + \zeta_{yy} k_z E_y + \eta_{yyxx} k_x^2 E_x + \eta_{yyxy} k_z^2 E_y. \] \hspace{1cm} (133b)

And similarly for configuration 2:

\[ P_z^\dagger = \varepsilon_0 \chi_{xx} E_x^\dagger + \varepsilon_0 \chi_{xy} E_y^\dagger + \zeta_{xxz} k_x E_x^\dagger + \zeta_{xx} k_y E_y^\dagger + \eta_{xxzz} k_z^2 E_x^\dagger + \eta_{xxzy} k_z^2 E_y^\dagger, \] \hspace{1cm} (134a)
\[ P_y^\dagger = \varepsilon_0 \chi_{yx} E_x^\dagger + \varepsilon_0 \chi_{yy} E_y^\dagger + \zeta_{yxz} k_x E_x^\dagger + \zeta_{yy} k_z E_y^\dagger + \eta_{yyxx} k_x^2 E_x^\dagger + \eta_{yyxy} k_z^2 E_y^\dagger. \] \hspace{1cm} (134b)

The tensor parameters in equations (133) and (134) describe the electromagnetic response of the unit cell, and are therefore independent of the selection of source. This means that the parameters $\chi$, $\zeta$ and $\eta$ do not change despite the different fields (indicated by the $\dagger$ superscript) originating from the changed direction of the source $J_{\text{ext}}$. It is therefore convenient to define:

\[ \kappa_P \equiv \varepsilon_0 \chi_{xx} + \zeta_{xxz} k_x + \eta_{xxzz} k_z^2, \] \hspace{1cm} (135a)
\[ \tau_P \equiv \varepsilon_0 \chi_{xy} + \zeta_{xy} k_x + \eta_{xyzy} k_z^2, \] \hspace{1cm} (135b)
\[ \phi_P \equiv \varepsilon_0 \chi_{yx} + \zeta_{yxz} k_x + \eta_{yxzx} k_z^2, \] \hspace{1cm} (135c)
\[ \theta_P \equiv \varepsilon_0 \chi_{yy} + \zeta_{yy} k_z + \eta_{yyzy} k_z^2. \] \hspace{1cm} (135d)
These four constants are practical because they hold four tensor values of $\eta$ that will emerge when they are differentiated two times with respect to $k_x$. By using these constants it is now possible to rearrange equation (133) and (134) in matrix form:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
P_x \\ P^*_x
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
E_x & E_y \\ E'^*_x & E'^*_y
\end{bmatrix} \cdot \begin{bmatrix}
\kappa_P \\ \tau_P
\end{bmatrix},
\]
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
P_y \\ P^*_y
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
E_x & E_y \\ E'^*_x & E'^*_y
\end{bmatrix} \cdot \begin{bmatrix}
\phi_P \\ \theta_P
\end{bmatrix},
\]

which allows for solving the constants $\kappa$, $\tau$, $\phi$ and $\theta$ by employing matrix algebra, and subsequently the following parameters: $\eta_{xxx}$, $\eta_{xxy}$, $\eta_{yxx}$ and $\eta_{yxxy}$. The exact same approach can be used to determine $\gamma$ and $\psi$ for the same four indices. Inserting for $E = E_x \hat{x} + E_y \hat{y}$ and $k = k_x \hat{x}$ into the expressions for $Q_{tot}$ and $R_i$, configuration 1 gives:

\[
Q_{xxx} = \alpha_{xxx} E_x + \alpha_{xxy} E_y + i \gamma_{xxx} k_x E_x + i \gamma_{xyy} k_x E_y,
\]
\[
Q_{yxx} = \alpha_{yx} E_x + \alpha_{yx} E_y + i \gamma_{yxx} k_x E_x + i \gamma_{yx} k_x E_y,
\]

\[
R_x = \psi_{xxx} k^2 x + \psi_{xyy} k^2 y,
\]
\[
R_y = \psi_{yx} E^*_x + \psi_{yx} E^*_y.
\]

And configuration 2 subsequently becomes:

\[
Q_{xxx}^\dagger = \alpha_{xxx} E^*_x + \alpha_{xxy} E^*_y + i \gamma_{xxx} k_x E^*_x + i \gamma_{xyy} k_x E^*_y,
\]
\[
Q_{yxx}^\dagger = \alpha_{yx} E^*_x + \alpha_{yx} E^*_y + i \gamma_{yxx} k_x E^*_x + i \gamma_{yx} k_x E^*_y,
\]

\[
R_x^\dagger = \psi_{xxx} k^2 E^*_x + \psi_{xyy} k^2 E^*_y,
\]
\[
R_y^\dagger = \psi_{yx} E^*_x + \psi_{yx} E^*_y.
\]

The similarity between the expressions for $Q_{tot}$ and $R_i$ in (137) - (140) and the expressions for $P_i$ in (133) and (134) suggests the following definitions:

\[
\kappa_Q \equiv \alpha_{xxx} + i \gamma_{yxx} k_x,
\]
\[
\tau_Q \equiv \alpha_{xy} + i \gamma_{xy} k_x,
\]
\[
\phi_Q \equiv \alpha_{yx} + i \gamma_{yx} k_x,
\]
\[
\theta_Q \equiv \alpha_{xy} + i \gamma_{yx} k_x.
\]

\[
\kappa_R \equiv \psi_{xxx} k^2,
\]
\[
\tau_R \equiv \psi_{xyy} k^2,
\]
\[
\phi_R \equiv \psi_{yx} k^2,
\]
\[
\theta_R \equiv \psi_{yx} k^2.
\]

The constants defined in (141) and (142) can be solved by matrix algebra on the following expressions:
\[
\begin{align*}
\begin{bmatrix} Q_{yy} \\ Q_{yx} \end{bmatrix} &= \begin{bmatrix} E_x \\ E_y \end{bmatrix} \cdot \begin{bmatrix} \kappa_Q \\ \tau_Q \end{bmatrix}, \\
\begin{bmatrix} Q_{ex} \\ Q_{yx} \end{bmatrix} &= \begin{bmatrix} E_x \\ E_y \end{bmatrix} \cdot \begin{bmatrix} \phi_Q \\ \theta_Q \end{bmatrix}, \\
\begin{bmatrix} R_x \end{bmatrix} &= \begin{bmatrix} E_x \\ E_y \end{bmatrix} \cdot \begin{bmatrix} \kappa_R \\ \tau_R \end{bmatrix}, \\
\begin{bmatrix} R_y \end{bmatrix} &= \begin{bmatrix} E_x \\ E_y \end{bmatrix} \cdot \begin{bmatrix} \phi_R \\ \theta_R \end{bmatrix}.
\end{align*}
\]

(143a) \hspace{1cm} (143b) \hspace{1cm} (143c) \hspace{1cm} (143d)

It is emphasized that these matrix equations are analogous to the two matrix equations in (136), and that they can be used further to solve for \( \gamma_{xx} \), \( \gamma_{xy} \), \( \gamma_{yx} \), \( \gamma_{yy} \), \( \psi_{xx} \), \( \psi_{xy} \), \( \psi_{yx} \) by differentiating and dividing by \( k \).

The parameters appearing in equation (74) can be identified as: \( \eta_{yx} = \eta_{x112} \), \( \gamma_{yx} = \gamma_{2112} \) and \( \psi_{yx} = \psi_{2112} \).

Having obtained equations that can provide solutions for the desired index variations of \( \eta, \gamma \) and \( \psi \), the attention of this section will now shift towards determining the numerical values of the expansion terms in equation (48) and equation (50).

9.2 Evaluating terms of the multipole expansion

In order to use the set of matrix equations that was derived in the previous section, it is necessary to determine the numerical values of the expansion terms defined in equation (45) and (47) under the restricting conditions of test-configuration 1 and 2.

Common to all of the expansion term integrals in equation (45) and (47), is the presence of the microscopic polarization density \( p \), which can be expressed [6, 23]

\[ p = e \cdot \epsilon_0 (\varepsilon - 1), \]  

(144)

The multipole expansion terms are vector quantities which may contain components in all directions, and it is necessary to determine their components before they can be evaluated.

Given that the specific source \( J_{\text{ext}} \) that is employed in the two configurations is polarized in the \( x-y \) plane, it follows that only \( p_x \) and \( p_y \) components are induced in the unit cell. It is seen from equation (48) that having only \( x \) and \( y \) components of the polarization, immediately restricts the possible components of the multipole expansion terms. By inserting \( p = p_x \mathbf{x} + p_y \mathbf{y} \) along with \( k = k_x \hat{x} \) into equation (45a), \( P_x \) and \( P_y \) is found as

\[
P_x = \frac{\exp(ik_x x)}{V} \int_V p_x(x,y) dxdydz, \]  

(145a)

\[
P_y = \frac{\exp(ik_x x)}{V} \int_V p_y(x,y) dxdydz, \]  

(145b)

and similarly \( R_x \) and \( R_y \) is found as
\[ R_x = -\frac{\exp(ik_x x)}{2V} \int_V (k_x x)^2 p_x(x,y) \, dx dy dz, \quad (146a) \]
\[ R_y = -\frac{\exp(ik_x x)}{2V} \int_V (k_x x)^2 p_y(x,y) \, dx dy dz. \quad (146b) \]

The integrand in equation (47) contains a tensor product, \( \mathbf{r}_p \), which can be written as
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  x \\
  y \\
  z
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
p_x & p_y & 0 \\
p_x & p_y & 0 \\
z_p & z_p & 0
\end{bmatrix}, \quad (147)
\]
in the special case when \( p_z = 0 \). The two components \( Q_{xx}^{\text{tot}} \) and \( Q_{yx}^{\text{tot}} \) can now be obtained as
\[
Q_{xx}^{\text{tot}} = \frac{\exp(ik_x x)}{V} \int_V x p_x(x,y) \, dx dy dz, \quad (148a) \\
Q_{yx}^{\text{tot}} = \frac{\exp(ik_x x)}{V} \int_V y p_y(x,y) \, dx dy dz. \quad (148b) \\
\]
As explained in the derivation of the macroscopic electromagnetic fields, the integrals in (145), (146) and (148) are generally triple integrals over the volume \( V \) of the metamaterial unit cell. In this case however, it is assumed that the unit cell is two-dimensional and that the \( z \)-axis is infinitely extruded. The unit cell can therefore be regarded as a column of length \( l \) with a square cross-section. If the unit cell in question is located at the middle of the column, the integral of \( P_z \) becomes
\[
P_z = \frac{\exp(ik_x x)}{V} \int_{-\frac{a}{2}}^{\frac{a}{2}} \int_0^a \int_0^a p_z(x,y) \, dx dy dz \\
= \frac{\exp(ik_x x)}{A} \int_0^a \int_0^a p_z(x,y) \, dx dy, \quad (149)
\]
upon insertion of the integration limits for the \( z \) variable, where \( A = a^2 \) is the area of the square cross-section. Since \( p \) does not have any \( z \)-dependence, it follows that the integral with respect to \( z \) becomes unity. The same argument is also valid for the remaining integrals in (145), (148) and (146), such that they can be written:
\[
P_x = \frac{\exp(ik_x x)}{A} \int_A p_x(x,y) \, dx dy, \quad (150a) \\
P_y = \frac{\exp(ik_x x)}{A} \int_A p_y(x,y) \, dx dy, \quad (150b) \\
Q_{xx}^{\text{tot}} = \frac{\exp(ik_x x)}{A} \int_A x p_x(x,y) \, dx dy, \quad (150c) \\
Q_{yx}^{\text{tot}} = \frac{\exp(ik_x x)}{A} \int_A x p_y(x,y) \, dx dy, \quad (150d) \\
R_x = \frac{\exp(ik_x x)}{2A} \int_A (k_x x)^2 p_x(x,y) \, dx dy, \quad (150e) \\
R_y = \frac{\exp(ik_x x)}{2A} \int_A (k_x x)^2 p_y(x,y) \, dx dy. \quad (150f)
\]
The integrals are now in their component form, which facilitates the use of a computer for determining them as discrete sums. MATLAB offers a built in function, \( \text{sum}(...) \), which is ideal for this purpose.
9.3 Rotated scheme

It is convenient to create a set of auxiliary test configurations in order to verify that the parameters calculated using configuration 1 and 2 in (132) are correct. One easy way of doing this is by rotating configuration 1 and 2 90° counterclockwise. This scheme is beneficial mainly because of three reasons:

- The numerical values for corresponding index variations in \( \eta, \gamma \) and \( \psi \) can be reproduced if the unit cell is rotated along with configuration 1 and 2, exploiting the fact that the rotation does not alter the physical situation at all.
- Any structure that is symmetric about the \( x \) and \( y \) axes should provide the same values for corresponding index variations in \( \eta, \gamma \) and \( \psi \), upon rotation of the test configurations. Alternatively, the same holds true also when the configuration is fixed and the unit cell itself is rotated.
- Rotating the test configurations by 90 degrees counterclockwise will reveal a different set of index variations in \( \eta, \gamma \) and \( \psi \).

It is therefore advantageous to introduce the following two test configurations:

**Configuration 3:** \( k = k_y \hat{y}, \ J_{\text{ext}} = -J_{\text{ext}} \hat{x} \)  
**Configuration 4:** \( k = k_y \hat{y}, \ J_{\text{ext}} = J_{\text{ext}} \hat{y} \)  

From now on, configurations 1 and 2 will be referred to as scheme 1, and configurations 3 and 4 will be referred to as scheme 2. Scheme 1 and 2 differs only by the 90 degree rotation, which results in \( k = k_y \hat{y} \). Inserting \( k_y \) together with \( E = E_x \hat{x} + E_y \hat{y} \) into (49) yields the following expressions for \( P_x, P_y, Q_{xy}^{\text{tot}}, Q_{yy}^{\text{tot}}, R_x \) and \( R_y \) in configuration 3:

\[
P_x = e_0 \chi_{xx} E_x + e_0 \chi_{xy} E_y + \zeta_{xyx} k_y E_x + \zeta_{xyy} k_y E_y + \eta_{xyyx} k_y^2 E_x + \eta_{xyyy} k_y^2 E_y,  \tag{152a}
\]
\[
P_y = e_0 \chi_{yx} E_x + e_0 \chi_{yy} E_y + \zeta_{yx} k_y E_x + \zeta_{yyy} k_y E_y + \eta_{yx} k_y^2 E_x + \eta_{yyy} k_y^2 E_y, \tag{152b}
\]
\[
Q_{xy}^{\text{tot}} = \alpha_{xyx} E_x + \alpha_{xyy} E_y + i\gamma_{xyyx} k_y E_x + i\gamma_{xyyy} k_y E_y, \tag{152c}
\]
\[
Q_{yy}^{\text{tot}} = \alpha_{yx} E_x + \alpha_{yy} E_y + i\gamma_{yx} k_y E_x + i\gamma_{yyy} k_y E_y, \tag{152d}
\]
\[
R_x = \psi_{xyyx} k_y^2 E_x + \psi_{xyyy} k_y^2 E_y, \tag{152e}
\]
\[
R_y = \psi_{yx} k_y^2 E_x + \psi_{yyy} k_y^2 E_y. \tag{152f}
\]

And similarly for configuration 4:
\[ P_x^1 = \epsilon_0 \chi_{xx} E_x^1 + \epsilon_0 \chi_{xy} E_y^1 + \zeta_{yxy} k_y E_x^1 + \zeta_{xyy} k_y E_y^1 + \eta_{xyx} k^2 E_x^1 + \eta_{yxyy} k^2 E_y^1, \]  
\]

\[ P_y^1 = \epsilon_0 \chi_{yx} E_x^1 + \epsilon_0 \chi_{yy} E_y^1 + \zeta_{yxy} k_y E_x^1 + \zeta_{xyy} k_y E_y^1 + \eta_{xyx} k^2 E_x^1 + \eta_{yxyy} k^2 E_y^1. \]  

(153a)

\[ Q_{xy}^{tot} = \alpha_{xy} E_x^1 + \alpha_{xxy} E_y^1 + i \gamma_{xxy} k_y E_x^1 + i \gamma_{xyy} k_y E_y^1, \]  

(153c)

\[ Q_{yy}^{tot} = \alpha_{yy} E_x^1 + \alpha_{yxy} E_y^1 + i \gamma_{yyx} k_y E_x^1 + i \gamma_{yyy} k_y E_y^1. \]  

(153d)

\[ R_x^1 = \psi_{xxy} k_y E_x^1 + \psi_{xyy} k_y E_y^1, \]  

(153e)

\[ R_y^1 = \psi_{yyx} k_y E_x^1 + \psi_{yyy} k_y E_y^1. \]  

(153f)

It is important to note that the tensor parameters \( \zeta_{ikj}, \eta_{iklj}, \alpha_{ijk}, \gamma_{ijlm} \) and \( \psi_{iklj} \) revealed by scheme 2, contain completely different indices from the tensor parameters revealed by scheme 1. A direct comparison between the parameters of these two schemes for an arbitrary unit cell is therefore generally not meaningful. Such comparisons are however meaningful in the special case where the unit cell is symmetric about the x and y axes.

It is desirable to define sets of linear equations, similarly to the ones that was found for scheme 1. Since the expressions for \( P_x, P_y, R_x \) and \( R_y \) are identical, it is possible to employ equations (136a) (136b), (134c) and (134d) directly, by multiplying by \( k_y^2 \) instead of \( k_y^2 \) in the expressions for \( R_x \) and \( R_y \). By inserting for \( k_y \) in equation (48) it is seen that the change of component of \( k \), requires a change of the components in \( Q^{tot} \). The two sets of linear equations for the new components of \( Q^{tot} \), namely \( Q_{xy} \) and \( Q_{yy} \), are found as

\[ \begin{bmatrix}
Q_{xy}^1 \\
Q_{yy}^1
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
E_x^1 & E_y^1 \\
E_y^1 & E_y^1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
k_Q \\
\tau_Q
\end{bmatrix}, \]  

(154a)

\[ \begin{bmatrix}
Q_{xy}^1 \\
Q_{yy}^1
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
E_x^1 & E_y^1 \\
E_y^1 & E_y^1
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\phi_Q \\
\theta_Q
\end{bmatrix}. \]  

(154b)

Analogous to scheme 1, the following constants are also defined:

\[ \kappa_P \equiv \epsilon_0 \chi_{xx} + \zeta_{yxy} k_y + \eta_{xyx} k_y^2, \]  

(155a)

\[ \tau_P \equiv \epsilon_0 \chi_{xy} + \zeta_{xyy} k_y + \eta_{yxy} k_y^2, \]  

(155b)

\[ \phi_P \equiv \epsilon_0 \chi_{yx} + \zeta_{yxy} k_y + \eta_{yyy} k_y^2, \]  

(155c)

\[ \theta_P \equiv \epsilon_0 \chi_{yy} + \zeta_{yyx} k_y + \eta_{yxyy} k_y^2. \]  

(155d)

\[ \kappa_Q \equiv \alpha_{xy} + i \gamma_{xyy} k_y, \]  

(156a)

\[ \tau_Q \equiv \alpha_{xy} + i \gamma_{yxy} k_y, \]  

(156b)

\[ \phi_Q \equiv \alpha_{yx} + i \gamma_{yyx} k_y, \]  

(156c)

\[ \theta_Q \equiv \alpha_{yy} + i \gamma_{yyy} k_y. \]  

(156d)
\[ \kappa_R \equiv \psi_{xxyy} k_y^2, \]  
(157a)

\[ \tau_R \equiv \psi_{xyyy} k_y^2, \]  
(157b)

\[ \phi_R \equiv \psi_{yyyy} k_y^2, \]  
(157c)

\[ \theta_R \equiv \psi_{yyyy} k_y^2. \]  
(157d)

By determining the integrals of \( P_x, P_y, Q_{xy}^{\text{tot}}, Q_{yy}^{\text{tot}}, R_x, \) and \( R_y \) solving the sets of linear equations, the constants in (155) through (157) are obtained. The parameters \( \eta_{xxyy} = \eta_{1221}, \gamma_{xyyy} = \gamma_{1221} \) and \( \psi_{yyyy} = \psi_{1221} \) can now be obtained from these constants by differentiating and dividing by \( k_y \), and subsequently be compared to the parameters that is found from scheme 1 if the unit cell is symmetric about both the \( x \)- and \( y \)-axes.
10 Results and Discussion

The results presented in this chapter are obtained by employing the plane wave expansion method for parallel fields, and the simulated parameters will be determined by employing polarization scheme 1.

10.1 Determining an optimal test structure

In order to ensure that the the parameters $\eta$, $\gamma$ and $\psi$ and subsequently any effective material parameters $\epsilon(\omega, k)$, $\epsilon$ and $\mu$ are accurate, it is necessary to demand the following of the PWEM algorithm:

- The electric field must show good convergence when the number of data points in its representation is increased.
- The inverse Fourier transform of the computer represented structure must be a physically meaningful, and be sufficiently similar to the original structure.

It will be the focus of this chapter to elaborate on- and investigate whether these requirements are fulfilled or not, and it will be shown that satisfying all of them simultaneously can prove to be quite challenging. This testing process is included in the results chapter because finding an optimal test structure is a valuable result by itself, and it is clear that a good test structure will yield better results in the subsequent result-sections.

The copper split-ring cylinder (CSRC) is a geometry that commonly occurs in metamaterial publications [12, 16, 31], and consist of two thin copper rings of different size that have been split and placed such that the splits are on opposite side of each other. The CSRC is not only interesting because of comparative reasons, but also because it is well translated from a three-dimensional into a two-dimensional unit cell. The microscopic permittivity $\epsilon(x, y)$ of a CSRC in a unit cell of normalized length $a = 1$ can be represented in MATLAB by an imaginary part given in figure 7,
where the imaginary part have been obtained from using the relation \( \varepsilon = 1 - \frac{\sigma_{Cu}}{\omega \varepsilon_0} \) [23], and where the conductivity of copper \( \sigma_{Cu} = 58.5 \times 10^6 \text{[S/m]} \) [27]. The plot of \( \text{Re}[\varepsilon(x, y)] \) has been omitted since it is unity throughout the entire unit cell. Figure 7 shows that the CSRC is a complex two-dimensional structure containing rapid spatial variations along the \( x \) and \( y \)-axes, but also a large relative difference between the values of the permittivity along the \( z \)-axis.

It is of great interest to determine the significance of \( R \) for this metamaterial unit cell. However, it is necessary to ensure the soundness of the representation of the CSRC in MATLAB before simulations of \( \eta \), \( \gamma \) and \( \psi \) can be performed.

It is necessary to require that the microscopic electric field calculated by the PWEM has converged before it can be taken as correct, and be used to perform further calculations. By convergence, it is meant that a solution \( \mathbf{e}(x, y) \) for a given number of spatial harmonics \( n \) does not change significantly when the solution matrix \( \nabla_w \) in equation (129) is padded with a given number of zeroes. Padding \( \nabla_w \) with zeroes should ideally only smoothen the solution \( \mathbf{e}(x, y) \), and not alter it.

Although Fourier theory dictates that convergence can also be achieved by increasing the number \( n \) of spatial harmonics, the results in the subsequent sections will employ relatively low values of \( n \), due to the fact that the PWEM run-time \( t_{\text{run}} > 45 \) minutes when \( n > 95 \) spatial harmonics is employed.

The convergence of the CSRC in figure 7 can be determined by plotting the electric fields for \( n = 31 \) and padding the solution matrix \( \nabla_w \) in equation (129) with zeroes to emulate \( n = 41 \), \( n = 51 \) and spatial harmonics. It is convenient to plot the components \( e_x \) and \( e_y \) along lines in the unit cell for comparative
reasons. Figures 8, 9 and 10 show the plots of $e_x$ and $e_y$ along the $x$- and $y$ axes for $n = 31$, $n = 41$ and $n = 51$ where the normalized parameters $\frac{\omega}{c} = 0.2\pi$ and $ka = 0.2\pi$ with the source $u_0 = \exp(-ik_{\alpha}x)\hat{y}$ have been employed. The source is multiplied by the factor $\exp(-ik_{\alpha}x)$ in order to shift the coordinate system such that origo is located at the center of the CSRC.

Figure 8: Microscopic electric field in copper split-ring for $n = 31$ ($t_{\text{run}} = 10.77$ [sec]).
Figure 9: Microscopic electric field in copper split-ring for $n = 31$ padded with zeros to $n = 41$ ($t_{\text{run}} = 22.84$ sec).
It can be seen from figures 8, 9 and 10 that the solution \( e(x, y) \) is not only varying significantly in amplitude, but also oscillates rapidly. These plots clearly indicate that \( e(x, y) \) has not converged for the selected resolution \( n = 31 \). It is possible to understand why by considering the solution of the microscopic electric field that is expected from a physical interpretation.

Since only \( n = 31 \) spatial harmonics have been used, it is reasonable to expect that any variations in the unit cell that occur within the distance \( d_{\text{res}} = \frac{a}{31} \simeq 0.03 \) will not be properly represented by the given amount of Fourier coefficients. Although equation (16) assumes that \( e(x, y) \) propagates through a planar interface, it can be used to approximate the skin depth such that \( \delta \simeq 1.2 \times 10^{-5} \text{ m} \).

It is expected that \( e(x, y) \) becomes an evanescent wave inside each ring, and it can therefore be assumed that it will decay as an exponential function, oscillating towards zero value until it reaches a length \( \delta \simeq 1.2 \times 10^{-5} \text{ m} \) inside the conducting rings. Since the skin depth \( \delta \) is significantly smaller than the resolution length \( d_{\text{res}} \) restricted by the Fourier transform, the solution of \( e(x, y) \) is nowhere near being able to resolve the evanescent field inside each conducting layer. The length of the gap between the rings in figure 7 is approximately in the order of \( d_{\text{gap}} = \frac{a}{25} = 0.04 \text{ m} \), and this distance is also short to be properly resolved when only \( n = 31 \) spatial harmonics are employed.

When the solution vector \( \nabla_w \) is padded with a different number of zeros, these small variations of the unit cell are included and excluded from \( e(x, y) \) resulting in severely different plots depicted in 8, 9 and 10. The result is that \( e(x, y) \) changes drastically when the solution matrix \( \nabla_w \) is padded with additional zeros.

Another problem might be the discontinuities of the representation of the
CSRC in figure 7. The permittivity \( \varepsilon(x, y) \) makes a sudden jump from 0 to \( 4.405 \times 10^{12} \) in value, and it can be argued that the two-dimensional Fourier transform used in the PWEM is not capable to resolve this discontinuity properly. With the recent discussion in mind, there are three remedies that might improve the convergence of \( \varepsilon(x, y) \) in the unit cell depicted in figure 7:

- Increase the spatial resolution \( n \).
- Reduce the geometric complexity of the unit cell.
- Reduce the numerical value of \( \text{Im}[\varepsilon(x, y)] \) in the conducting material.

A quick calculation reveals that the first suggestion requires \( n > 80000 \) in order to resolve the skin depth \( \delta \), which would result in a very long run-time for the PWEM. The focus of the remainder of this section is therefore to further explore the two remaining remedies.

To better understand how the CSRC in figure 7 is treated within the PWEM, it is useful to consider the inverse fourier transform of the structure for a given number of spatial harmonics \( n \). Figure 11 shows the inverse transformed permittivity of the unit cell containing the CSRC, where only the \( n \) lowest order Fourier coefficients of the permittivity have been used to reproduce the unit cell. Since \( \text{Re}[\varepsilon(x, y)] = 1 \), only \( \text{Im}[\varepsilon(x, y)] \) is depicted in figure 11.

As explained earlier, extracting only the lowest order coefficients from the Fourier transformed structure such that equation (116) is obtained, is essentially the same as low-pass filtering the original structure. This can be seen clearly in figure 11 since the edges of the rings appear to be less defined, which is consistent with having removed higher order spatial harmonics. Figure 11 also provide additional explanations as to why the plots in figure 8, 9 and 10 show no tendencies of convergence. Firstly, it is evident that the inverse transformed structure display rapid oscillations in value originating from the

Figure 11: Inverse Fourier transformed unit cell containing CSRC using only \( n = 31 \) spatial harmonics.
abrupt interfaces in the unit cell. It can be seen that the function seems to overshoot the desired value of $\text{Im}[\varepsilon(x, y)]$ inside both rings, which is characteristic to Gibb’s phenomenon [11, p. 510]. These are all factors that depress the convergence of $e(x, y)$.

It can also be observed that $\text{Im}[\varepsilon(x, y)] \neq 0$ around and between the walls of the split-ring cylinders as intended, but does in fact oscillate in a range between $\pm 1 \times 10^{11}$. This is especially problematic that because this implies a significantly high conductivity in the region of the unit cell that is supposed to only contain vacuum. The unit cell depicted in figure 11 thus describes a copper split-ring resonator submerged in a slightly less conducting medium, rather than a copper split-ring resonator in vacuum.

Since increasing the amount of spatial harmonics $n$ is futile, it is necessary to improve the extraction of coefficients from the Fourier transformed permittivity matrix. In order to obtain an inverse Fourier transform that closer resembles the original unit cell in figure 7, it is useful to employ windowing techniques such that the amplitudes of the higher order spatial harmonics included in the PWEM are reduced gradually to zero rather than having the abrupt cut-off that a traditional low-pass filter creates. Figure 12 depicts a two-dimensional generalization of a Blackman-Harris window function $W(p, s)$, where the variables $p \in [-P_f, +P_f]$ and $s \in [-S_f, +S_f]$ indicate the coordinate of the spatial harmonic $\epsilon_{p,s}$ in equation (116).

![Blackman-Harris Window](image)

Figure 12: Two-dimensional Blackman-Harris filter $W(p, s)$, where $p \in [-20, +20]$ and $s \in [-20, +20]$.

The depiction of the Blackman-Harris window in figure 12 contains 51x51 points, but will in general consist of $(2P_f + 1)(2S_f + 1)$ points in order to match the number of coefficients contained in equation (116). The effect of the Blackman-Harris window is clearly seen by comparing the inverse transform
of the CSRC for \( n = 31 \) without windowing in figure 11 with the inverse transform in figure 13.

Figure 13: Inverse Fourier transformed unit cell containing CSRC using only \( n = 31 \) spatial harmonics and employing a Blackman-Harris window in the extraction of Fourier coefficients.

The application of the Blackman-Harris window removes the rapid oscillations in the IFT, thus making the transitions between low- and high-index media less abrupt and the structure smoother. Although this arguably will improve the convergence of \( e(x,y) \), it is still problematic that \( \text{Im}[\varepsilon(x,y)] \neq 0 \) in the areas of the unit cell that contains vacuum. Because the physical significance of the inverse transformed structure in figure 13 is still not representative of the original CSRC in figure 7, it is necessary to make further adjustments to the unit cell.

The Fourier transform employed by the PWEM appears to struggle with the high numerical value of the permittivity in the unit cell containing the CSRC in figure 7, so the next remedy for improving the convergence of \( e(x,y) \) is therefore to lower the permittivity. By lowering the permittivity and reducing the geometric complexity within the unit cell, it was found that the structure depicted in figure 14 did show adequate convergence for \( n = 31 \) spatial harmonics.
Figure 14: Inverse Fourier transformed unit cell containing vacuum and a weakly conducting annulus with \( \varepsilon = 1 + 10i \), using only \( n = 31 \) spatial harmonics and employing a Blackman-Harris window in the extraction of Fourier coefficients.

The weakly conducting annulus with \( \varepsilon = 1 + 10i \) in figure 14 is in many ways a simplification of the CSRC, since both the complexity of the geometry and the conductivity has been reduced. The microscopic electric field is calculated using input parameters \( \omega \epsilon_0 = 0.2\pi \), \( k = 0.2\pi \), \( u_0 = \exp(-ikx)\hat{y} \) and \( n = 41 \) spatial harmonics. Figures 15 and 16 show \( e(x,y) \) plotted along the \( x \) and \( y \) axes, for \( n = 41 \) and for \( n = 41 \) where equation (116) has been padded with zeros to emulate \( n = 61 \) spatial harmonics.
Figure 15: Microscopic electric field in conducting annulus for $n = 41$ ($t_{run} = 22.79$ [sec]).

Figure 16: Microscopic electric field in copper split-ring for $n = 41$ padded with zeros to $n = 61$ ($t_{run} = 130.92$ [sec]).
From the plots in figures 15 and 16 it can be seen that $e(x, y)$ seems to converge for $n = 41$, and that the curves in figure 16 appear slightly smoother than the corresponding curves in figure 15 which is expected from the windowing procedure. Although the unit cell in figure 14 is indeed a greatly simplified version of the CSRC in figure 7, it is has been shown in this section that the PWEM is unable to produce a converged solution $e(x, y)$ for moderate numbers of spatial harmonics $n$ if the unit cell does not fulfill the following two requirements:

- The variations within the unit cell must occur on distances that are longer than the resolution length $d_{res} = \frac{a}{n}$.
- The numerical value of the permittivity must be in the order of 10.

These requirements will be of paramount priority when selecting the unit cells that are tested in the subsequent chapters, in order to ensure convergence of the calculated microscopic electric field.
10.2 Calculations of effective parameters

10.2.1 Dielectric annulus in vacuum

This section will present and discuss the microscopic electric field $e(x, y)$ in a dielectric annulus simulated by the PWEM, and the parameters $\eta$, $\gamma$ and $\psi$ that is obtained by using $e(x, y)$ to calculate the various terms in the multipole expansion of $\langle p(x, y) \rangle$ given in equation (45).

First it is convenient to consider the qualitative solution of

$$-k \times k \times e(r) - \frac{\omega^2}{c^2} \varepsilon(r)e(r) = i \omega \mu_0 u_0 \exp(i k \cdot r),$$

which is the inhomogeneous wave-equation for a unit cell containing a dielectric annulus. If $(k \cdot r) \ll 1$ and the permittivity $\varepsilon(r)$ and source $u(r)$ are real valued, it can be argued that the solution $e(x, y)$ should be imaginary because of the factor $i$ on the right side of equation (158). It should therefore be possible to obtain a purely imaginary microscopic electric field $e(r)$ by exciting the given unit cell with real valued source, and it is this theoretical solution that will be pursued in the following. The unit cell containing the dielectric annulus is depicted in the figure below, and is represented by a matrix containing $499 \times 499$ point values of $\varepsilon(x, y)$ in MATLAB.

![Figure 17: Dielectric annulus in vacuum with microscopic permittivity $\varepsilon = 16$. Inverse Fourier transform represented by $n^2 = 91^2$ coefficients.](image)

The unit cell is excited with normalized input parameters $\bar{\omega} = 0.2 \pi$, $k \alpha = 0.2 \bar{x}$ and source $u_0 = \exp(-i k_x \frac{\pi}{2}) \hat{y}$. The phase factor $(-i k_x \frac{\pi}{2})$ in the source shifts the coordinate system such that origo is located at the center of the annulus. In order to ensure field convergence, it is necessary to compare the calculated electric fields for a given value of $n$ with the calculated electric field for the same $n$ but where the latter has been padded such that it comprises a greater number of Fourier coefficients. Convergence is achieved if the two fields are identical. A practical way to visualize the different electric fields, is by plotting the components of $e$ and $p$ along the $x$ and $y$ axes. Figures 18 and 19 show the plots of $e(x, y)$ and $p(x, y)$ along the $x$ and $y$ axes for $n = 41$ coefficients, but
where the Fourier transform of the electric field in figure 19 has been padded to include $n = 61$ coefficients in the PWEM.

Figure 18: $e(x, y)$ and $p(x, y)$ for $n = 41$

(a) Microscopic electric field $e(x, y)$ in dielectric annulus for $n = 41$.

(b) Microscopic polarization density $p(x, y)$ in dielectric annulus for $n = 41$. 
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Figure 19: $\mathbf{e}(x, y)$ and $\mathbf{p}(x, y)$ for $n = 41$ padded to $n = 61$.

(a) Microscopic electric field $\mathbf{e}(x, y)$ in dielectric annulus for $n = 41$ with padding to $n = 61$.

(b) Microscopic polarization density $\mathbf{p}(x, y)$ in dielectric annulus for $n = 41$ with padding to $n = 61$. 
From these plots it is seen that the solution of the electric field generated by the PWEM is close to converging for \( n = 41 \). Although the plot of \( p_y \) along the \( x \)-axis in figure 19 is different from the plot of \( p_x \) along the \( x \)-axis in figure 18, this difference is negligibly small compared to the magnitude of the other plots. It can also be argued that \( e_z \) should approach zero in value since the excitation \( u_0 \) primarily effects \( e_y \), and that the oscillating behavior of \( p_x \) arises from the fact that \( e_x \) is converging towards zero.

It is also apparent that the solution of \( e(x, y) \) contains both a real and imaginary parts, in contradiction to the argument that was made previously by assuming the source to be purely real in equation (158). The observed real and imaginary parts of \( e(x, y) \) in figures 18 and 19 can be understood by assuming the source \( J_{\text{ext}} = u_0 \exp \left( i k \cdot r \right) \) to excite an electric field

\[
e_{\text{ext}}(x, y) = e_0(x, y) + e_0(x, y) \cdot (i k \cdot r),
\]

(159)

where the exponential factor of the source has been expanded as a Taylor-series. Equation (159) show that the solution \( e_{\text{ext}}(x, y) \) contains a large imaginary electrostatic part in \( e_0(x, y) \), but also allows the solution of \( e_{\text{ext}}(x, y) \) to have a small spatially varying real-valued part \( e_0(x, y) \cdot (i k \cdot x) = e_0(x, y) \cdot (i k_x \cdot x) \).

The plots in figure 18 and 19 seems to agree with this interpretation since \( \text{Re}[e_y(x, y)] \ll \text{Im}[e_y(x, y)] \). The qualitative description of the microscopic field solution conveniently splits the solution \( e_{\text{ext}}(x, y) \) into real and imaginary parts, and it is therefore convenient to plot the normalized vector fields of \( \text{Re}[e(x, y)] \) and \( \text{Im}[e(x, y)] \):

![Figure 20: Normalized vector field Re[e(x, y)]](image)

From figure 20 it can be seen that \( \text{Re}[e(x, y)] \) appears to circulate in counterclockwise direction within the region of high permittivity, while becoming
slightly smaller inside of it. The vector field almost vanishes in the center vacuum hole, but still displays circulating behaviour.

Figure 21: Normalized vector field $\text{Im}[e(x, y)]$

Figure 21 shows that $\text{Im}[e(x, y)]$ is drawn towards the annulus from the outside, and becomes noticeably smaller inside the region of high permittivity. It is interesting to plot the vector field of the microscopic polarization, $\text{Re}[p(x, y)]$ and $\text{Im}[p(x, y)]$, in order to resolve the vector field in the region of high permittivity with greater accuracy:
Figure 22: Normalized vector field $\text{Re}[p(x, y)]$

Figure 23: Normalized vector field $\text{Im}[p(x, y)]$
Figure 22 confirms the counter-clockwise circulation of $\text{Re}[e(x, y)]$ within the high permittivity region, and figure 23 shows that $\text{Im}[e(x, y)]$ enters the high index region and tends to follow the shape of the annulus before breaking out at the bottom. It is also worth noting that the vectors in figure 22 are scaled 50 times larger than the vectors in figure 23.

The vector fields that have been plotted in figures 20 to 23 seems to agree with the qualitative interpretation in equation (159). First of all, it is clear that $e(x, y)$ comprises both real and imaginary parts, and that it is not purely imaginary as was first deduced from considering equation (158). Secondly, equation (159) explains why $\text{Im}[e(x, y)] > \text{Re}[e(x, y)]$ and why their vector fields are significantly different. The source $J_{\text{ext}}$ excites the electric field $e_{\text{ext}}$, which can be split into two contributions. The largest contribution, which is the part that corresponds to $\text{Im}[e(x, y)]$ in figure 21, is a uniform electric field that is pulled towards the regions of higher permittivity, as would be expected from electrostatic theory. The other part of of the qualitative solution, $\text{Re}[e_{\text{ext}}]$ in figure 20, is position dependent and therefore circulates within the high permittivity region.

Furthermore, it can also be argued that the circulation of $\text{Re}[e(x, y)]$ will give rise to a magnetic field $b = b_0 \hat{z}$ by using Faraday’s law in equation (4a), which in turn will generate a circulating displacement current $D$ inside the annulus [3, 26]. This interpretation correlates to some degree with results obtained by Andryieuski et al. [25].

Having obtained a decent understanding of the electric field $e(x, y)$ inside the unit cell depicted in figure 17, it is now time to investigate the significance of $R$ in the multipole expansion in (45). The parameters $\eta_{2112}$, $\gamma_{2112}$ and $\psi_{2112}$ are calculated for $\omega a c = 0.2$ with sources $u_0 = \exp(-ik_x a^2)\hat{y}$ and $u_0 = \exp(-ik_x a^2)\hat{x}$, by iterating through $k_x a = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3$ and are given in table 1, where it can be seen that the relative size between the parameters seems to agree with what was predicted in equation (57).

### Table 1: Normalized parameters for dielectric annulus in vacuum evaluated in $k_x a = 0.2$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_{2112}/\epsilon_0 a^2$</td>
<td>$-0.0481 + 0.0000i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_{2112}/\epsilon_0 a^2$</td>
<td>$0.1948 - 0.0001i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_{2112}/\epsilon_0 a^2$</td>
<td>$-0.0595 + 0.0000i$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The dominant part of $\text{Re}[\psi_{2112}] \simeq -0.32\text{Re}[\gamma_{2112}] \simeq 1.27\text{Re}[\eta_{2112}]$, which implies that $R_y$ is indeed significant compared to the other terms in equation (48). This can be understood by looking at the integral that determines $R_y$ in equation (150f). If $p_y(x, y)$ displays perfect odd symmetry about the $x$ and $y$ axes, it can be argued that the integral in equation (150f) should be zero, such that $R_y = 0$. It is however apparent that the plots of $p_y(x, y)$ along the $x$ and $y$ axis clearly display even symmetry about both axes, indicating that the integral in (150f) gives $R_y \neq 0$, and thus may give a significant $\psi_{2112}$ compared with $\eta_{2112}$ and $\gamma_{2112}$. 
10.2.2 Conducting annulus in vacuum

This section will present and discuss the electric field $e(x, y)$ in a unit cell containing a conducting annulus simulated by the PWEM, and the parameters $\eta$, $\gamma$ and $\psi$ that is obtained by using $e(x, y)$ to calculate the various terms in the multipole expansion of $\langle p(x, y) \rangle$ given in component form in equation (48).

The unit cell containing the conducting annulus is depicted in the figure below, and is represented by a matrix containing $499 \times 499$ point values of $\varepsilon(x, y)$ in MATLAB. As with the dielectric annulus, the convergence of the electric field in the unit cell containing the conducting annulus was achieved for $n = 41$ coefficients.

Figure 24: Conducting annulus in vacuum with microscopic permittivity $\varepsilon = 1 + 16i$. Inverse Fourier transform represented by $n^2 = 91^2$ coefficients.

Ideally, it would be beneficial to develop a qualitative solution similar to the one given in equation (159) for the dielectric annulus. This is unfortunately not as describing in the case where $\varepsilon = 1 + 16i$. The complex permittivity mixes the real and imaginary parts of the solution in equation (159), such that they no longer can be associated with a large electrostatic and a small spatially varying contribution. Although the entirety of the field is still meaningful, it is essentially split into two contributions that cannot easily be interpreted and related to an expected solution. Instead, this discussion will assess the simulated electric microscopic electric field $e(x, y)$ and microscopic polarization $p(x, y)$ by considering the conductive properties of the annulus. Suitable comparisons with the dielectric annulus will also be made.

Figure 25 depict the plots of $e(x, y)$ and $p(x, y)$ along the $x$- and $y$-axes, excited by a source $u_0 = \exp(-ikx^2)\hat{y}$, and normalized input parameters $\omega a = 0.2\pi$ and $k = 0.2\hat{x}$. The simulation was performed with $n = 41$ padded to $n = 61$ spatial harmonics.
Figure 25: \( \mathbf{e}(x, y) \) and \( \mathbf{p}(x, y) \) for \( n = 41 \) padded to \( n = 61 \).

(a) Microscopic electric field \( \mathbf{e}(x, y) \) in dielectric annulus for \( n = 41 \) with padding to \( n = 61 \).

(b) Microscopic polarization density \( \mathbf{p}(x, y) \) in dielectric annulus for \( n = 41 \) with padding.
The mixing of the real and imaginary parts of $e(x, y)$ is evident since it can be seen that $\text{Re}[e(x, y)]$ and $\text{Im}[e(x, y)]$ are more similar in magnitude, as opposed to the plots of $e(x, y)$ in the dielectric annulus given in figure 19. The most dominant component in figure 25a, $e_y$ along the $y$-axis, is large outside of the annulus and drops quickly to a small value inside the annulus. The electric field is small but not nonzero in the vacuum hole at the center of the annulus.

The microscopic permittivity $\varepsilon = 1 + 16i$ corresponds to a conductivity $\sigma = 16\varepsilon_0\omega = 2.6703 \times 10^{-2}$ [S/m], which according to equation (16) gives $\delta = 0.56 \mu m$. This theoretical skin depth suggests that the material is a very poor conductor since it predicts that $\delta \approx 0.5\tilde{a}$, thus indicating that $e(x, y)$ is nowhere close to vanishing inside the conducting material. It must however, be kept in mind that the derivation of the skin depth that was given earlier does not take any geometric precautions and may therefore be inaccurate. Figure 25a appears to confirm this inaccuracy since the magnitude of the electric field does drop significantly in value once it reaches the annulus. Apart from this inaccuracy, it is still reasonable to consider the annulus to be made of a very poorly conducting medium.

It is possible to argue that $e(x, y)$ should be zero inside the vacuum hole at the center of the annulus if the material is indeed conducting because it would work as a Faraday cage. This is however not the case in these simulations because of the unlocalized distribution of the source that is employed.

The parameters $\eta_{2112}$, $\gamma_{2112}$ and $\psi_{2112}$ are calculated for normalized input parameters $\omega a = 0.2\pi$ with sources $u_0 = \exp(-ik_x a^2)\hat{y}$ and $u_0 = \exp(-ik_x a^2)\hat{x}$, by iterating through $k_x = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3$ and are given in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_{2112}/\varepsilon_0a^2$</td>
<td>$-0.0553 - 0.0226i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_{2112}/\varepsilon_0a^2$</td>
<td>$0.0112 + 0.1673i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_{2112}/\varepsilon_0a^2$</td>
<td>$-0.0664 - 0.0483i$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be seen in table 2, that $\text{Re}[\psi_{2112}] \simeq -0.38\text{Im}[\gamma_{2112}] \simeq 1.12\text{Re}[\eta_{2112}]$, implying that the $R_y$ term is significant compared to the other expansion terms in equation (48). It is possible to employ the same line of argument as in the example with the dielectric annulus, in order to explain why $\eta_{2112}$, $\gamma_{2112}$ and $\psi_{2112}$ are of the same size. Figure 25 shows that the dominant part $e_y$ of $e(x, y)$ exhibit even symmetry, which may allow $R_y$ to become large. A similarity between the dielectric and the conducting annulus, is that it is the electrostatic part of the solution, and not the spatially varying part that makes $\psi_{2112}$ significant, because the former has a symmetric electric field.

This theory can be extended to predict the significance of $\psi_{2112}$ in a unit cell containing an annulus made of a good conductor. From electrostatics, where it is assumed that $\sigma \to \infty$, it is possible to deduce that the electrostatic part of $e(x, y)$ vanishes inside the conducting medium, thus leaving only the asymmetric part of $e(x, y)$ which causes the circulation. When this circulating part is allowed to grow due to the high conductivity, $e(x, y)$ becomes increasingly antisymmetric, resulting in that the integral in equation (150f) will give
$R_y = 0$ and subsequently $\psi_{2112} = 0$. 
10.2.3 U-shaped split-ring resonator in vacuum

The examples that have been presented thus far in this thesis, are unit cells that are symmetric about both the $x$ and $y$ axes. It is therefore of great interest to explore the significance of $R$ for a geometry that is antisymmetric. The aim of this section, is to perform simulations on a u-shaped split-ring resonator (USRR) geometrically similar to the ones used in [28], discuss the simulated electric fields and analyze the significance of $R$.

The USRR that will be considered in the following, is submerged in vacuum and has a microscopic permittivity $\varepsilon = 10$. It has been shown in the previous examples that the PWEM converges for such low values of the permittivity, and it is therefore interesting to determine the parameters $\eta_{2112}$, $\gamma_{2112}$ and $\psi_{2112}$ for such a structure since it exemplifies a unit cell that is not symmetric about both axes. Figure 26 depicts a unit cell containing a u-shaped split-ring resonator, represented in MATLAB by 499 × 499 point values of $\varepsilon(x, y)$.

![Re[\varepsilon(x,y)]]](image)

**Figure 26:** Conducting u-shaped split-ring cylinder with microscopic permittivity $\varepsilon = 10$. Inverse Fourier transform represented by $n^2 = 91^2$ coefficients.

By employing the PWEM with normalized input parameters $\frac{\omega_0}{\omega} = 0.2\pi$, $k = 0.2\pi$ with a source $u_0 = \exp(-ik\frac{\pi}{2})y$, the microscopic electric field $e(x, y)$ and microscopic polarization $p(x, y)$ plotted along the $x$- and $y$ axes in figure 27 are obtained.
(a) Microscopic electric field $e(x, y)$ in u-shaped split-ring for $n = 41$ with padding to $n = 61$.

(b) Microscopic polarization density $p(x, y)$ in u-shaped split-ring for $n = 41$ with padding to $n = 61$. 
Since the USRR is only symmetric about the x-axis, it is not surprising that the field along the x-axis display no symmetric tendencies. The source is in the y direction, and it can therefore be seen that the most dominant component of the electric field is $e_y$. Figure 27a show that $e_y$ is relatively large outside of the USRR, and that it becomes significantly smaller within the dielectric layers it traverses on the y-axis. The $e_y$ component is symmetric along the y-axis. The distribution of the least dominant component $e_x$ appears to be relatively antisymmetric along the y-axis random along the x-axis. The latter is likely due to numerical error in the PWEM. The simulated parameters $\eta_{2112}$, $\gamma_{2112}$ and $\psi_{2112}$ are calculated for normalized input parameters $\omega_a = 0.2\pi$ with sources $u_0 = \exp(-ik_x x)\hat{y}$ and $u_0 = \exp(-ik_y y)\hat{x}$, by iterating through $k_x = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3$, and are given in table 3.

Table 3: Normalized parameters for u-shaped split-ring resonator evaluated in $k_x = 0.2$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_{2112}/\epsilon_0 a^2$</td>
<td>$-0.0078 - 0.0002i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_{2112}/\epsilon_0 a^2$</td>
<td>$0.0337 - 0.0003i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_{2112}/\epsilon_0 a^2$</td>
<td>$-0.0133 + 0.0002i$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here it can be seen that $\text{Re}[\psi_{2112}] \simeq -0.39\text{Re}[\gamma_{2112}] \simeq 1.71\text{Re}[\eta_{2112}]$, suggesting that $R_y$ is significant in the expansion of $\langle p \rangle$ in equation (43) for the USRR.

It must be mentioned that the USRR is in fact gyrotrropic since the unit cell in figure 26 does not contain a center of symmetry that allows $\mathbf{r} \rightarrow -\mathbf{r}$ to be a symmetric operation [26]. This does however not affect the correctness of the parameters in table 3, since the algorithm for calculating $\eta$, $\gamma$ and $\psi$ does not assume non-gyrotrropic media.

It has earlier been argued that it is the symmetric parts of the induced electric field in a given unit cell that leads to a significant $R$. Since the USRR in figure 26 is purely dielectric, it is also possible to interpret the real and imaginary parts of the calculated microscopic electric field in figure 27 by using the qualitative solution provided in equation (159). As with the dielectric annulus, this qualitative solution divides $\mathbf{e}_{ext}(x,y)$ into a large imaginary electrostatic part $\mathbf{e}_0(x,y)$ and a smaller spatially varying real-valued part $\mathbf{e}_0(x,y) \cdot (ik_y \cdot x)$ that can be recognized in figure 27.

The imaginary electrostatic part $\mathbf{e}_0(x,y)$ for the dielectric annulus in figure 17 provided a symmetric microscopic polarization $p_y$, which in turn explained why $R_y$ became significant by considering the integral in equation (150f). This argumentation is also meaningful for the USRR in figure 26. Similarly it was also argued that an antisymmetric $p_y$ would give $R_y \simeq 0$, and this argument was used to predict that $\psi_{2112} = 0$ for good conductors.

If this line of thought is extended further, it is possible to imagine that a USRR made from a conductor where $\sigma \rightarrow \infty$, equation (150f) gives $R_y \neq 0$ because $p_y$ cannot become antisymmetric due to the fact that the structure itself is not symmetric about the y-axis. This arguably suggests that non-symmetric metamaterial unit cells containing conducting media are more likely to have a significant $R$ in the multipole expansion in equation (43), than symmetric metamaterial unit cells containing conducting media.
10.3 Estimating Casimir and Landau-Lifshitz effective permeabilities $\mu_{33}$

According to equation (74), it is possible to obtain the effective permeability $\mu_{33}$ by inserting the normalized parameters $(\eta_{2112} + \gamma_{2112} + \psi_{2112})/\epsilon_0a^2$, such that

\[
(1 - \mu_{33}^{-1}) = \left(\frac{\omega a}{c}\right)^2 \left(\frac{\eta_{2112}}{\epsilon_0a^2} + \frac{\gamma_{2112}}{\epsilon_0a^2} + \frac{\psi_{2112}}{\epsilon_0a^2}\right).
\]

This expression can now be employed to calculate effective permeabilities deduced from Casimir and Landau-Lifshitz formalisms in equations (75) and (76) by determining $(\eta_{2112} + \gamma_{2112} + \psi_{2112})/\epsilon_0a^2$ as earlier, and the parameter $\gamma'_{2112}$ by only including the contribution of the magnetization $\mathbf{M}$ in the calculation of $\gamma_{2112}$. The parameters are determined by using polarization scheme 1, and the representation of the unit cells in MATLAB that are employed for the simulations in this section consist of 199x199 datapoints.

Only the effective permeabilities for the dielectric annulus and the conducting annulus in figures 17 and 24 are presented here, since the Casimir and Landau-Lifshitz formalisms in equation (75) and (76) assumes no magneto-electric coupling, which is not correct for the USRR structure depicted in figure 26.

10.3.1 Effective $\mu_{33}$ for dielectric annulus

The Casimir and Landau-Lifshitz effective permeabilities for the dielectric annulus depicted in figure 17 are plotted for normalized angular frequencies in figures 28 and 29. The parameters $\eta_{2112}$, $\gamma_{2112}$ and $\psi_{2112}$ are evaluated for $k_x = 0.2$, $a = 1$ and with sources $u_0 = \exp(-ik_x \frac{a}{2})\mathbf{y}$ and $u_0 = \exp(-ik_x \frac{a}{2})\mathbf{x}$ for $n = 41$.

![Effective Casimir permeability $\mu_{33}(\omega)$](image)

Figure 28: Effective Casimir permeability $\mu_{33}(\omega)$ in dielectric annulus, obtained from calculating the parameter $\gamma'_{2112}$ for 50 values of $\omega$ and inserting into equation (74).

The main feature that can be seen in figures 28 and 29 is that they are indeed very different. This in accordance with the previous results since they conveyed that $\eta_{2112}$, $\gamma_{2112}$ and $\psi_{2112}$ were of similar magnitudes, suggesting that the $O(k^2)$ terms in $\mathbf{P}$ and $\mathbf{R}$ contribute significantly to the effective parameters.
Figure 29: Effective Landau-Lifshitz permeability $\mu_{33}(\omega)$ in dielectric annulus, obtained from calculating the parameters $\eta_{2112}^2$, $\gamma_{2112}$ and $\psi_{2112}$ for 50 values of $\omega$ and inserting into equation (74).

The plot of the real and imaginary parts of the Casimir $\mu_{33}$ in figure 28 is oscillating around a small positive value and zero. This oscillation almost appears to be random. The Landau-Lifshitz $\mu_{33}$ in figure 29 has a normalized resonance at $\omega \approx 0.8 \times 10^9$, and both the real and imaginary parts become negative at this resonance. It is surprising that the imaginary part of $\mu_{33}$ derived by the Landau-Lifshitz formalism is negative, since it is expected to only take positive values [23]. These features may indicate that the simulated electric field may have not converged properly, due to the fact that the number of datapoints in the unit cell has been reduced from 499x499 to 199x199 in this simulation.
10.3.2 Effective $\mu_{33}$ for conducting annulus

The Casimir and Landau-Lifshitz effective permeabilities for the conducting annulus depicted in figure 24 are plotted for normalized angular frequencies in figures 30 and 31. The parameters $\eta_2112$, $\gamma_{2112}$ and $\psi_{2112}$ are evaluated for $k_x = 0.2$, $a = 1$ and with sources $u_0 = \exp(-ik_x \frac{a}{2})y$ and $u_0 = \exp(-ik_x \frac{a}{2})x$ for $n = 41$.

![Effective Casimir permeability $\mu_{33}(\omega)$](image)

Figure 30: Effective Casimir permeability $\mu_{33}(\omega)$ in dielectric annulus, obtained from calculating the parameter $\gamma'_{2112}$ for 50 values of $\omega$ and inserting into equation (74).

![Effective Landau-Lifshitz permeability $\mu_{33}(\omega)$](image)

Figure 31: Effective Landau-Lifshitz permeability $\mu_{33}(\omega)$ in conducting annulus, obtained from calculating the parameters $\eta_{2112}$, $\gamma_{2112}$ and $\psi_{2112}$ for 50 values of $\omega$ and inserting into equation (74).

Although the plots of $\mu_{33}$ for the conducting annulus in figure 30 and 31 are more reminiscent of each other than the plots of the dielectric annulus, they clearly display different tendencies. These plots also support the significance of the higher order terms. The real part of the Casimir $\mu_{33}$ drops slightly down in value with increasing frequency but remains positive, while the imaginary part of the Casimir $\mu_{33}$ oscillates slightly around zero until it starts to drop below zero at around $\omega \approx 1 \times 10^9$. The real part of the Landau-Lifshitz $\mu_{33}$
drops with increasing frequency in a similar fashion to the real part of the Casimir $\mu_{33}$, but to a value below zero. The imaginary part of the Landau-Lifshitz $\mu_{33}$ oscillates slightly around zero before it starts to increase at around $\omega \simeq 1 \times 10^9$.

It is still peculiar that the imaginary part of the Landau-Lifshitz $\mu_{33}$ takes negative values, but there are also other features in these plots that seem odd. It was argued that the significance of $R$ in the conducting annulus would become smaller as the conductivity of the material increased. By using the relation $\varepsilon = 1 - \sigma \omega$, and keeping $\text{Im}[\varepsilon]$ at a fixed value, it can be seen that the conductivity increases linearly with the angular frequency $\omega$. It would therefore arguably be possible to expect that the plots in figure 30 and 31 to become increasingly similar with increasing frequency, which is clearly not the case. This may also indicate poor convergence of the PWEM.
11 Concluding Remarks

11.1 The Process

This project sprawled from the interest in creating a computational tool that could aid the research of spatial dispersion in metamaterials. At first the idea was to attempt at implementing a numerical method described by Mário G. Silveirinha [6, 7]. This method was later replaced by a different approach inspired by Floquet theory somewhat influenced by Silveirinha’s method [15], because it was preferable to develop a method that was self-contained. This method was based on expanding the microscopic electric field $\mathbf{e}$ as a sum of plane waves, and solving Maxwell’s equations in an inhomogeneous medium. The Floquet based method led to an implementation in MATLAB of the plane-wave expansion method employing a distributed plane-wave source, capable of determining the microscopic electric field inside arbitrary one- and two-dimensional periodic metamaterial unit cells.

This application of the plane wave expansion method was further used to determine the significance of higher order terms in the expansion of $(\mathbf{p})$. A scheme for solving $\mathbf{P}$, $\mathbf{Q}_{tot}$ and $\mathbf{R}$ was implemented in MATLAB by employing the solution of $\mathbf{e}$ for two different source polarizations. By combining these two different polarizations it was then possible to determine the tensor values of the $\mathcal{O}(k^2)$ terms in $(\mathbf{p})$. During the process of successfully implementing this method, the implementation of the PWEM was thoroughly tested and limitations related to the magnitude of the microscopic permittivity in the unit cell, geometric complexity and computational accuracy was discovered. The numerical methods that were implemented during the course of this project, were eventually employed to provide the main results for this master thesis, as well as numerical simulations used for a scientific article submitted to American Physical Society: Physical Review B in January 2017 (Appendix B).

11.2 Conclusion

The plane wave expansion method for periodic metamaterials containing a plane wave source was used to determine the microscopic electric field in a unit cell containing a dielectric annulus, a unit cell containing a conducting annulus and a unit cell containing a dielectric u-shaped split ring resonator. These systems have been chosen in order to explore the influence of geometry on the effective parameters according to various schemes of homogenization.

A qualitative solution $\mathbf{e}_{\text{ext}}$ given by equation (159) was deduced for the dielectric annulus, suggesting that the microscopic electric field is split into a large electrostatic contribution given by $\text{Im}[\mathbf{e}_{\text{ext}}]$ and a smaller spatially varying contribution $\text{Re}[\mathbf{e}_{\text{ext}}]$. This interpretation agrees with plots of the components of $\mathbf{e}(x,y)$ and $\mathbf{p}(x,y)$, showing that $\text{Im}[\mathbf{e}] \gg \text{Re}[\mathbf{e}]$. Plotting the vector fields of $\mathbf{e}$ and $\mathbf{p}$ revealed that the spatially dependent part of the electric field circulates in counter-clockwise direction inside the dielectric annulus.

By assuming that the microscopic permittivity is complex, it was no longer meaningful to relate the plots of $\mathbf{e}(x,y)$ and $\mathbf{p}(x,y)$ in the unit cell containing the conducting annulus to the qualitative solution in equation (159). Instead, the plot of $\mathbf{e}(x,y)$ was interpreted using the conductive properties of the annulus, by comparing the skin depth obtained from equation (16) and the exponential decay observed in figure 25. The dielectric u-shaped split ring resonator was also interpreted by using the qualitative solution in equation (159).
The parameters $\eta_{2112}$, $\gamma_{2112}$ and $\psi_{2112}$ has been shown to be of the same order of magnitude in all three unit cells considered in this thesis. This indicates that the higher order multipoles $\mathbf{R}$ in $(\mathbf{p})$ should generally not be neglected, since their contribution to the effective parameter given in equation (59) is approximately equal.

By analyzing the simulated microscopic electric field together with the expression describing the expansion terms of $(\mathbf{p})$ in (45) and (47), it was argued that the electrostatic part of $\mathbf{e}$ was the main contribution to a significant $\mathbf{R}$. This is due to the fact that this electrostatic part was shown to be symmetrically distributed within the unit cell, suggesting that the integral that gives $\mathbf{R}$ could have a significant value. Based on this claim and the fact that the electrostatic contribution vanishes when $\sigma \to \infty$, it was also suggested that $\mathbf{R}$ would become insignificant in the unit cell containing the conductive annulus, because only the anti-symmetric part of $\mathbf{e}$ will in this case remain and subsequently give $\mathbf{R} = 0$. Similarly, this line of argument also suggest that $\mathbf{R}$ can remain significant in non-symmetric unit cells containing conductive media like the USRR, because the spatially varying part of $\mathbf{e}$ cannot be anti-symmetric due to the geometry of the unit cell.

The normalized parameters $(\eta_{2112} + \gamma_{2112} + \psi_{2112})/\epsilon_0 a^2$ were used to plot the effective permeability $\mu_{33}$ derived from the Landau-Lifshitz formalism in equation (76). The effective permability $\mu_{33}$ derived from the Casimir formalism in equation (75) was also plotted. Upon comparison, it was seen that the two formalisms result in different plots of $\mu_{33}$, also suggesting that the higher order multipoles $\mathbf{R}$ in $(\mathbf{p})$ are significant. There were however, indications of the PWEM not converging as well as negative values of $\text{Im}[\mu_{33}]$, suggesting that these plots may not be accurate.

11.3 Future Work

It would be interesting to implement a new version of the PWEM that calculates $\mathbf{D}$ directly, in order to analyze the field inside dielectric and conducting structures more thoroughly. This would be beneficial because it allows for resolving the field inside the structures better, especially in media with high conductivity. Such an implementation can be based on several parts of the algorithm that has been presented in this thesis.

Due to the issues regarding the effective permeabilities $\mu_{33}$ for the Casimir and Landau-Lifshitz formalisms that was estimated in the previous chapter, their simulations should be investigated more closely. It would also be interesting to plot the effective permittivities $\epsilon(\omega, \mathbf{k})$ for the dielectric and conducting annulus.
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Appendix A  Matrices
\[ \Gamma_{n=3} = \begin{bmatrix}
0.0 & \epsilon_{-1,0} & \epsilon_{-2,0} & \epsilon_{0,-1} & \epsilon_{-1,-1} & \epsilon_{-2,-1} & \epsilon_{0,-2} & \epsilon_{-1,-2} & \epsilon_{-2,-2} \\
\epsilon_{1,0} & \epsilon_{0,0} & \epsilon_{-1,0} & \epsilon_{1,-1} & \epsilon_{0,-1} & \epsilon_{-1,-1} & \epsilon_{1,-2} & \epsilon_{0,-2} & \epsilon_{-1,-2} \\
\epsilon_{2,0} & \epsilon_{1,0} & \epsilon_{0,0} & \epsilon_{2,-1} & \epsilon_{1,-1} & \epsilon_{0,-1} & \epsilon_{2,-2} & \epsilon_{1,-2} & \epsilon_{0,-2} \\
\epsilon_{0,1} & \epsilon_{-1,1} & \epsilon_{-2,1} & \epsilon_{0,0} & \epsilon_{-1,0} & \epsilon_{-2,0} & \epsilon_{0,1} & \epsilon_{-1,-1} & \epsilon_{-2,-1} \\
\epsilon_{1,1} & \epsilon_{0,1} & \epsilon_{-1,1} & \epsilon_{1,0} & \epsilon_{0,0} & \epsilon_{-1,0} & \epsilon_{1,-1} & \epsilon_{0,-1} & \epsilon_{-1,-1} \\
\epsilon_{2,1} & \epsilon_{1,1} & \epsilon_{0,1} & \epsilon_{2,0} & \epsilon_{1,0} & \epsilon_{0,0} & \epsilon_{2,-1} & \epsilon_{1,-1} & \epsilon_{0,-1} \\
\epsilon_{0,2} & \epsilon_{-1,2} & \epsilon_{-2,2} & \epsilon_{0,1} & \epsilon_{-1,1} & \epsilon_{-2,1} & \epsilon_{0,0} & \epsilon_{-1,0} & \epsilon_{-2,0} \\
\epsilon_{1,2} & \epsilon_{0,2} & \epsilon_{-1,2} & \epsilon_{1,1} & \epsilon_{0,1} & \epsilon_{-1,1} & \epsilon_{1,0} & \epsilon_{0,0} & \epsilon_{-1,0} \\
\epsilon_{2,2} & \epsilon_{1,2} & \epsilon_{0,2} & \epsilon_{2,1} & \epsilon_{1,1} & \epsilon_{0,1} & \epsilon_{2,0} & \epsilon_{1,0} & \epsilon_{0,0}
\end{bmatrix} \]  

(161)

Figure 32: Two-dimensional Convolution Matrix \( \Gamma \) for \( n = 3 \).
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The higher order terms in the expansion of the macroscopic polarization, above the electrical quadrupole, are commonly neglected in metamaterial homogenization due to their typically small magnitudes. We show that they nevertheless are generally significant when second order spatial dispersive effects, such as the magnetic response, are considered. In this respect, they are generally equally important as the polarization, magnetization and quadrupole terms, and should not be neglected. The article discussions are facilitated by both analytical approaches and numerical simulations using the plane wave expansion method for the case of a distributed plane wave source.

In addition, a special case is examined where the inclusion of these higher order terms leads to effective permittivity and permeability parameters which are in some sense maximally local.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The structural freedom in metamaterials have spurred renewed interest into homogenization theories. These are theories that allow for the formulation of effective macroscopic Maxwell’s equations in structured media from the exact microscopic ones. The macroscopic equations have effective plane wave solutions in materials with complex structures, where dimensions are well below the wavelength. Despite the similarities between conventional and metamaterial homogenization, it has become evident that certain differences need to be taken into consideration [1–9]; in particular, the importance of spatial dispersion. In this paper we would like to add another characteristic feature of metamaterial homogenization to the list: That higher order terms in the expansion of macroscopic polarization, above the electric quadrupole, generally have physical significance with respect to the magnetic response of the system, despite often being far smaller in magnitude than the lower orders. Hence, some of the underlying assumptions regarding the non-importance of the electrical quadrupole and higher order terms in both classical [10–13] and more recent [2, 3, 8, 9] treatments on homogenization, should in some cases be reconsidered when applied to metamaterials.

Faced with the wide variety of proposed homogenization theories in literature, it seems reasonable to make classical formulations by Landau-Lifshitz, Casimir, Russakoff and Jackson [10–14] our starting point, which have parallels among more recent metamaterial treatments such as [2, 8]. The article is structured in the following manner: In Sec. II we present the needed background on the homogenization procedure and the multipoles of the macroscopic polarization according to Russakoff-Jackson homogenization [12, 13]. Section III then presents the needed background on the constitutive relations between the macroscopic fields and multipole quantities, as well as the effective permeability and permittivity functions of the Casimir and Landau-Lifshitz formulations [11, 14]. Both of these sections lead up to Sec. IV where we demonstrate how the higher order terms, above the electric quadrupole, may be of general importance. Analytical results and simulations are shown. Finally Sec. V, as a side-remark, presents an interesting case where the inclusion of the higher order terms leads to increased locality of the effective permittivity and permeability.

II. HOMOGENIZATION AND MULTipoles

The microscopic Maxwell’s equations are

\[ \nabla \times \mathbf{e}(r) = i\omega \mathbf{b}(r), \] (1a)

\[ \nabla \times \mathbf{b}(r) = -i\omega \varepsilon_0 \mathbf{e}(r) + \mathbf{j}(r) + \mathbf{J}_{\text{ext}}(r), \] (1b)

\[ \nabla \cdot \mathbf{e}(r) = \frac{\mathbf{\hat{G}}(r) + \rho_{\text{ext}}(r)}{\varepsilon_0}, \] (1c)

\[ \nabla \cdot \mathbf{b}(r) = 0, \] (1d)

where \( \mathbf{e}(r) \) and \( \mathbf{b}(r) \) represent the microscopic electric field and magnetic flux density, respectively, \( \mathbf{j}(r) \) and \( \mathbf{\hat{G}}(r) \) and \( \rho_{\text{ext}}(r) \) represent the induced current and charge densities, respectively, and \( \mathbf{J}_{\text{ext}}(r) \) and \( \mathbf{\hat{G}}_{\text{ext}}(r) \) represent the source current and charge densities. Harmonic fields with angular frequency \( \omega \) have been assumed, and the \( e^{-i\omega t} \) dependence is suppressed. For simplicity, we will throughout this article consider structures consisting of non-magnetic inclusions. While generalization is not very complicated, the simplifications lead to more transparent expressions. The medium is assumed to be passive (or in thermal equilibrium in the absence of the field under study [11]), i.e., we exclude gain media.

The homogenization method described in Russakoff [12] and Jackson [13] can be applied relatively straightforwardly to the case of metamaterials, replacing molecules by metamaterial cells. The cells can be those resulting from a partition of the metamaterial into small volumes (compared to the spatial variation of the source). For the special case where the metamaterial is a periodic structure, the cells are chosen to be the smallest unit cells. The Russakoff-Jackson formulation of effective, macro-
scopic fields relies on an averaging procedure of the form
\[
(F(r)) = \int f(r') F(r - r') d^3r',
\]
where \(F\) is the function to be averaged, and \(f(r)\) is an arbitrary test function that varies slowly over the size of a cell (and may extend over several such cells) [12, 13]. We now specialize to periodic metamaterials, and consider only a single spatial Fourier component of the source, i.e.,
\[
J_{\text{ext}} = \bar{J}_{\text{ext}} e^{i k \cdot r},
\]
\[
\rho_{\text{ext}} = \bar{\rho}_{\text{ext}} e^{i k \cdot r},
\]
where \(J_{\text{ext}}\) and \(\bar{\rho}_{\text{ext}}\) are constant. Then the averaging procedure (2) can be written
\[
(F(r)) = \bar{F} e^{i k \cdot r},
\]
where
\[
\bar{F} = \frac{\langle |k| \rangle}{V} \int_{V} F(r) e^{-i k \cdot r} d^3r,
\]
and the integral is taken over the volume of a unit cell \(V\) of the periodic medium (see for example [3]). In arriving at this expression we have made use of the fact that the microscopic fields are Bloch waves of the form
\[
F(r) = U_F(r') e^{i k \cdot r},
\]
where \(U_F(r')\) has the same periodicity as the metamaterial. Moreover, we have assumed that the test function in (2) is band-limited, or more precisely, its Fourier transform \(f(k)\) is required to vanish outside the first Brillouin zone. This is approximately the case for any sufficiently smooth function \(f(r)\) which extends over several unit cells. The operation (4b) essentially represents the spatial average of the periodic modulation \(U_F(r')\). In the remainder of this article, we will consider small \(k\)'s, well inside the first Brillouin zone. Moreover, we choose the test function such that \(f(k) \approx 1\) there. Then the averaging procedure (4) corresponds to that utilized in Refs. [2, 8].

Application of the averaging procedure (4) to (1a)-(1b), and using the fact that \(e^{-i k \cdot r}\) and \(be^{-i k \cdot r}\) are periodic give macroscopic Maxwell’s equations
\[
i k \times \mathbf{E} = \omega \mathbf{B},
\]
\[
i k \times \frac{\mathbf{B}}{\mu_0} = -i\omega\varepsilon_0 \mathbf{E} - i\omega (\mathbf{p} + \mathbf{J}_{\text{ext}}),
\]
having identified \(j = -i\omega p\) and defined macroscopic fields \(\mathbf{E} = (e)\) and \(\mathbf{B} = (b)\). The effective electromagnetic response of the system is contained in the induced current \(-i\omega p\), which we shall now expand into multipoles [8, 15]. With the expansion \(\exp(-i k \cdot r) \approx 1 - i k \cdot r - (k \cdot r)^2/2 + O(k^3)\) we obtain from (4) (to the second order in \(k\))
\[
\langle p \rangle = \frac{\langle |k| \cdot r \rangle}{V} \int_{V} p e^{-i k \cdot r} d^3r
\]
\[
= \frac{\langle |k| \cdot r \rangle}{V} \left( \int p d^3r - i k \cdot \int r p d^3r - \frac{1}{2} \int (k \cdot r)^2 p d^3r \right)
\]
\[
\equiv \mathbf{P} - \mathbf{k} \times \mathbf{M} - i k \cdot \mathbf{Q} + \mathbf{R},
\]
where
\[
\mathbf{P} = \frac{\langle |k| \cdot r \rangle}{V} \int_{V} p d^3r,
\]
\[
\mathbf{M} = \frac{i\omega}{2} \frac{\langle |k| \cdot r \rangle}{V} \int_{V} r \times p d^3r,
\]
\[
\mathbf{Q} = \frac{1}{2} \frac{\langle |k| \cdot r \rangle}{V} \int_{V} (r p + p r) d^3r,
\]
\[
\mathbf{R} = -\frac{1}{2} \frac{\langle |k| \cdot r \rangle}{V} \int_{V} (k \cdot r)^2 p d^3r.
\]
and we have decomposed the tensor \(\mathbf{r p}\) into its antisymmetric and symmetric parts,
\[
k \cdot \mathbf{r p} = k \cdot (r p - p r)/2 + k \cdot (r p + p r)/2 = -k \times r / 2 + k \cdot (r p + p r)/2.
\]
In addition to the polarization vector \(\mathbf{P}\), magnetization vector \(\mathbf{M}\), and quadrupole tensor \(\mathbf{Q}\), we have included an extra term \(\mathbf{R}\) which denotes the so-called higher order terms discussed in the introduction, corresponding to electric octupole and magnetic quadrupole. In the following, we will often combine \(\mathbf{M}\) and \(\mathbf{Q}\) into a combined tensor \(\mathbf{Q}_{\text{tot}}\)
\[
\mathbf{Q}_{\text{tot}} = \frac{\langle |k| \cdot r \rangle}{V} \int_{V} \mathbf{r p} d^3r,
\]
such that
\[
i k \cdot \mathbf{Q}_{\text{tot}} = \frac{k \times \mathbf{M}}{\omega} + i k \cdot \mathbf{Q}.
\]

III. CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS

The aim of a homogenization procedure is often to arrive at effective parameters or tensors \(\varepsilon\) and \(\mu\) that describe the effective electromagnetic response of a linear metamaterial. In the so-called Casimir formulation,
\[
\varepsilon'(\omega, k) = \varepsilon_0 \varepsilon + \mathbf{P},
\]
\[
[1 - \mu'^{-1}(-\omega, k)] \mathbf{B} = \mu_0 \mathbf{M}.
\]
The Casimir formulation thus places \(\mathbf{p}\) partially in a permittivity \(\varepsilon'(\omega, k)\) and partially in \(1 - \mu'^{-1}(-\omega, k)\), where \(\mu'(\omega, k)\) is a permeability. Evidently the terms \(-i k \cdot \mathbf{Q}\)
and \( \mathbf{R} \) in (8) have been excluded in this definition, although sometimes \( \mathbf{k} \cdot \mathbf{Q} \) is included in the permittivity [14].

Another possible effective parameter definition is [11]

\[
\epsilon_0(\omega, \mathbf{Q}) \mathbf{E} = \epsilon_0 \mathbf{E} + (p),
\]

(14)

where all of \((p)\), including \( \mathbf{Q} \) and \( \mathbf{R} \), is described by a total permittivity \( \epsilon(\omega, \mathbf{k}) \). This is called the Landau-Lifshitz formulation, and was used e.g. by Silveirinha [2]. We shall proceed with the Landau-Lifshitz formulation, and return to the Casimir formulation later on.

In a linear medium, we can express multipole densities (9) with constitutive relations

\[
P_i = \epsilon_0 \chi_{ij} E_j + \zeta_{ijk} \mathbf{k}_3 E_i + \eta_{iklj} \mathbf{k}_k \mathbf{k}_l E_j,
\]

(15a)

\[
Q_{ik}^{\text{tot}} = \zeta_{ijk} E_j + \gamma_{ijk} \mathbf{k}_k E_j,
\]

(15b)

\[
R_i = \psi_{iklj} \mathbf{k}_k \mathbf{k}_l E_j,
\]

(15c)

where summation over repeated indices is implied. In (15) we have included the necessary orders of \( \mathbf{k} \) such that \((p)\) is second order in \( \mathbf{k} \) upon their insertion in (8). Magneto-electric coupling is included in terms of the tensor elements \( \zeta_{ijk} \) and \( \zeta_{ikj} \). From (8), (14) and (15) we obtain

\[
\epsilon_{ij}(\omega, \mathbf{k}) = \delta_{ij} = \chi_{ij} + (\zeta_{ijk} + \zeta_{ikj}) k_3 / \epsilon_0
\]

(16)

\[
+ (\psi_{iklj} + \gamma_{iklj} + \eta_{iklj}) k_k k_l / \epsilon_0.
\]

While it may be convenient to have only a single constitutive tensor \( \epsilon(\omega, \mathbf{k}) \), it is often desirable to express the magnetic response more explicitly by introducing a permeability tensor. It is well known that the permeability is related to the second order term in (16) [2, 11]. Observe that the macroscopic quantities \( \mathbf{B} \) and \( \mathbf{E} \) are left invariant upon the transformation

\[
-\omega \mathbf{P} \rightarrow -i \omega \mathbf{P} + i k \times \mathbf{M},
\]

(17)

where the new polarization \( \mathbf{P} \) and magnetization \( \mathbf{M} \) are arbitrarily chosen. We can express the left hand side in terms of the non-local tensor \( \epsilon(\omega, \mathbf{k}) \) by (14), and the right hand side in terms of two new tensors \( \epsilon \) and \( 1 - \mu^{-1} \), in order to obtain

\[
\epsilon(\omega, \mathbf{k}) = \epsilon - \frac{\mu^2}{\omega^2} \mathbf{k} \times [1 - \mu^{-1}] \times \mathbf{k}.
\]

(18)

Here, we have used \( \mathbf{M} = \mu_0 \mathbf{B} = (1 - \mu^{-1}) \mathbf{B} \) and (6a). If we choose the coordinate system such that \( \mathbf{k} = k \mathbf{x} \), then (18) may be expressed

\[
\epsilon(\omega, \mathbf{k}) = \epsilon + \frac{k_3 k_3}{\omega^2} \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & (1 - \mu^{-1}) k_3 & -(1 - \mu^{-1}) k_3 \\
0 & -(1 - \mu^{-1}) k_3 & (1 - \mu^{-1}) k_3 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(19)

We now assume a non-gyrotropic medium\(^1\), such that the first order term in (16) vanishes. Comparing (19) with (16) lets us find

\[
1 - \mu^{-1} = \omega^2 \mu_0.
\]

(20)

\[
\cdots \begin{bmatrix}
\psi_{3113} + \gamma_{3113} + \eta_{3113} \\
-\psi_{2112} + \gamma_{2112} + \eta_{2112} \\
-\psi_{2112} + \gamma_{2112} + \eta_{2112} \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

if we choose to put \( \psi_{22} = 1 + \chi_{22}, \psi_{33} = 1 + \chi_{33}, \psi_{23} = \chi_{23}, \) and \( \epsilon_{22} = \chi_{33} \). The missing entries in (20) are a result of the fact that \( \mathbf{B} \) is transverse, \( \mathbf{k} \cdot \mathbf{B} = 0 \), and that only the transversal part of \( \mathbf{M} \) contributes to the induced current.

In principle the magnetization and therefore permeability can be defined in an infinite number of ways, by including any given part of the transversal, induced current. However, the above identification is somewhat natural, as the magnetization term includes all transversal, induced current, except a part possibly induced by the longitudinal component of the electric field. Eq. (20) is a generalization of the relation in Ref. [2]. Note that the Casimir permeability is related to part of the \( \gamma_{iklj} \) tensor, and may therefore also be viewed as a second order spatial dispersion effect.

IV. IMPORTANCE OF HIGHER ORDER TERMS

The tensors \( \psi, \gamma \) and \( \eta \) relate to \( \mathbf{R}, \mathbf{Q}^{\text{tot}} \) and \( \mathbf{P} \) respectively, in the manner shown in (15). As seen in (16) these contribute on an equal footing to the second order effects of \( \epsilon(\omega, \mathbf{k}) \) [6], which may be interpreted as describing the magnetic response of the system according to (20). While it is known that the quadrupole tensor \( \mathbf{Q} \) may be significant [4, 5], we shall now show that \( \mathbf{R} \) too is generally physically important.

Despite the common practice of neglecting \( \mathbf{R} \), and therefore \( \psi \), in the multipole expansion (8), the tensors \( \psi, \gamma/2 \) and \( \eta \) often turn out to be on the same order of magnitude for metamaterial structures. Before demonstrating this from numerical simulations, we may first gain some further intuition by considering (9) and (11)

\[^{1}\text{For non-gyrotropic media, i.e., when there exists a center of symmetry, we have } \epsilon(\omega, \mathbf{k}) = \epsilon(\omega, \mathbf{k}) \text{[10, 11], which implies that odd-order terms in (16) must be zero. Note that there is no way to distinguish between } \zeta_{ijk} \text{ and } \zeta_{ikj} \text{ in the expression for } \epsilon_{ij}(\omega, \mathbf{k}); \text{ only the sum appears. In other words, even though the macroscopic physics may be dependent on these tensors separately, only the sum matters for the macroscopic fields } \mathbf{E} \text{ and } \mathbf{B}. \text{ A similar comment is valid when considering } \psi_{2112} + \gamma_{2112} + \eta_{2112}; \text{ only the sum matters macroscopically. We could for instance choose to put } \psi_{2112} = \gamma_{2112} = 0 \text{ and include their contribution in } \gamma_{2112} \text{ without altering } \mathbf{E} \text{ and } \mathbf{B}. \]
for a plane-wave dependence of the field\(^2\)
\[ e(r) = E r^2 \hat{k} \cdot \hat{y}, \]  
(21)
and \( k = k \hat{x} \). The following relationship may then be observed
\[ \frac{2R_2}{k^2 E_2} = \frac{1}{\partial k} \left( \frac{Q_{2112}^{\text{tot}}}{E_2} \right) = \frac{\partial^2}{\partial k^2} \left( \frac{P_2}{E_2} \right), \]
(22)
giving
\[ \psi_{2112} = -\frac{\gamma_{2112}}{2} = \eta_{2112} \]  
(23)
when compared with (15). Here \( \psi_{2112} \) is proportional with the quantity \( R_2/E_2 \), while \( \gamma_{2112} \) is related to the first order \( k \)-dependence of the quantity \( Q_{2112}^{\text{tot}}/E_2 \), and \( \eta_{2112} \) is related with the second order \( k \)-dependence of the quantity \( P_2/E_2 \). With this in mind we may qualify the physical importance of \( R \). From (8) and (9) it is evident that the magnitude of \( R \) may not be significant in comparison to the terms associated with \( P, M \) and \( Q \) since \( R \) results from a higher order term of the exponential in \( k \cdot r \). Nevertheless, this does not mean that it is insignificant when the second order effects of \( \epsilon(\omega, k) \) (i.e. the magnetic response) are concerned, as seen from (22)-(23). Before moving on, note that since \( k \perp \hat{p}(r) \) due to (21), one finds using (10) that
\[ \frac{k \times M}{\omega} = ik \frac{Q}{\epsilon}, \]
(24)
revealing that \( M \) and \( Q \) contribute equally to \( \gamma_{iklj} \) in (15b).

Let us now consider \( \psi_{2112}, \gamma_{2112} \), and \( \eta_{2112} \) for a metamaterial consisting of periodically arranged dielectric cylinders in vacuum. These parameters give the components \( \mu_{kl}, \mu_{kl} \) according to (20). The microscopic dielectric function \( \epsilon(r) \) in a unit cell is displayed in Fig. 1a. Solving the multiple unknowns in (15) generally requires multiple equations. We therefore calculate \( E, P, Q \) \(^1\), and \( R \) by solving \( p = \mu (\epsilon(r) - 1) e \) for two choices of \( J_{\text{ext}} \), perpendicular and parallel to \( \hat{k} \), respectively. Utilizing the Floquet property of the source (3) and field (5), a plane wave expansion method can be used to solve the wave equation
\[ \nabla \times \nabla \times \epsilon \left( \frac{\omega^2}{c^2} \right) e = i \omega \mu_0 J_{\text{ext}}, \]
(25)
by inserting Fourier series representations of \( \epsilon(r), \hat{e}(r), \) and \( J_{\text{ext}}(r) \). Solutions for the microscopic field \( \hat{e}(r) \) are then readily found numerically for a given number of Fourier coefficients in the series representations. In order to extract the coefficient parameters in (15), the field quantities \( E, P, \hat{Q}^{\text{tot}}, \) and \( R \) are calculated for three values of \( k \) so that first and second order derivatives wrt. \( k \) of appropriate quantities can be obtained. By application of this method to the dielectric cylinder in Fig. 1a, the parameter values displayed in Table I are obtained. Here we use normalized parameters: Frequency \( \omega \) \( \approx \) \( 0.2\pi \) and wavevector \( ka \approx 0.2k \). We have used \( 91 \times 91 = 8281 \) spatial harmonics. We observe that \( \psi_{2112}, \gamma_{2112}/2 \) and \( \eta_{2112} \) are all on the same order of magnitude, similar to what was found in (23). Using a finite number of spatial harmonics corresponds to performing a low-pass filtering of Fig. 1a. The selection of spatial harmonics is performed by a truncation and subsequent application of a Blackman-Harris window in the Fourier domain. Thus, the actual structure corresponding to the parameter values in Table I is found by inverse-Fourier transforming the finite coefficient series representation of \( \hat{e}(r) \), as given in Fig. 1b. An annulus with slightly rounded edges.

Using (20) we may calculate
\[ 1 - \mu_{kl}^{-1} = \left( \frac{\omega \mu_0}{c} \right)^2 \left( \frac{\psi_{2112}}{\epsilon_0 a^2} + \frac{\gamma_{2112}}{\epsilon_0 a^2} + \frac{\eta_{2112}}{\epsilon_0 a^2} \right), \]
(26)
for the periodic cylinder metamaterial having inserted the simulation values. Eq. (26) allows us to observe the physical importance of \( R \). Since the parameter \( \psi_{2112} \) is on the same order of magnitude as \( \gamma_{2112} \) and \( \eta_{2112}/2 \), one cannot neglect \( R \) without incurring significant error. Also note that the second order term of \( P \) should not be neglected.

Consider Fig. 2, which shows the real and imaginary part of the microscopic polarization \( \hat{p}(r) \) in the dielectric annulus. We may interpret the imaginary and real parts as originating individually from the first and second terms in the expansion of the source (3) for \( ka \ll 1 \), respectively:
\[ J_{\text{ext}} \approx J_{\text{ext}} + ik \cdot r J_{\text{ext}} + O(k^2). \]
(27)

For the values in Table I the source amplitude \( J_{\text{ext}} \) has been chosen to be real, and from (25) one observes that if both \( J_{\text{ext}} \) and \( \hat{e}(r) \) are real, then \( \epsilon(r) \) and \( \hat{p}(r) = \epsilon_0 (\hat{e}(r) - 1) e(r) \) are imaginary. Hence Fig. 2b corresponds with the first, constant source term in the expansion (27). Similarly, the field distribution in Fig. 2a thus arises from the second, nonconstant source term, and is less dominant due to \( ka \ll 1 \). From (4) and (9)

\[ TABLE I: Parameter values in (15) for dielectric annulus. \]

\[ \begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\psi_{2112} & \gamma_{2112}/2 & \eta_{2112} \\
\hline
-0.800 & 0.19 & 0.0435 \\
\hline
\end{array} \]

\(^2\) The wave equation (25) reveals that this solution is approached for a source \( J_{\text{ext}} = J_{\text{ext}}(t) \hat{y} \) in the limit \( \omega t \ll 1 \). Alternatively, the solution is approached for high frequencies where the permittivity tends to unity.
FIG. 1: (a) Dielectric annulus in vacuum with microscopic permittivity \( \varepsilon = 16 \). (b) Inverse Fourier transform of finite series representation of \( \varepsilon(\mathbf{r}) \), having used 91 \( \times \) 91 coefficients. As a result of having used a finite number of coefficients, the edges become smoothened, corresponding to low-pass filtering of (a).

it therefore follows that \( \mathbf{E} \) and \( \mathbf{P} \) are dominated by their imaginary parts, and it follows from (15) that the parameters \( \psi_{2112}, \gamma_{2112} \) and \( \eta_{2112} \) are then dominated by their real parts for the dielectric annulus.

In metamaterial applications it is most often of interest to work with inclusions made of conducting materials, rather than purely dielectric structures such as those considered so far. To model this we consider a complex microscopic permittivity

\[
\varepsilon = 1 + i 16, \tag{28}
\]

within the same ring structure as pictured in Fig. 1a. Applying otherwise the same parameters as those leading to Table I, now yields the numerical values of Table II.

Now that \( \varepsilon \) is complex, the real and imaginary parts of the microscopic polarization \( \mathbf{p}(\mathbf{r}) \) each arise from a combination of the source terms \( \mathbf{J}_{\text{ext}} \) and \( i\kappa \cdot \mathbf{J}_{\text{ext}} \), as may be seen from (25). Hence Re \( \mathbf{p}(\mathbf{r}) \) and Im \( \mathbf{p}(\mathbf{r}) \) are roughly on the same order of magnitude, and therefore so are the real and imaginary parts of \( \psi_{2112}, \gamma_{2112}/2 \) and \( \eta_{2112} \).

Assuming dimensions \( a \geq 1 \mu\text{m} \), the relation \( \varepsilon = 1 + i\sigma/\varepsilon_0 \) reveals that the parameter choice (28) and the given normalized frequency correspond with \( \sigma \leq \)
2.7 · 10^4 Sm^{-1}. This conductivity is not very large. In the limit that σ → ∞, however, we know that the electrostatic field vanishes within the conducting ring, leaving only that part of the field distribution which comes from the nonconstant source term (k · r)j_{ext}; i.e. a polarization resembling that of Fig. 2a. Such a cylinder-symmetric distribution of \( \rho(r) \) yields \( R = 0 \) in (9d), and hence we expect \( \psi_{212} = 0 \). More generally, for ideal conductors and \( \mathbf{k} = i\mathbf{k} \), we expect that the \( R \)-term generally remains important, but that it loses importance as the degree of mirror-symmetry about the yz-plane increases.

V. INCREASED LOCALITY FOR CASIMIR FORMULATION

We conclude this article with some side remarks regarding the influence of the higher order terms on the locality of the effective parameters. Local parameters \( \epsilon \) and \( \mu \) are desirable, since they enable the use of Fresnel equations to describe the behavior of finite samples or layered systems. The permittivity and permeability resulting from the Landau-Lifshitz formulation are therefore appealing, since they in some sense are maximally local³. In the Casimir formulation, however, the parameters \( \epsilon' \) and \( \mu' \) according to (13) are generally highly nonlocal. In this section, we will examine a special case where modified Casimir parameters can nevertheless be made equally local by including the higher order terms \( \mathbf{Q} \) and \( \mathbf{R} \) in \( \epsilon' \) and \( \mu' \), and choosing an appropriate coordinate origin.

A coordinate transformation \( \mathbf{r} \rightarrow \tilde{\mathbf{r}} = \mathbf{r} - \mathbf{r}_0 \), causes the multipole quantities in (8) to mix: Considering for instance the polarization and magnetization vectors, they mix according to

\[
\begin{align*}
\tilde{\mathbf{P}} &= [1 - i\mathbf{k} \cdot \mathbf{r}_0 - \frac{1}{2}(\mathbf{k} \cdot \mathbf{r}_0)^2] \mathbf{P}, \quad (29a) \\
\tilde{\mathbf{M}} &= [1 - i\mathbf{k} \cdot \mathbf{r}_0][\mathbf{M} + \frac{i\omega}{\omega_0}(\mathbf{r}_0 \times \mathbf{P})], \quad (29b)
\end{align*}
\]

where we have kept necessary orders of \( k \) such that (\( \mathbf{p} \)) is second order in \( k \) upon their insertion in (8). By combining (13a) and (29a), and noting that \( \mathbf{E} \) is invariant under the coordinate transformation, the Casimir permittivity elements, after coordinate transformation, is expressed

\[
\epsilon'_{ij} - \delta_{ij} = [1 - i\mathbf{k} \mathbf{r}_0 \mathbf{d} - \frac{1}{2}(\mathbf{k} \mathbf{r}_0)^2](\epsilon'_{ij} - \delta_{ij}). \quad (30)
\]

³ In particular, for non-gyrotropic, weakly spatially dispersive media, where \( \omega \mathbf{k} \) only contains zeroth and second order terms in \( k \), as much as possible of the induced current are represented by a local \( \mu \) (20). Under certain circumstances (if the second order term of (\( \mathbf{p} \)) is perpendicular to \( \mathbf{k} \), and this term is independent of the longitudinal part of \( \mathbf{E} \)), all induced current is described by the permeability. This will e.g. be the case for the 1D example below.

Analogous steps lead to an expression for a coordinate-shifted Casimir permeability \( 1 - \mu'_{ij} \). Since the parameters \( \epsilon'_{ij} \) and \( 1 - \mu'_{ij} \) vary with the coordinate shift \( \mathbf{r}_0 \) as seen in (30), it is in some cases possible to choose a coordinate origin in which the first order \( k \)-dependence, if any, is cancelled. Coordinate shifts may therefore help in making the parameters more local, as will be observed in the example below.

A special case for which the Casimir parameters can be made maximally local, in the sense mentioned earlier, is obtained by including \( \mathbf{Q} \) and \( \mathbf{R} \) in modified versions of (13) of the following manner⁴

\[
\begin{align*}
\epsilon_0(\epsilon'_{ij} - 1)\mathbf{E} &= \mathbf{P} - i\mathbf{k} \cdot \mathbf{Q}, \quad (31a) \\
\frac{k \times (1 - \mu'_{ij})\mathbf{B}}{\mu_0\omega} &= \frac{k \times \mathbf{M}}{\omega} - \mathbf{R}, \quad (31b)
\end{align*}
\]

while assuming the plane wave solution of the microscopic field considered in (21) with \( \mathbf{k} = k\hat{x} \) (realistic fields will be considered below in a simulation). We then find

\[
\begin{align*}
\epsilon'_{22} &= 1 + \chi_{22} + \frac{k}{\omega_0}(\xi_{212} + \frac{\zeta_{212}}{2}) + \frac{k^2}{\omega_0}(\eta_{2112} + \frac{\gamma_{2112}}{2}), \quad (32a) \\
(1 - \mu'_{33} - 1) &= \mu_0\omega^2(\frac{\zeta_{212}}{2k} + \xi_{2112} + \frac{\gamma_{2112}}{2}), \quad (32b)
\end{align*}
\]

where we have used (12) and (24) in (15b) to express \( \mathbf{Q} \) and \( \mathbf{M} \) in terms of the parameters \( \xi_{212} \) and \( \gamma_{2112} \). If we assume \( \xi_{212} = -\gamma_{2112} = 0 \) (no magnetoelectric coupling), and make use of (23), we obtain \( k \)-independent parameters within the framework of second order dispersion treated in this article: \( \epsilon'_{22} = 1 + \chi_{22} \) and \( 1 - \mu'_{33} = 0 \). In other words, the Casimir parameters have become even more local due to the inclusion of contributions from \( \mathbf{Q} \) and \( \mathbf{R} \) in the definitions (31).

Let us now apply the modified Casimir parameters (31) to a realistic system: Consider a 1D metamaterial consisting of periodically alternating layers (a unit cell of which is displayed in Fig. 3) for frequency \( \omega_0/c = 0.009 \), wavevector \( k_0 = 0.01x \), and equal layer thicknesses. The source \( \mathbf{J}_{ext} \) and field \( \mathbf{E}(r) \) point along \( \hat{y} \), and thus \( \mathbf{M} \) and \( \mathbf{Q} \) contribute equally to \( \gamma_{ijkl} \) since \( k \perp \mathbf{p} \), in accordance with (24). Instead of the plane wave expansion method described earlier, the simplicity of the system allows us to find an exact solution to the wave equation (25) in terms of a matrix approach making use of the boundary conditions and the Bloch property of the fields. The results of the simulation are presented in Table III, where we observe that \( \psi_{2112}, \gamma_{2112}/2 \) and \( \eta_{2112} \) follow (23). In

⁴ Note that these expressions apply to the case where \( \mathbf{R} \perp \mathbf{k} \), i.e., when it is possible to describe the entire \( R \)-contribution in terms of \( 1 - \mu'_{ij} \).
terms of the scaled parameters we may express (32) as
\[ \epsilon'_{22} = 1 + \chi_{22} + (ka) \left( \frac{\xi_{212}}{\varepsilon_0} - \frac{\gamma_{212}}{2\varepsilon_0} \right) + (ka)^2 \left( \frac{\eta_{2112}}{\varepsilon_0 a^2} + \frac{\gamma_{2112}}{2\varepsilon_0 a^2} \right), \]
\[ (1 - \mu_{33}^{-1}) = \left( \frac{\omega_0}{c} \right)^2 \left( \frac{\xi_{212}}{2(ka)\varepsilon_0 \delta} + \psi_{2112} \frac{a^2}{\varepsilon_0 a^2} + \gamma_{2112} \frac{a^2}{2\varepsilon_0 a^2} \right) \] (33)
Inserting the simulation values in the above relation reveals that the magnitudes of \( \xi_{212} \) and \( \mu_{33} \) are negligible. This is due to the choice of coordinate origin in the unit cell (Fig. 3). It corresponds to that \( r_0 \) which gives a zero first order derivative of (30) for \( k = 0 \). Assuming (21). A slight shift of the coordinate origin away from \( r_0 = 0.75a \) renders \( \xi_{212} = -\zeta_{212} \) significant (e.g. if the coordinate origin is located at \( 0.76a \) one obtains \( \zeta_{212} = -0.075a \)).

Comparing the modified Casimir parameters (32) with the Landau-Lifshitz parameters \( \epsilon_{22} \) and \( 1 - \mu_{33}^{-1} \) defined by (20),
\[ \epsilon_{22} = 1 + \chi_{22}, \]
\[ (1 - \mu_{33}^{-1}) = \mu_0 \omega^2 (\psi_{2112} + \gamma_{2112} + \eta_{2112}), \] (34a) (34b) reveals that \( \epsilon'_{22} = \epsilon_{22} \) and \( \mu_{33}^{-1} = \mu_{33} \) when (23) and \( \zeta_{212} = -\zeta_{212} = 0 \) apply. In other words, when we evaluate the Landau-Lifshitz and modified Casimir permeabilities they give identical values in this case (almost identical in the case of the layered metamaterial of Fig. 3). If we consider the Landau-Lifshitz parameter as the benchmark for local parameters, the modified Casimir parameter has in this sense become maximally local.

Although (32) and (34) yield identical results in the above case, they have different expressions. This indicates that the manner in which we have included \( Q \) and \( R \) into modified Casimir parameters is not unique.

VI. CONCLUSION

When concerned with spatial dispersive effects of the second order in \( k \) (i.e. magnetic response), it has been shown that the higher order multipoles above the electrical quadrupole are significant. They generally contribute with the same magnitude as do the polarization, magnetization and electrical quadrupole multipoles, and should therefore not be neglected, despite the higher order multipoles themselves generally being of smaller magnitude. This has been demonstrated in simulations on metamaterials consisting of periodic arrays of dielectric or conducting cylinders, and analytical findings have been provided in the special case where plane wave fields can be assumed. The plane wave expansion method in the case of a distributed plane wave source has been used to provide the relevant simulation results. A case example has been given where maximally local Casimir parameters are achieved by the inclusion of the higher order multipoles.

To facilitate our discussions we have utilized the classical scheme of Russakoff-Jackson homogenization, and effective parameter formulations by Landau-Lifshitz, and Casimir.

* * *

Appendix C  MATLAB Code

The code for the one- and two-dimensional PWEM, simulating $O(k^2)$ terms of $\langle p \rangle$ and the code for simulating the effective permeability $\mu$ are given below. Helper functions are also attached.

C.1 Functions for simulating parameters $\eta$, $\gamma$ and $\psi$ for both 2D- and 1D systems

```matlab
function [eta, gamma, psi, casimir] = solveTensorPar(geometry, origo, a, f, n, kxstart, kxstop, kystart, kystop, it, deltax, deltay)

% geometry: permittivity of structure
% a: unit cell characteristic length
% f: frequency
% n: n.o. harmonics in PWEM
% kstart: k starting scan value
% kstop: k stopping scan value
% it: resolution in k (> 2)
% deltax: shift along x axis
% deltay: shift along y axis
% Variable “geometry” must be a nxn matrix where n is an odd number.

% Definitions
[row, col] = size(geometry);
eps0 = 8.854187817e-12;

% Only iterate over one k-component at the time.
deltakx = (kxstop-kxstart)/it;
deltaky = (kystop-kystart)/it;

% if (kystop == 0)
% deltax = (kxstop-kxstart)/it;
% else
% deltax = (kystop-kystart)/it;
% end
res = a/col;
x = -deltax:res:(a-res-deltax);
y = -deltay:res:(a-res-deltay);

% Allocating memory for vector components
Ex = zeros(it, 2);
Ey = zeros(it, 2);
Px = zeros(it, 2);

%chi = rot90((geometry-1),3);
% if (kystop == 0)
% chi = rot90((geometry-1),3);
% elseif (kxstop == 0)
% %chi = transpose((geometry-1));
% chi = geometry-1;
% end

% Allocating memory for vector components
Ex = zeros(it, 2);
Ey = zeros(it, 2);
Px = zeros(it, 2);
```
Py = zeros(it,2);
Qxx = zeros(it,2);
Qyx = zeros(it,2);
Qxy = zeros(it,2);
Qyy = zeros(it,2);
Rxkx = zeros(it,2);
Rykx = zeros(it,2);
Rxky = zeros(it,2);
Ryky = zeros(it,2);
Mz = zeros(it,2);
kvals = zeros(it);

Qxxint = zeros(row,col);
Qyxint = zeros(row,col);
Qxyint = zeros(row,col);
Qyyint = zeros(row,col);
Rxkxint = zeros(row,col);
Rykxint = zeros(row,col);
Rxkyint = zeros(row,col);
Rykyint = zeros(row,col);
Exint = zeros(row,col);
Eyint = zeros(row,col);
Mzint = zeros(row,col);

% Config 1 : k = kx , u = uy
for m = 1:it
    kx = kxstart + (deltakx*m)
    ky = kystart + (deltaky*m)
    if (kystop == 0)
        % Determine periodic part of microscopic electric field
        for kx = 1, uy
            % = 1
            [Exn, Eyn, exn, eyn] = solve2DPar(geometry, 'bl', a, f, n, kx, 0, 0, (1*exp(complex(0,-0.5*kx))), 0);
            kvals(m) = kx;
    elseif (kxstop == 0)
        % Determine periodic part of microscopic electric field
        for ky = 1, ux
            % = -1
            [Exn, Eyn, exn, eyn] = solve2DPar(geometry, 'br', a, f, n, 0, ky, -(1*exp(complex(0,-0.5*ky))), 0, 0);
            kvals(m) = ky;
    end
    px = zeros(row,col);
    py = zeros(row,col);
    % Determine microscopic polarization
    for il = 1:row
        for jl = 1:col
            px(il,jl) = Exn(il,jl)*eps0*chi(il,jl);
            py(il,jl) = Eyn(il,jl)*eps0*chi(il,jl);
        end
    end
    % Determine integrands P,Q and R
    for q = 1:row
        for r = 1:col
            Exint(q,r) = Exn(q,r).*exp(-1i*{(kx*x(r)) + (ky*y(q))});
            Eyint(q,r) = Eyn(q,r).*exp(-1i*{(kx*x(r)) + (ky*y(q))});
        end
    end
    % Exint = exn;
    % Eyint = eyn;
\[
\begin{align*}
\% \text{Qxxint}(q,r) &= px(q,r) \times x(q); \\
\% \text{Qyxint}(q,r) &= py(q,r) \times x(q); \\
\% \text{Qxyint}(q,r) &= px(q,r) \times y(r); \\
\% \text{Qyyint}(q,r) &= py(q,r) \times y(r); \\
\% \text{Rxkxint}(q,r) &= px(q,r) \times x(r) \times x(r) \times kx \times kx; \\
\% \text{Rykxint}(q,r) &= py(q,r) \times x(r) \times x(r) \times kx \times kx; \\
\% \text{Rxkyint}(q,r) &= px(q,r) \times y(q) \times y(q) \times ky \times ky; \\
\% \text{Rykyint}(q,r) &= py(q,r) \times y(q) \times y(q) \times ky \times ky; \\
\text{Qxxint}(q,r) &= px(q,r) \times x(r); \\
\text{Qyxint}(q,r) &= py(q,r) \times y(q); \\
\text{Qxyint}(q,r) &= px(q,r) \times y(q); \\
\text{Qyyint}(q,r) &= py(q,r) \times y(q); \\
\text{Rxkxint}(q,r) &= px(q,r) \times x(r) \times x(r) \times kx \times kx; \\
\text{Rykxint}(q,r) &= py(q,r) \times x(r) \times x(r) \times kx \times kx; \\
\text{Rxkyint}(q,r) &= px(q,r) \times y(q) \times y(q) \times ky \times ky; \\
\text{Rykyint}(q,r) &= py(q,r) \times y(q) \times y(q) \times ky \times ky; \\
\text{Mzint}(q,r) &= \{(py(q,r) \times x(r)) - (px(q,r) \times y(q))\}; \\
\text{Ex}(m,1) &= (\text{sum}(\text{sum}(\text{Exint}))) \times \text{res}^2 / (a^2); \\
\text{Ey}(m,1) &= (\text{sum}(\text{sum}(\text{Eyint}))) \times \text{res}^2 / (a^2); \\
\text{Px}(m,1) &= (\text{sum}(\text{sum}(\text{Px})) \times \text{res}^2 / (a^2); \\
\text{Py}(m,1) &= (\text{sum}(\text{sum}(\text{Py})) \times \text{res}^2 / (a^2)); \\
\text{Qxx}(m,1) &= (\text{sum}(\text{sum}(\text{Qxxint}))) \times \text{res}^2 / (a^2)); \\
\text{Qyx}(m,1) &= (\text{sum}(\text{sum}(\text{Qyxint}))) \times \text{res}^2 / (a^2)); \\
\text{Qxy}(m,1) &= (\text{sum}(\text{sum}(\text{Qxyint}))) \times \text{res}^2 / (a^2)); \\
\text{Qyy}(m,1) &= (\text{sum}(\text{sum}(\text{Qyyint}))) \times \text{res}^2 / (a^2)); \\
\text{Rxkx}(m,1) &= -(\text{sum}(\text{sum}(\text{Rxkxint}))) \times \text{res}^2) / (2 \times a \times a); \\
\text{Rykx}(m,1) &= -(\text{sum}(\text{sum}(\text{Rykxint}))) \times \text{res}^2) / (2 \times a \times a); \\
\text{Rxky}(m,1) &= -(\text{sum}(\text{sum}(\text{Rxkyint}))) \times \text{res}^2) / (2 \times a \times a); \\
\text{Ryky}(m,1) &= -(\text{sum}(\text{sum}(\text{Rykyint}))) \times \text{res}^2) / (2 \times a \times a); \\
\text{Mz}(m,1) &= -(\text{complex}(0,0.5 \times 2 \times \pi \times f)) \times \text{sum}(\text{sum}(\text{Mzint}))) \times \text{res}^2) \\
&\times (1 / (a^2)); \\
\text{fprintf}('\text{Config. 1 complete. } \backslash n')
\end{align*}
\]
% Determine periodic part of microscopic electric field
% for kx = 1, ux
% = 1
[Exn,Eyn,exn,eyn] = solve2DPar(geometry,'bl',a,f,n,kx
,0,[1*exp(complex(0,-0.5*kx))],0,0);
kvals(m) = kx;
else if (kxstop == 0)
% Determine periodic part of microscopic electric field
% for ky = 1, uy
% = 1
[Exn,Eyn,exn,eyn] = solve2DPar(geometry,'br',a,f,n,0,ky
,0,[1*exp(complex(0,-0.5*ky))],0);
kvals(m) = ky;
end

px = zeros(row,col);
py = zeros(row,col);
% Determine microscopic polarization
for i1 = 1:row
    for j1 = 1:col
        px(i1,j1) = Exn(i1,j1)*eps0*chi(i1,j1);
        py(i1,j1) = Eyn(i1,j1)*eps0*chi(i1,j1);
    end
end
% Determine integrands P,Q and R
for q = 1:col
    for r = 1:col
        Exint(q,r) = Exn(q,r).*exp(-1i*((kx*x(r)) + (ky*y(q))));
        Eyint(q,r) = Eyn(q,r).*exp(-1i*((kx*x(r)) + (ky*y(q))));
        Qxxint(q,r) = px(q,r)*x(r);
        Qyxint(q,r) = py(q,r)*x(r);
        Qxyint(q,r) = px(q,r)*y(q);
        Qyyint(q,r) = py(q,r)*y(q);
        Rxkxint(q,r) = px(q,r)*x(r)*x(r)*kx*kx;
        Rykxint(q,r) = py(q,r)*x(r)*x(r)*kx*kx;
        Rxkyint(q,r) = px(q,r)*y(q)*y(q)*ky*ky;
        Rykyint(q,r) = py(q,r)*y(q)*y(q)*ky*ky;
    end
end
% Integrate w.r.t. dxdy
Ex(m,2) = (sum(sum(Exint)))*(resˆ2)/(aˆ2);
Ey(m,2) = (sum(sum(Eyint)))*(resˆ2)/(aˆ2);
Px(m,2) = (sum(sum(px)))*(resˆ2)/(aˆ2);
Py(m,2) = (sum(sum(py)))*(resˆ2)/(aˆ2);
% Integrate w.r.t. dxdy
Ex(m,2) = (sum(sum(Exint)))*(resˆ2)/(aˆ2);
Ey(m,2) = (sum(sum(Eyint)))*(resˆ2)/(aˆ2);
Px(m,2) = (sum(sum(px)))*(resˆ2)/(aˆ2);
Py(m,2) = (sum(sum(py)))*(resˆ2)/(aˆ2);
Qxx(m,2) = (\sum(\sum(Qxxint*(res^2)/(a^2))));
Qyx(m,2) = (\sum(\sum(Qyxint*(res^2)/(a^2))));
Qxy(m,2) = (\sum(\sum(Qxyint*(res^2)/(a^2))));
Qyy(m,2) = (\sum(\sum(Qyyint*(res^2)/(a^2))));
Rxkx(m,2) = -(\sum(\sum(Rxkxint)*(res^2)))/(2*a*a);
Rykx(m,2) = -(\sum(\sum(Rykxint)*(res^2)))/(2*a*a);
Rxky(m,2) = -(\sum(\sum(Rxkyint)*(res^2)))/(2*a*a);
Ryky(m,2) = -(\sum(\sum(Rykyint)*(res^2)))/(2*a*a);
Mz(m,2) = -(\text{complex}(0,0.5*2*\pi*f))*\sum(\sum(Mzint)*(res^2)) *(1/(a*a));
end
fprintf('Config. 2 complete. \n')

% Allocating P constants
kappaP = zeros(it,1);
tauP = zeros(it,1);
phiP = zeros(it,1);
thetaP = zeros(it,1);

% Allocating Q constants
kappaQ = zeros(it,1);
tauQ = zeros(it,1);
phiQ = zeros(it,1);
thetaQ = zeros(it,1);

% Allocating R constants
kappaR = zeros(it,1);
tauR = zeros(it,1);
phiR = zeros(it,1);
thetaR = zeros(it,1);

% Allocating M constants
kappaM = zeros(it,1);
tauM = zeros(it,1);
phiM = zeros(it,1);
thetaM = zeros(it,1);

fprintf('Solving Linear Systems \n')

for g = 1:it
    A = [Ex(g,1);Ey(g,1);Ex(g,2);Ey(g,2)];
    % linsolve for P
    X1 = linsolve(A,[Px(g,1); Px(g,2)]);
    kappaP(g) = X1(1);
    tauP(g) = X1(2);
    X2 = linsolve(A,[Py(g,1); Py(g,2)]);
    phiP(g) = X2(1);
    thetaP(g) = X2(2);
    clear X1
    clear X2
    % linsolve for Q
    if (kystop == 0)
        X1 = linsolve(A,[Qxx(g,1); Qxx(g,2)]);
        kappaQ(g) = X1(1);
        tauQ(g) = X1(2);
        X2 = linsolve(A,[Qyx(g,1); Qyx(g,2)]);
        phiQ(g) = X2(1);
    end

fprintf('done')

\theta_Q(g) = X_2(2);

\texttt{clear X1}
\texttt{clear X2}

X_3 = \text{linsolve}(A, [Mz(g,1); Mz(g,2)]);
\theta_M(g) = X_3(2);

\text{elseif (kxstop == 0)}
\text{X1 = linsolve(A, [Qxy(g,1); Qxy(g,2)]);
\kappa_Q(g) = X1(1);
\tau_Q(g) = X1(2);
\text{X2 = linsolve(A, [Qyy(g,1); Qyy(g,2)]);
\phi_Q(g) = X2(1);
\theta_Q(g) = X2(2);
\text{clear X1}
\text{clear X2}}
\text{end}

\% linsolve for \ R

\text{if (kystop == 0)}
\text{X1 = linsolve(A, [Rxkx(g,1); Rxkx(g,2)]);
\kappa_R(g) = X1(1);
\tau_R(g) = X1(2);
\text{X2 = linsolve(A, [Rykx(g,1); Rykx(g,2)]);
\phi_R(g) = X2(1);
\theta_R(g) = X2(2);
\text{clear X1}
\text{clear X2}}
\text{elseif (kxstop == 0)}
\text{X1 = linsolve(A, [Rxky(g,1); Rxky(g,2)]);
\kappa_R(g) = X1(1);
\tau_R(g) = X1(2);
\text{X2 = linsolve(A, [Ryky(g,1); Ryky(g,2)]);
\phi_R(g) = X2(1);
\theta_R(g) = X2(2);
\text{clear X1}
\text{clear X2}}
\text{end}

\% Calculate parameters for given configuration

\text{if (kystop == 0)}
\text{\% Current evaluation is for determining } \eta_{2112}, \gamma_{2112} \text{ and } \psi_{2112}.
\text{disp('Parameters: _2112')}
\% \% \logarithm\ part
\% \% \deltakxlog10 = log10(deltakx);
\% \% \etavec3 = log10(thetaP)/(2*deltakxlog10^2);
\% \% \gammavec3 = log10(thetaQ)/(deltakxlog10);
\% \% \psivec2 = zeros(it,1);
\% \% \text{for } o = 1:it
\% \% \psivec2(o) = log10(thetaR(o)/((kvals(o))^2));
\% \% \text{end}
\% \% \etavec2 = diff(\text{etavec3,2})/(2*(\text{deltakx}^2)); \%*(\text{kxstop}-\text{kxstart})/(\text{it}-1))
function \[\eta, \gamma, \psi\] = solve1DConstants(geometry, a, f, n, kstart, kstop, it, deltax)
% Calculates \eta, \gamma and \psi from equation 34 in article
% geometry: structure matrix

\% etavec = \diff(\theta_P,2)/(2*(dx^2)); %*((kxstop-kxstart)/(it-1))
\% gammavec = \diff(\theta_Q/(1i))/(dx);
\% psivec = \zeros(it,1);
\% for o = 1:it
\% \psivec(o) = \theta_R(o)/((kvals(o))^2);

elseif (kxstop == 0)
% Current evaluation is for determining \eta_1221, \gamma_1221
% and \psi_1221.
\% etavec = \diff(\kappa_P,2)/(2*(dy^2)); %*((kystop-kystart)/(it-1))
\% gammavec = \diff(\kappa_Q/(1i))/(dy);
\% psivec = \zeros(it,1);
\% for o = 1:it
\% \psivec(o) = \kappa_R(o)/((kvals(o))^2);

\% Casimir gamma
\% \gamma = \gamma_1221
\% \psi = \psi_1221
\% Ex
\% Ey
\% Px
\% Py
\% Qxx
\% Qyx
\% Rx
\% Ry
\% \kappa_P
\% \tau_P
\% \phi_P
\% \theta_P
\% \kappa_Q
\% \tau_Q
\% \phi_Q
\% \theta_Q
\% \kappa_R
\% \tau_R
\% \phi_R
\% \theta_R
end

\eta = etavec(floor(it/2))/eps0;
\gamma = gammavec(floor(it/2))/eps0;
\psi = psivec(floor(it/2))/eps0;
\end

% Ex
% Ey
% Px
% Py
% Qxx
% Qyx
% Rx
% Ry
% \kappa_P
% \tau_P
% \phi_P
% \theta_P
% \kappa_Q
% \tau_Q
% \phi_Q
% \theta_Q
% \kappa_R
% \tau_R
% \phi_R
% \theta_R

```matlab
function [eta, gamma, psi] = solve1DConstants(geometry, a, f, n, kstart, kstop, it, deltax)
% Calculates \eta, \gamma and \psi from equation 34 in article
% geometry: structure matrix
```
4 % a: unit cell length
5 % f: frequency
6 % kstart, kstop: range of k-values
7 % it: number of iterations in k-value range
8 % deltax: shift along x axis
9 [row, col] = size(geometry);
10 eps0 = 8.854187817e-12;
11 %chi = (geometry(floor(row/2),:))-1;
12 deltak = (kstop-kstart)/it;
13 res = a/col;
14 %x = -(a-deltax):res:deltax-res;
15 %x = (deltax):res:(a-deltax-res);
16 %x = (a-deltax):res:(a-deltax-res);
17 %chi = (geometry(1,:))-1;
18
19 P = zeros(1,it);
20 M = zeros(1,it);
21 R = zeros(1,it);
22 E = zeros(1,it);
23 kvalues = zeros(1,it);
24 for i = 1:it
25 k = kstart + (i*deltak)
26 emicro = solve1D(geometry,a,f,n,k);
27 pIntegrand = zeros(1,col);
28 mIntegrand = zeros(1,col);
29 rIntegrand = zeros(1,col);
30 eIntegrand = zeros(1,col);
31 for j = 1:col
32 pIntegrand(j) = eps0*emicro(j)*chi(j)/(a);
33 mIntegrand(j) = pIntegrand(j)*x(j)*(1i*2*pi*f)/(2);
34 rIntegrand(j) = pIntegrand(j)*x(j)*x(j)*((kˆ2))/(2);
35 eIntegrand(j) = emicro(j).*exp(-1i*k*x(j))/(a);
36 end
37 E(i) = (sum(eIntegrand*res));
38 % P(i) = sum(pIntegrand*(res)));
39 % M(i) = -(sum(mIntegrand*(res)));
40 % R(i) = -(sum(rIntegrand*(res)));
41 kvalues(i) = k;
42 end
43 etavec = zeros(1,it);
44 gammavec = zeros(1,it);
45 psivec = zeros(1,it);
46 for q = 1:it
47 etavec(q) = (P(q))/(E(q));
48 gammavec(q) = - (2*(M(q))/(2*pi*f)*E(q));
49 psivec(q) = (2*(R(q))/((kvalues(q).ˆ2)*E(q)));
50 end
51 etavec2 = diff(etavec/(deltakˆ2),2);%//(deltak);
52 %etavec22 = diff(etavec2/(deltakˆ2),2);%//(deltak);
101
gammavec = diff(gammavec/deltak);%(deltak);

eta = etavec(floor(it/2))/2;
gamma = -gammavec(floor(it/2));
psi = psivec(floor(it/2))/2;

%figure(4)
plot(kstart:(deltak):kstop - (3*deltak),real(etavec2),'-or')

%figure(5)
plot(kstart:(deltak):kstop - (2*deltak),real(gammavec),'-ob')

%figure(6)
plot(kstart:(deltak):kstop - (deltak),real(psivec),'-oy')

plot(0:it-3,etavec,'b');
hold on
plot(0:it-2,gammavec,'r');
hold on
plot(0:it-1,R,'y');
hold off
end
C.2 Functions for 2D PWEM algorithms

```matlab
function [Exnum,Eynum,exnum,eynum] = solve2DPar(geometry,origo,a,f,n,kx,ky,uxgiven,uygiven,pad)
tic
% Difference from solve1D is that u is given as argument.
% Geometry matrix should have dimensions > 200x200.
% The origo input parameter rotates the unit cell according to the coordinate system of the Fourier transform and ensures that the factor exp(ikr) is multiplied correctly into solution matrix.
% Use origo = 'bl' for standard simulation with u = uy and k = kx.
% Make n odd
if(mod(n,2) == 0)
n = n+1;
end
% Create constants
omega = 2*pi*f;
c = 3*(10^8);
uzero = 4*pi*(10^(-7));
sigma = ((omega/(c))^2);
phi = complex(0,omega*uzero);
eps0 = 8.854187817e-12;
% Create Source
if nargin == 10
ux = zeros(n^2,1);
uy = zeros(n^2,1);
ux(floor(((n^2)/2)+1),1) = uxgiven;
uy(floor(((n^2)/2)+1),1) = uygiven;
else
ux(floor(((n^2)/2)+1),1) = 1;
uy(floor(((n^2)/2)+1),1) = 1;
end
% Create w and k
[w,k] = makeVectors2d(a,n);
if nargin == 10
k = ones(n^2,2);
k(:,1) = kx;
k(:,2) = ky;
end
% Creating square matrix and otp matrices
sq = curlOperator2d(w,k);
[Tx,Ty,TxTy] = outerproduct(w,k);
switch origo
 case 'bl'
   %nTest = n-20 % assuming function call with n = 51
   epsilon = convmat(geometry,n,n,1,pad);
   case 'br'
   % Rotate oppositely to adjust for axis-mirroring
   epsilon = convmat(rot90(geometry,2),n,n,1,0);
   case 'tr'
   epsilon = convmat(geometry,n,n,1,0);
   case 'tl'
   % Rotate oppositely to adjust for axis-mirroring
   epsilon = convmat(rot90(geometry,2),n,n,1,0);
end
% Create A,D and C = B matrices
103```

\[ A = \text{sq-Tx-(sigma*epsilon)}; \]
\[ D = \text{sq-Ty-(sigma*epsilon)}; \]
\[ CB = -(TxTy); \]

\% Solve coupled Matrix equation set
coefficients = \{A,CB;CB,D\};
source = \{phi*\{ux;uy\}\};
Vs = \text{linsolve(coefficients,source)};
Vy = Vs((n^2)+1));

\% Convert from solution vectors to solution matrices
Vx = zeros(n,n);
Vy = zeros(n,n);
for \( q = 1:n \)
\[ Vxtemp(q,1:n) = Vx(((n+1)-q)\cdot n)-(n-1)); \]
\[ Vytemp(q,1:n) = Vy(((n+1)-q)\cdot n)-(n-1)); \]
end

\% Rotate solution matrices
Vxout = \text{rot90(Vxtemp,3)};
Vyout = \text{rot90(Vytemp,3)};

\% Pad with zeros and take ifft. Expadnum,Eypadnum is used for
\% calculating effective permittivity. Expad, Eypad is used for
\% plotting.
\[ [nx,ny] = \text{size(geometry)}; \]
res = a/nx;
\% resTEST = a/(2*nx);
\% nxTEST = (nx*2)+1;
\% nyTEST = (nx*2)+1;
padx = nx - n;
pady = ny - n;
\% padxTEST = (nxTEST) - n;
\% padyTEST = (nyTEST) - n;
realx = 0:res:(a-(1*res));
realy = 0:res:(a-(1*res));
\% TESTx = 0:resTEST:(a-resTEST);
\% TESTy = 0:resTEST:(a-resTEST);
Expadnum = padarray(Vxout, {{floor(padx/2)} {floor(pady/2)}},
\[ [rows,cols] = \text{size(Expadnum)}; \]
exnum = rows\cdot cols\cdot (ifftn(ifftshift(Expadnum)));
Eypadnum = padarray(Vyout, {{floor(padx/2)} {floor(pady/2)}},
\[ [rows,cols] = \text{size(Eypadnum)}; \]
eynum = rows\cdot cols\cdot (ifftn(ifftshift(Eypadnum)));
\% ExpadnumTEST = padarray(Vxout, {{floor(padxTEST/2)} {floor(padyTEST/2)}},
\% [rows,cols] = \text{size(ExpadnumTEST)};
\% exnumTEST = rows\cdot cols\cdot (ifftn(ifftshift(ExpadnumTEST)));
\% EyadnumTEST = padarray(Vyout, {{floor(padxTEST/2)} {floor(padyTEST/2)}},
\% [rows,cols] = \text{size(EypadnumTEST)};
\% eynumTEST = rows\cdot cols\cdot (ifftn(ifftshift(EypadnumTEST)));
Exnum = zeros(nx,ny);
Eynum = zeros(nx,ny);

% ExnumTEST = zeros(nxTEST,nyTEST);
% EynumTEST = zeros(nxTEST,nyTEST);

% Adjust axes and origo in any pair of solution matrices such that origo is in top left corner. Adjust signs for coordinate transform.
switch origo
    case 'bl'
    case 'br'
    case 'tr'
        exnum = rot90(exnum,1);
        eynum = rot90(eynum,1);
    end
    case 'tl'
        exnum = rot90(exnum,2);
        eynum = rot90(eynum,2);
    end
end

for it1 = 1:nx
    for it2 = 1:ny
        Exnum(it1,it2) = exnum(it1,it2)*exp(1i*((kx*realx(it2)) + (ky*realy(it1))));
        Eynum(it1,it2) = eynum(it1,it2)*exp(1i*((kx*realx(it2)) + (ky*realy(it1))));
    end
end

% for it1 = 1:(nxTEST)
% for it2 = 1:(nyTEST)
%     ExnumTEST(it1,it2) = exnumTEST(it1,it2) *exp((kx*TESTx(it2)) + (ky*TESTy(it1)));
%     EynumTEST(it1,it2) = eynumTEST(it1,it2) *exp((kx*TESTx(it2)) + (ky*TESTy(it1)));
% end
% end
% figure(1)
% imshow(real(Eynum))
% figure(2)
% imshow(imag(Eynum))

% Calculate P
px = zeros(199,199);
py = zeros(199,199);
% pxTEST = zeros(nxTEST,nyTEST);
% pyTEST = zeros(nxTEST,nyTEST);

chi = (geometry -1);

for ii = 1:ny
    for jj = 1:nx
        px(ii,jj) = Exnum(ii,jj) *eps0*chi(ii,jj);
        py(ii,jj) = Eynum(ii,jj) *eps0*chi(ii,jj);
    end
% figure(1)
% plot(0:298, real(Exnum(:,150)),'b', 0:298, imag(Exnum(:,150)),'r')
% figure(2)
% plot(0:298, real(Eynum(:,150)),'b', 0:298, imag(Eynum(:,150)),'r')
% figure(1)
% plot(0:498, real(Exnum(250,:)),'b', 0:498, imag(Exnum(250,:)),'r')
% figure(2)
% plot(0:498, real(Eynum(250,:)),'b', 0:498, imag(Eynum(250,:)),'r')
% figure(3)
% plot(0:198, real(Exnum(100,:)),'b', 0:198, imag(Exnum(100,:)),'r')
% figure(4)
% plot(0:198, real(Eynum(100,:)),'b', 0:198, imag(Eynum(100,:)),'r')
% figure(2)
% subplot(2,2,1)
% plot(0:998, real(Exnum(500,:)),'b', 0:998, imag(Exnum(500,:)),'r')
% title('Ex along x-axis')
% subplot(2,2,2)
% plot(0:998, real(Eynum(500,:)),'b', 0:998, imag(Eynum(500,:)),'r')
% title('Ey along x-axis')
% subplot(2,2,3)
% plot(0:998, real(Exnum(:,500)),'b', 0:998, imag(Exnum(:,500)),'r')
% title('Ex along y-axis')
% subplot(2,2,4)
% plot(0:998, real(Eynum(:,500)),'b', 0:998, imag(Eynum(:,500)),'r')
% title('Ey along y-axis')

plotres = a/499;
plotaxis = 0:(plotres):(a-plotres);

% figure(5)
% subplot(2,2,1)
% plot(plotaxis, real(Exnum(250,:)),'b', plotaxis, imag(Exnum(250,:)),'r')
% title('Ex along x-axis')
% subplot(2,2,2)
% plot(plotaxis, real(Eynum(250,:)),'b', plotaxis, imag(Eynum(250,:)),'r')
% title('Ey along x-axis')
% subplot(2,2,3)
% plot(plotaxis, real(Exnum(:,250)),'b', plotaxis, imag(Exnum(:,250)),'r')
% title('Ex along y-axis')
% subplot(2,2,4)
% plot(plotaxis, real(Eynum(:,250)),'b', plotaxis, imag(Eynum(:,250)),'r')
% title('Ey along y-axis')

% figure(1)
% subplot(2,2,1)
% plot(0:498, real(Exnum(250,:)),'b', 0:498, imag(Exnum(250,:)),'r')
% title('Ex along x-axis')
% subplot(2,2,2)
% plot(0:498, real(Eynum(250,:)),'b', 0:498, imag(Eynum(250,:)),'r')
% title('Ey along x-axis')
% subplot(2,2,3)
% plot(0:498, real(Exnum(:,250)),'b', 0:498, imag(Exnum(:,250)),'r')
% title('Ex along y-axis')
% subplot(2,2,4)
% plot(0:498, real(Eynum(:,250)),'b', 0:498, imag(Eynum(:,250)),'r')
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% title('Ey along y-axis')
% figure(2)
% subplot(2,2,1)
% plot(0:498,real(px(249,:)),'b',0:498,imag(px(249,:)),'r')
% title('Px along x-axis')
% subplot(2,2,2)
% plot(0:498,real(py(249,:)),'b',0:498,imag(py(249,:)),'r')
% title('Py along x-axis')
% subplot(2,2,3)
% plot(0:498,real(px(:,249)),'b',0:498,imag(px(:,249)),'r')
% title('Px along y-axis')
% subplot(2,2,4)
% plot(0:498,real(py(:,249)),'b',0:498,imag(py(:,249)),'r')
% title('Py along y-axis')
% figure(6)
% subplot(2,2,1)
% plot(plotaxis,real(px(250,:)),'b',plotaxis,imag(px(250,:)),'r')
% title('Px along x-axis')
% subplot(2,2,2)
% plot(plotaxis,real(py(250,:)),'b',plotaxis,imag(py(250,:)),'r')
% title('Py along x-axis')
% subplot(2,2,3)
% plot(plotaxis,real(px(:,250)),'b',plotaxis,imag(px(:,250)),'r')
% title('Px along y-axis')
% subplot(2,2,4)
% plot(plotaxis,real(py(:,250)),'b',plotaxis,imag(py(:,250)),'r')
% title('Py along y-axis')
% x = 0:2:(cols-1);
% y = 0:2:(rows-1);
% %Plot Re[P]
% figure(23)
% quiver(x,y,real(px((x)+1,(y)+1)),real(py((x)+1,(y)+1)),'b');
% legend('Re(P)')
% set(gca,'position',[0.138 0.2 0.72 0.72]);
% set(gca,'FontName', 'times');
% set(gca,'FontSize', 16);
% set(gca,'FontWeight','normal')
% set(get(gca,'children'),'LineWidth',0.1);
% print fisk -deps
% %Plot Im[P]
% figure(24)
% quiver(x,y,imag(px((x)+1,(y)+1))),imag(py((x)+1,(y)+1)),'r');
% legend('Im(P)')
% set(gca,'position',[0.138 0.2 0.72 0.72]);
% set(gca,'FontName', 'times');
% set(gca,'FontSize', 16);
% set(gca,'FontWeight','normal')
% set(get(gca,'children'),'LineWidth',0.1);
% print fisk -deps
% Expad = padarray(Vxout,[5 5]);
% [rows,cols] = size(Expad);
% Ex = rows*cols*(ifft2(ifftshift(Expad)));
% Eypad = padarray(Vyout,[5 5]);
% [rows,cols] = size(Eypad);
% Ey = rows*cols*(ifft2(ifftshift(Eypad)));
%
{%}
% Calculate D
Dx = zeros(nx,ny);
Dy = zeros(nx,ny);
for i = 1:nx
    for j = 1:ny
        Dx(i,j) = rot90(geometry(i,j))*Exnum(i,j);
        Dy(i,j) = rot90(geometry(i,j))*Eynum(i,j);
    end
end
%
%%%% Plotting %%%% 
% Only the desired plots should be plotted for efficiency. Comment
% all other figures that are not interesting. There are 12
% different
% figures.

% Plot real part of Structure
figure(1)
meshz(real(geometry))
set(gca,'position',[0.138 0.2 0.72 0.72]);
set(gca,'FontName', 'times');
set(gca,'FontSize', 16);
set(gca,'FontWeight','normal')
set(get(gca,'children'),'LineWidth',0.1);
title('Re[Structure]')
xlabel('x axis')
ylabel('y axis')
zlabel('Re[\epsilon(x,y)]')
print fisk -deps

% Plot imag part of Structure (for conductors)
figure(2)
meshz(imag(geometry))
set(gca,'position',[0.138 0.2 0.72 0.72]);
set(gca,'FontName', 'times');
set(gca,'FontSize', 16);
set(gca,'FontWeight','normal')
set(get(gca,'children'),'LineWidth',0.1);
title('Im[Structure]')
xlabel('x axis')
ylabel('y axis')
zlabel('Im[\epsilon(x,y)]')
print fisk -deps

% Plot E as vector field
x = 0:2:(cols-1);
y = 0:2:(rows-1);
figure(3)
quiver(x,y,real(Exnum((x)+1,(y)+1)),real(Eynum((x)+1,(y)+1)),'b');
legend('Re(E)')
set(gca,'position',[0.138 0.2 0.72 0.72]);
set(gca,'FontName', 'times');
set(gca,'FontSize', 16);
set(gca,'FontWeight','normal')
set(get(gca,'children'),'LineWidth',0.1);
print fisk -deps

% Plot Im[E]
```matlab
% figure(4)
% quiver(x,y, imag(Exnum(x+1,y+1)), imag(Eynum(x+1,y+1))),'r');
% legend('Im(E)')
% set(gca,'position',[0.138 0.2 0.72 0.72]);
% set(gca,'FontName', 'times');
% set(gca,'FontSize', 16);
% set(gca,'FontWeight','normal');
% set(get(gca,'children'),'LineWidth',0.1);
% print fisk -deps
% xnum = 0:10:nx-1;
% ynum = 0:10:ny-1;

% Plot D as vector field
% xnum = 0:10:nx-1;
% ynum = 0:10:ny-1;

% Plot Re[D]
figure(5)
quiver(xnum,ynum, real(Dx(xnum+1,ynum+1)), real(Dy(xnum+1,ynum+1)),'Color',[0,0.6,0.5]); %,'Color',[0.6,0.6,0.5])
legend('Re(D)')
set(gca,'position',[0.138 0.2 0.72 0.72]);
set(gca,'FontName', 'times');
set(gca,'FontSize', 16);
set(gca,'FontWeight','normal');
set(get(gca,'children'),'LineWidth',0.1);
print fisk -deps
% Plot Im[D]
figure(6)
quiver(xnum,ynum, imag(Dx(xnum+1,ynum+1)), imag(Dy(xnum+1,ynum+1)),'Color',[0.6,0.6,0.5]);
legend('Im(D)')
set(gca,'position',[0.138 0.2 0.72 0.72]);
set(gca,'FontName', 'times');
set(gca,'FontSize', 16);
set(gca,'FontWeight','normal');
set(get(gca,'children'),'LineWidth',0.1);
print fisk -deps
% Plot All components f = Ex, Ey, Dx, Dy as f(x,y).
% size(Dx);

figure(7)
meshz(0:(a/spatDx):a,0:(a/spatDy):a,real(Dx))
xlabel('x-axis')
ylabel('y-axis')
set(gca,'position',[0.138 0.2 0.72 0.72]);
set(gca,'FontName', 'times');
set(gca,'FontSize', 16);
set(gca,'FontWeight','normal');
set(get(gca,'children'),'LineWidth',0.1);
zlabel('Re[Dx]')
print fisk -deps
figure(8)
meshz(0:(a/spatDx):a,0:(a/spatDy):a,imag(Dx))
xlabel('x-axis')
ylabel('y-axis')
set(gca,'position',[0.138 0.2 0.72 0.72]);
set(gca,'FontName', 'times');
set(gca,'FontSize', 16);
set(gca,'FontWeight','normal');
set(get(gca,'children'),'LineWidth',0.1);
zlabel('Im[Dx]')
print fisk -deps

[spatDx, spatDy] = size(Dx);
```

% figure(9)
% meshz(0:(a/spatx):a,0:(a/spaty):a,real(Exnum))
% xlabel('x-axis')
% ylabel('y-axis')
% set(gca,'position',[0.138 0.2 0.72 0.72]);
% set(gca,'FontName', 'times');
% set(gca,'FontSize', 18);
% set(gca,'FontWeight','normal')
% set(get(gca,'children'),'LineWidth',0.1);
% zlabel('Re[Ex]')
% print fisk -deps
%
% figure(10)
% meshz(0:(a/spatx):a,0:(a/spaty):a,imag(Exnum))
% xlabel('x-axis')
% ylabel('y-axis')
% set(gca,'position',[0.138 0.2 0.72 0.72]);
% set(gca,'FontName', 'times');
% set(gca,'FontSize', 18);
% set(gca,'FontWeight','normal')
% set(get(gca,'children'),'LineWidth',0.1);
% zlabel('Im[Ex]')
% print fisk -deps
%
% figure(11)
% subplot(1,2,1)
% meshz(0:(a/spatx):a,0:(a/spaty):a,real(Eynum))
% xlabel('x-axis')
% ylabel('y-axis')
% set(gca,'position',[0.138 0.2 0.72 0.72]);
% set(gca,'FontName', 'times');
% set(gca,'FontSize', 18);
% set(gca,'FontWeight','normal')
% set(get(gca,'children'),'LineWidth',0.1);
% zlabel('Re[Ey]')
% print fisk -deps
%
% figure(12)
% meshz(0:(a/spatx):a,0:(a/spaty):a,imag(Eynum))
% xlabel('x-axis')
% ylabel('y-axis')
% set(gca,'position',[0.138 0.2 0.72 0.72]);
% set(gca,'FontName', 'times');
% set(gca,'FontSize', 18);
% set(gca,'FontWeight','normal')
% set(get(gca,'children'),'LineWidth',0.1);
% zlabel('Im[Ey]')
% print fisk -deps
toc
end

1 function E = solve2DTrans(geometry,a,f,n,kx,ky,uz)
2 % Difference from solve1D is that u is given as argument.
3 % Geometry matrix should have dimensions > 200x200.
4 tic
5
7 % Make n odd
8 if(mod(n,2) == 0)
9    n = n+1;
10 end
12 % Creating Source
13 if nargin == 7
14    u = zeros(n^2,1);
u(floor((nˆ2)/2)+1),1) = uz;
else

u = zeros(nˆ2,1);

u(floor((nˆ2)/2)+1),1) = 1;
end

%%%%% Creating Constants %%%%%
omega = 2*pi*f;
c = 3*(10ˆ8);
uzero = 4*pi*(10ˆ(-7));
sigma = ((omega/(c))ˆ2);
phi = complex(0,omega*uzero);

%%%%% Creating Vectors %%%%%
[w,k] = makeVectors2d(a,n);
if nargin == 7
k = ones(nˆ2,2);
k(:,1) = kx;
k(:,2) = ky;
end

%%%%% Creating Matrices %%%%%

epsilon = convmat(geometry,n,n,1);
leftside = sq-(sigma*epsilon);
Vz = phi*(leftside\u);
Vtemp = zeros(n,n);

% Convert from solution vector to solution matrix
for q = 1:n
Vtemp(q,1:n) = Vz(((n+1)-q)*n)-(n-1))(((n+1)-q)*n));
end
Vout = rot90(Vtemp,3);

% Pad with zeros and take ifft.
Epad = padarray(Vout,[100 100]); % Pad with zeros
[rows,cols] = size(Epad);
E = rows*cols*(ifft2(ifftshift(Epad)));

meshz(imag(E))

function [w,k] = makeVectors2d(a,n)
% Assuming quadratic unit cells
w = zeros(n,2,2);
k = (1/sqrt(2))*(0.01/a)*ones(n,2,2);
wx = zeros(1,n);
wy = zeros(1,n);

for i = -floor(n/2):1:floor(n/2)
wx(i+floor(n/2)+1) = (2*pi)/(a)*i;
wy(i+floor(n/2)+1) = (2*pi)/(a)*i;
end

for p = 1:n
for j = 1:n
w(j + (n*(p-1)),1) = wx(p);
w(j + (n*(p-1)),2) = wy(j);
end
end
% w
% for o = 1:nˆ2
% end
function sq = curlOperator2d(w,k)
% w = [wx,wy] k = [kx,ky], both column vectors
[row, col] = size(w);
sq = zeros(row, row);

tx = w(:,1)+k(:,1);
ty = w(:,2)+k(:,2);
if (col == 2)
    for i = 1:row
        sq(i,i) = ((tx(i))^2) + ((ty(i))^2);
    end
end
end

function [Txsq, Tysq, TxTy] = outerproduct(w,k)
[nsq, dim] = size(w);
T = w+k;
TxTy = zeros(nsq,nsq);
Txsq = zeros(nsq,nsq);
Tysq = zeros(nsq,nsq);
Txsqvec = (T(:,1).^2);
Tysqvec = (T(:,2).^2);
for i = 1:nsq
    TxTy(i,i) = T(i,1)*T(i,2);
    Txsq(i,i) = Txsqvec(i);
    Tysq(i,i) = Tysqvec(i);
end
end
C.3 Functions for 1D PWEM algorithm

function Ek = solve1D(geometry,a,f,n,knew)
%tic
%%%%% Make n odd %%%%%
if(mod(n,2) == 0)
n = n+1;
end

%%%%% Creating Source %%%%%
u = zeros(n,1);
u(floor(n/2)+1) = 1;

%%%%% Creating Constants %%%%%
omega = 2*pi*f;
c = 1/(sqrt((pi*4e-7)*(8.85e-12)));
uzero = 4*pi*(10^-7);
sigma = ((omega/(c))ˆ2);
phi = complex(0,omega*uzero);

%%%%% Creating Vectors %%%%%
[w,k] = makeVectors(a,n);
if nargin == 5
k = knew*ones(n,1);
end

%%%%% Creating Matrices %%%%%
 sq = curlOperator(w+k);
epsilon = convmat(geometry,n,1,1);
% A is the fftshifted FT of geometry.

%%%%% Calculating Matrix Equation %%%%%
leftside = sq-(sigma*epsilon);
V = phi*(leftside\u);

%%%%% Transform back to r-domain %%%%%
[row,col] = size(geometry);

varexp = (col-n)/2;
Vnew = [zeros(varexp,1); V; zeros(varexp,1)];
Vnewshift = ifftshift(Vnew);
Vnewshiftfft = (length(Vnewshift))*ifft(Vnewshift);
E = double(Vnewshiftfft);
% varexp is the padding length on each side of vector, and
% adjusts number of points in output vector.
% i.e. if E should have 25000 points, then varexp = (25000-n)/2.

%%%%% Determine E with k-dependence %%%%%
axis = 0:(2*varexp+n-1);
axis = reshape(axis,length(axis),1);
factor = varexp + (n/2);
[newrow,newcol] = size(E);
res = a/newrow;
newaxis = 0:res:(a-res);
Ek = E.*exp(1i*(k(1)/(factor))*axis);
Ek = zeros(1,newcol);
for q = 1:newrow
Ek(q) = E(q).*exp(1i*k(1)*newaxis(q));
end
%% Plot Structure, E and Ek

% Plot Structure
figure(1)
% h = area(geometry);
h.FaceColor = [0 0.5 0.5];
set(gca,'position',[0.138 0.2 0.72 0.72]);
set(gca,'FontName', 'times');
set(gca,'FontSize', 16);
set(gca,'FontWeight','normal')
set(get(gca,'children'),'LineWidth',1);
title('Structure')
xlabel('x axis')
ylabel('\epsilon(x)')
set(gca,'XLim',[0 4e4]) % x-omrde som skal vises
set(gca,'YLim',[0 40])
legend('Permittivity')
print fisk -deps

% Plot E*exp(-ikr)
figure(5)
plot(0:((2*varexp)+n-1),real(E),'b',0:((2*varexp)+n-1),imag(E),'r');
set(gca,'position',[0.138 0.2 0.72 0.72]);
set(gca,'FontName', 'times');
set(gca,'FontSize', 16);
set(gca,'FontWeight','normal')
set(get(gca,'children'),'LineWidth',2);
title('E-field in Structure')
xlabel('Scaled x axis')
ylabel('E * exp(-ikx)')
legend('Re(E)','Im(E)')
print fisk -deps

% Plot E
figure(6)
plot(newaxis,real(Ek),'b',newaxis,imag(Ek),'r'); %,newaxis,imag(Ek)
set(gca,'position',[0.138 0.2 0.72 0.72]);
set(gca,'FontName', 'times');
set(gca,'FontSize', 16);
set(gca,'FontWeight','normal')
set(get(gca,'children'),'LineWidth',2);
title('E-field in Structure with k dependence')
xlabel('Scaled x axis')
ylabel('E')
legend('Re(E)','Im(E)')
print fisk -deps
	toc
end

function [w,k] = makeVectors(a,n)
% This function calculates the vectors w and k for the matrix equation.
% a is the length of the unit cell in r-space.
% n is the length of the vectors w and k.
if(mod(n,2) == 0)
 n = n+1;
end
kt(1:n) = 0.01/a;
wt = zeros(1,n);
for i = -floor(n/2):1:floor(n/2)
 wt(i+floor(n/2)+1) = ((2*pi)/(a))*i;
end
function squared = curlOperator(T)
% This function creates the matrix curl operator with the vectors w and k.
% Input T = w+k
% squared is a nxn matrix with (w+k)^2 along the diagonal.
% squared = eye(n); % Creating identity matrix
    for i = 1:n
        for j = 1:n
            if (i == j)
                squared(i,j) = T(i).^2;
            end
        end
    end
end
C.4  Function for creating 1D and 2D convolution matrices with and without windowing

function C = convmat(A,P,Q,R,pad)
% CONVMAT Rectangular convolution matrix C for both 1D and 2D
% PWEM algorithms.
% Convolution matrix algorithm based on: https://www.youtube.com/
% watch?v=hWSMHcc3CxQ
% Video made by Dr. Raymond Rumpf.
% A input is structure (vector or matrix)
% P,Q,R are number of spatial harmonics along each dimension (x,y,
% z)
% For 1D : P = n, Q = R = 1 , For 2D : P = Q = n, R = 1
% % Change row vector into column vector
% [dimx,dimy] = size(A);
% if (dimx == 1)
%       A = reshape(A,dimy,dimx);
% end
% [Nx,Ny,Nz] = size(A);
% NH = P*Q*R; % Total number of spatial harmonics
% % Shifting the indices to be distributed around zero.
% p = [-floor(P/2): + floor(P/2)]; % indices along x
% q = [-floor(Q/2): + floor(Q/2)]; % indices along y
% r = [-floor(R/2): + floor(R/2)]; % indices along z
% p0 = 1 + floor(Nx/2);
% q0 = 1 + floor(Ny/2);
% r0 = 1 + floor(Nz/2);
% if (pad == 0)
%       A = fftshift(fftn(A)/(Nx*Ny*Nz));
%       p0 = 1 + floor((2*P)-1);
%       q0 = 1 + floor((2*Q)-1);
%       r0 = 1 + floor((2*R)-1);
%       hammingwindow = window2((2*P)-1,(2*Q)-1,@blackmanharris);
% end
% else
%       AT = fftshift(fftn(A)/(Nx*Ny*Nz));
%       Pfictive = P - pad;
%       Qfictive = Q - pad;
%       Plp = ((2*Pfictive)-1);
%       Qlp = ((2*Qfictive)-1);
%       Atest = ATest((p0-floor(Plp/2)):(p0+floor(Plp/2)),(q0-floor(Qlp/2)):(q0+floor(Qlp/2))); % Low-pass filter as if n = Pfictive - Qfictive
%       A = padarray(Atest,[pad pad]); % Pad to obtain "n = 51"
%       p0 = 1 + floor(((2*Pfictive)-1)/2);
%       q0 = 1 + floor(((2*Qfictive)-1)/2);
%       hammingwindowTEMP = window2(Plp,Qlp,@blackmanharris);
%       hammingwindow = padarray(hammingwindowTEMP,[pad pad]);
% end
% size(A);
% size(hammingwindow);
% newhammingwindow = window2((P+2),(Q+2),@hamming);
% newhammingwindow = window2((2*P)-1,(2*Q)-1,@blackmanharris);
% % Compute array indices of center harmonic

116
% p0 = 1 + floor(Nx/2);
% q0 = 1 + floor(Ny/2);
% r0 = 1 + floor(Nz/2);

p0w = 1 + floor(((2*P)-1)/2);
q0w = 1 + floor(((2*Q)-1)/2);

for rrow = 1:R; % R = 1 in 2D case
    for qrow = 1:Q; % Q = 1 in 1D case
        for prow = 1:P;
            row = ((rrow-1)*P*Q) + ((qrow-1)*P) + prow;
            for rcol = 1:R; % R = 1 in 2D case
                for qcol = 1:Q; % Q = 1 in 1D case
                    for pcol = 1:P;
                        col = ((rcol-1)*P*Q) + ((qcol-1)*P) + pcol;
                        pfft = p(prow) - p(pcol);
                        qfft = q(qrow) - q(qcol);
                        rfft = r(rrow) - r(rcol);
                        indx = p0w + pfft;
                        indy = q0w + qfft;
                        factor = hammingwindow(indx,indy,1);
                        C(row,col) = A(p0 + pfft,q0 + qfft,r0 + rfft)*factor;
                    end
                end
            end
        end
    end
end

% Zero order harmonics are placed along diagonal of matrix

end

end

end

% C
C.5 Function for simulating effective permeability $\mu$ according to Casimir and Landau-Lifshitz formalisms

```matlab
function [RJmu, LLmu, Eta, Gamma, Psi, Casimir] = effectiveMu(omegastart, omegastop, step, structure, a)
    uzero = 4*pi*(10^(-7));
    % Calculation of effective mu according to Russakoff-Jackson (Casimir) and Landau-Lifshitz formalism
    clight = 3e8;
    RJmu = zeros(step,1);
    LLmu = zeros(step,1);
    Eta = zeros(step,1);
    Gamma = zeros(step,1);
    Psi = zeros(step,1);
    Casimir = zeros(step,1);
    omegares = (omegastop-omegastart)/step;
    for it = 1:step
        omega = it*omegares;
        [eta, gamma, psi, casimir] = solveTensorPar(structure,'bl',1,((omega)/(2*pi)),41,0,0.3,0,0,0.5,0.5);
        Eta(it) = eta;
        Gamma(it) = gamma;
        Psi(it) = psi;
        Casimir(it) = casimir;
        RJU = casimir;
        LLU = eta+gamma+psi;
        RJmu(it) = (1)/(1-(omega*omega*a*a*(1/(clight*clight))*RJU));
        LLmu(it) = (1)/(1-(omega*omega*a*a*(1/(clight*clight))*LLU));
    end
end
```